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Theory as Mask in Wallace Stevens
CHRISTOPH IRMSCHER
I

W

ALLACE STEVENS’ FIRST collection of poetry, Harmonium
(1923), includes a short poem called “Theory,” which is often
referred to in passing, but has never, I believe, received the
critical attention it deserves:
I am what is around me.
Women understand this.
One is not duchess
A hundred yards from a carriage.
These, then are portraits:
A black vestibule;
A high bed sheltered by curtains.
These are merely instances.1

The symmetrical arrangement of its verbal material makes the little poem
appear like something of a portrait itself: two one-line statements of a
generalizing nature literally frame two three-liners whose meaning is more
particular or, as it were, illustrative—at least at first sight. The “theory” of
the poem, we may assume, is contained in its very first line. We are given
a definition that is then, as we are made to believe, exemplified or illustrated in the following lines by references to a mysterious “duchess” and
her environment (“black vestibule,” “high bed”). But while the poem’s
first sentence purports to define the essence of the speaker’s self (“I am”),
the meaning and the applicability of the de-fining statement paradoxically
turn out to be in-finite (“These are merely instances”). Women, the speaker
comments with tongue in cheek, understand his line of argument, since
dignity, and the dignity of a duchess at that, always depends on adequate
surroundings and is therefore eminently variable.
Being near something or other, being in a certain place at a certain time,
the little poem cryptically implies, gives a person what little sense of
identity he or she is entitled to. Encouraged by the deictic phrases in the
poem (“These, then,” l. 5; “These are,” l. 8), the reader is made to look at
pictures that show something without disclosing anything, at portraits that
don’t portray: one cannot tell from the outside whether a carriage is really
carrying a duchess; the vestibule is, we should remember, dark, and the
curtains of the bed are drawn. Thus, the aristocratic interior remains
forever exterior—the “high bed” might, after all, be empty (recall, for
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example, Stevens’ poem “Gallant Château”: “The bed is empty, / The
curtains are stiff and prim and still,” CP 161). The duchess, who may have
come straight out of Carroll’s nonsense world, is a distinctly incongruous
figure in an American context anyway, and the grand revelation promised
by the first line of the poem ends in a gesture of concealment, when the
poem’s explanatory pretensions are shown to be potentially as empty as
the “high bed” of the duchess. In the end, the “portraits” presented by the
poem don’t add up to anything like a coherent picture.
Here we may remember Paul Valéry’s famous personification of the
“theoretician,” Monsieur Teste, who is called “Teste” because he spends
most of his time as a witness (in Latin, “testis”) to the spectacle of his own
mental activity. The existing portraits of Monsieur Teste do not resemble
one another, we are told: “Il n’y a pas d’image certaine de M. Teste. Tous
les portraits différent les uns des autres.”2 In this case, the gallery of
portraits can be extended infinitely—there is no comfortable resting
ground for an inquiry into such a person’s identity. A similar experience
is the theme of Stevens’ Carlos among the Candles, a one-act play performed
the same year Stevens’ “Theory” was published for the first time in Alfred
Kreymborg’s anthology Others (1917). Here, Carlos, the epitome of “modern” man (“Truly, I am a modern”), explains himself by explaining how
he could never be explained: “—I know myself to be incalculable, since
the causes of what I am are incalculable . . .”3
II
Stevens’ statements about his own poetry are as deliberately incalculable and elusive as Carlos could have only wished. In 1948, Stevens explained: “There is nothing that I desire more intensely than to make a
contribution to the theory of poetry”(L 585). Yet in his Adagia Stevens
voiced the belief that the poem “must resist the intelligence almost successfully” (OP 197), and, on being pressed for the exact meaning of the
term “supreme fiction,” he readily provided an example of what he meant
by that resistance: “Let us think about it and not say that our abstraction
is this, that or the other” (L 438). In view of Stevens’ superficially contradictory statements about the “theory latent” in his poems (see L 431) it is
not entirely surprising, then, that his poetry (more so than his essays) has
been recycled in so many different theoretical contexts—ranging from
Harold Bloom’s theory of poetic revision to Joseph Riddel’s version of
Deconstruction and Frank Lentricchia’s most recent attempt to trace the
contradictions of a poet’s social identity under “late capitalism”4—that one
would, in retrospect, like to acknowledge the prophetic insight of Denis
Donoghue’s observation made as early as 1965: “If we were to list every
variant reading in the argument of epistemology, . . . we could quote a
poem by Stevens in favor of each.”5
Stevens’ poems, as I wish to read them here, effectively anticipate a
strategy that recent critics pride themselves on having located as intrinsic
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to the project of “theory” itself—“the resistance to theory,” which Paul de
Man famously identified as the resistant nature of “theory” itself.6 Now
that literary theory has developed into a career path of its own and that
the “triumph of theory,” as J. Hillis Miller put it, is unabashedly being
celebrated in the rhetoric of capitalist expansion,7 we may do well to
remember the originally subversive impact of the ways in which a poet
used language to talk about language, thereby putting his own being at
risk.
Employing concepts derived from the social anthropology of Helmuth
Plessner, I should like to suggest how Wallace Stevens, instead of succumbing to the experience of epistemological “ex-centricity” so typical of the
modernist period,8 actively brings his own “eccentricity” into play by
turning into the actor of his own text.9 In various books and essays the
German philosopher and anthropologist Helmuth Plessner has pointed to
the havoc wreaked by the well-known and generally accepted sociological
paradigm of playacting (as forwarded by Ralf Dahrendorf and others10)
whereby man the social actor spends a lifetime acting out a pre-written
script. As Plessner has it, this concept not only harks back to the old and
by now obsolete Christian denunciation of role-playing as mere pretence
and artificial make-believe but also and more importantly seems to exclude
any kind of individual creativity from the social field. Plessner forces us
to realize that in the customary interpretation of the social drama of human
existence, selfsameness can be experienced, if at all, only in private,
whereas the entire realm of a person’s public life is supposed to be necessarily self-alienating. Plessner shows how even the Marxian theorem of
“Entfremdung” (alienation) testifies to the unabated strength of the old
model of the social actor by positing human selfsameness as a realizable
goal of political change.11 Plessner’s claim is that in our contemporary,
post-Christian world where “not only six characters are in search of an
author,”12 the idea that an internal integrity of essence, an inviolable center
should stand out beyond the impermanent nature of appearances (Hamlet’s “that within which passes show”) surely can no longer be valid or
appropriate. Hence, Plessner’s own model of the human role-player critiques the distinction between public and private and does not oppose
identity and difference: actors, as Plessner explains, “use themselves as
their own medium: they divide themselves from themselves, but do not,
to continue the metaphor, fall into the gap opened up by their own selfdivision.”13 Rather, they actively adopt an “ex-centric” position and remain
at once inside and outside the role they play, bringing into play the very
idea of division itself. Whereas in the old paradigm, masks (and this would
apply to the invisible masks of the contemporary social actor as well)
inevitably assume sinister overtones, something to be escaped from only
at the cost of death, Plessner regards them as the epitome of liberating
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unpredictability: there’s no way of telling what they will do and become
when they are worn.
It is only by being forever different or “ex-centric” that man can be
“identical” even “this side of utopia” (the title of one of Plessner’s more
famous books). And it is through the artificial face of a mask that human
beings can most truly “face” their own condition of artificiality and turn
into the ever so different actors and agents of their own lives, thus actively
making themselves into what they would otherwise just be and creating
themselves in their own distinctive and yet ever so different images.
Although for Plessner language is only one of the tools human beings
can use to play with their “ex-centricity,” an approach to literary texts
drawing on his anthropology may not only prove to be rewarding but can
also help us to locate exactly the kind of “social resonance in art’s formal
aspects” that recent Stevens criticism is so interested in—and, what is more,
find it not just in those texts that explicitly concern themselves with political realities but also in those that normally serve the theoretical critic
only.14 Since poetry that is aimed for publication takes place at the very
intersection of the public and the private, the idea (suggested by Plessner’s
anthropology) that this distinction can be the object of a writer’s intentional
play has an irresistible appeal as well as considerable explanatory power.
It is tempting to assume that in the second of the “Two Theoretic Poems”
of 1940 (“Of Modern Poetry”) Stevens wishes to suggest something
amounting to the paradigm change invoked in Plessner’s theory by distinguishing between a poem as of old and a new, “living” poem that,
especially in view of the fundamental changes wrought by the experience
of the Second World War, would open up a broader, more flexible stage
for everybody to act on:
The poem of the mind in the act of finding
What will suffice. It has not always had
To find: the scene was set; it repeated what
Was in the script.
Then the theatre was changed
To something else. Its past was a souvenir.
It has to be living, to learn the speech of the place.
It has to face the men of the time and to meet
The women of the time. It has to think about war
And it has to find what will suffice. It has
To construct a new stage.
(CP 239-40; my emphasis)
In “Of Modern Poetry” Stevens seems to refer to David Hume’s definition
of the mind “as a kind of theatre, where several perceptions successively
make their appearance” and where there can be no “identity in different
[sic].”15 The kind of poetic theater envisioned by Stevens, however, projects
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a stage where different relationships help to develop a network of possible
identities, and the action taking place onstage creates possible action offstage. As the ambiguity of the pronoun “it” suggests, the role played by
the “speaking” poem cannot really be separated from that of the “listening” audience:
It has to be on that stage
And, like an insatiable actor, slowly and
With meditation, speak words that in the ear,
In the delicatest ear of the mind, repeat,
Exactly, that which it wants to hear, at the sound
Of which, an invisible audience listens,
Not to the play, but to itself, expressed
In an emotion as of two people, as of two
Emotions becoming one.
(CP 240; my emphasis)
In the last line of the poem, the “poem of the mind in the act” (l. 1) has
turned into “the poem of the act of the mind,” a change too inconspicuous
to be noticed at first sight, yet important enough to explain that a poem
showing the “mind in action,” as “Of Modern Poetry” certainly does, is
itself an enactment, another role on the new stage constructed by “modern
poetry.” This, as I wish to explain now, has consequences for my reading
of Stevens’ “theory as mask.”
Gerald Graff has explained that “theory” is “the self-consciousness
generated when consensus breaks down.”16 Interestingly enough,
Diderot’s Paradoxe sur le comédien (published posthumously in 1830) points
out that it is exactly his self-consciousness, the consciousness of what he
is doing, that separates the actor from his own role. The possible link
between “theory” and playacting that I seek to propose here becomes even
more tangible when we remember how Stevens, in The Necessary Angel,
which he most certainly “intended to be [a] contribution[] to the theory of
poetry” (NA vii), repeatedly claims that in these essays he is interested in
“the role” or “the figure” of the poet. For the purpose of my argument, I
would like to literalize this phrase to release some of its former metaphorical power and redefine “theory” as the viewing of the author’s role on the
stage of a given text. An author’s theory of his work would then mean the
author’s self-conscious in-sight into his role as author, and, in the case of
his “invisible audience,” it would mean that the audience is watching
someone other than itself play. But if we accept Plessner’s reinterpretation
of human playacting, which implies that an actor, in order to be successful,
would have to be at once inside and outside of his or her role, and if we
also agree that the well-worn distinction between essence and appearance,
between being and seeming, identity and difference is an instrument for
the perpetuation of static social relationships and therefore should be
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dispensed with, then there can be no in-sight into a role that is not itself
another role, no analysis of a “figure” which would not in turn be “figurative.” The self-consciousness separating the actor from his or her role
would itself be just another role to be played—the “incalculable” role of
Valéry’s calculating Monsieur Teste.
As a consequence, there can be no detached viewing of role-playing
that would not in turn partake of another role: viewers turn into participants and the audience enters the stage of the poem. I wish to suggest that
Stevens, by donning masks and disguises, not only makes use of and
extends a technique of self-representation he learned in the days of his
youth when the fin de siècle was still in full sway and he professed that he
wanted to be “anything but [his] plain self,”17 but also and more importantly invites his readers to join him in a role-playing which will forever
remain truly “ex-centric.” Since “theory” is one of Stevens’ favorite disguises, his readers—and how much more so if they are professional critics—are suddenly made conscious of the specific masks they themselves
have been trained to wear when approaching a text, i. e., their own “theories”: the “consensus” between author and audience, the severing of
which, according to Graff, helped to generate “theory,” is suddenly restored. In this way, the ancient link between “theory” and “theater,” between “theoria” and “theatron,” is reestablished, and “theory,” in a
thoroughly secularized form, regains and at the same time radically transforms its old meaning—the viewing of a “theatrical” event or ritual “spectacle.”18
III
Having started with an early poem, let us now turn to a comparatively
late one that has also been neglected by the mainstream of Stevens criticism—not surprisingly, as “The Pure Good of Theory” (1945; CP 329-33)
is so difficult that an in-depth analysis of its various layers of meaning is
virtually impossible. The focus of my observations will be the subtext of
Stevens’ poem, which has hitherto gone unnoticed: a passage from Plato’s
dialogue Phaedrus in which Socrates presents a figurative account, a mise
en scène, as it were, of the Platonic conception of “theoria” (Phaedrus 246).
Making use of this “theoria,” Stevens develops his own “theory” into a
playful mask.
Plato’s “theoria”—the direct, immediate viewing of the realm of Forms,
that, according to Plato, is the supreme goal of any philosophy (“the pure
good of theory”)—had once been available to the human soul in its preexistent state. In Stevens, this “theoria” does not serve as a contrastive foil
on the basis of which the “decadence” of modern artistry is judged, as is
the case in the most famous example of a literary reworking of Plato’s
myth of the soul in the twentieth century, Thomas Mann’s Der Tod in
Venedig (Death in Venice, 1911). On the contrary, in an essay that should be
read together with Stevens’ poem, “The Noble Rider and the Sound of
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Words” (1941),19 Stevens identifies Plato’s myth as a poetic concept that
has itself become “decadent.”
In Plato’s text, Socrates, by means of a discourse that is intended to
serve his pupil Phaedrus as an exemplar of proper rhetoric, describes the
human soul as a charioteer who once used to ride with the gods in the
realm of Forms. Unlike the gods’ chariots, however, only one of the horses
drawing the human chariot is “noble” and white, whereas the other is dark
and “ignoble,” signifying not the pure knowledge of the “theoria,” but the
impure lower regions of the soul—insolence, lust, sheer animality (see also
Phaedrus 213 d). “Now the winged horses and the charioteer of the gods,” quotes
Stevens,20 “are all of them noble, . . . while ours are mixed” (NA 3). It is because
of this imperfection that the human soul finally loses its wings, falls to the
ground and is confined to the cage of its body.
In his essay, using the role of the “sleight-of-hand man” (CP 222),
Stevens points out how the fall of the soul from happy pre-existence into
dismal temporality has an ironic counterpart in our reading experience
today. We experience a falling-off, a decay of linguistic effect when we are
reading about the soul’s fall: “we droop in our flight and at last settle on
the solid ground. The figure becomes antiquated and rustic” (NA 4). In
Stevens’ essay, Plato’s charioteer almost imperceptibly metamorphoses
into a “noble rider,” into the figure of the poet riding his Pegasus. Looking
for an image of the poet more adaptable to the purposes of the modern
world, Stevens now reviews a series of other “riders.” As so often in his
essays, it is difficult to decide whether we fall prey to a very elaborate joke
or whether Stevens really wants us to take at face value a selection which
includes Verrocchio’s statue of Bartolomeo Colleoni in Venice and Cervantes’ Don Quixote as well as Clark Mills’s monument for Andrew Jackson
in Washington and a painting of a merry-go-round called Wooden Horses.
Perhaps the “noble rider” is after all straddling merely a hobby-horse?
When we recall that Stevens’ essay was originally conceived as a lecture
to be read at Princeton University, as an oral presentation, we begin to
wonder whether the conjunction “and” in Stevens’ title “The Noble Rider
and the Sound of Words” does not in the end veil an identification. We
begin to suspect that Stevens’ “noble rider” is the “sound of words”—an
effect of language, a playing with words and their sounds, which Stevens
has cunningly disguised as his “theory.”
In “The Pure Good of Theory,” Stevens succeeds even more clearly in
showing how any theoretical reflection on the role of a “possible poet” (NA
23) becomes a reflection of this role and ends up in verbal role-playing
itself. Stevens’ poem consists of four parts, each of which has, in the
manner of Stevens’ late style, seven stanzas with three five-stressed lines.
The first part, ”All the Preludes to Felicity” (CP 329-30), immediately takes
up the by now familiar theme of the sound of words and their relation to
“theory.” The speaker first confronts us with an allegorical picture that
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reminds us not so much of Chronos, the ancient personification of the flow
of time, but of the unruly, “ignoble” black horse in Plato’s myth: “Time is
a horse that runs in the heart, a horse / Without a rider on a road at night”
(ll. 4 f.). Plato’s horse, however, has broken free of its reins, and his metaphor, a “figure . . . of a composite nature” (NA 3), has been fragmented: the
charioteer or “rider” is now sitting at the window watching and hearing
his own horse passing by. He has reached the end of the book he has been
reading (Plato’s Phaedrus ?): “The reader by the window has finished his
book / And tells the hour by the lateness of the sounds” (ll. 8 f.; my
emphasis). When the speaker now imagines a “platonic person” as free
from the constraints of temporality as Plato’s immortal soul or as magnificent as Verrocchio’s statue of Colleoni, this is possible only in the hypothetical terms of “theory”:
If we propose
A large-sculptured, platonic person, free from time,
And imagine for him the speech he cannot speak,
A form, then, protected from the battering, may
Mature . . .
(CP 330)
Sound is the repetition of moments of duration, and this is why language
can take place only in time. It is possible to “imagine” a speech that “cannot
speak,” but it seems impossible to express it poetically, since poetry needs
“images” that “speak.” But far from succumbing to a fruitless skepticism
regarding language, the last stanza celebrates the materiality of the time
of poetry in which beautiful words are spoken or, rather, sung:
Felicity, ah! Time is the hooded enemy,
The inimical music, the enchantered space
In which the enchanted preludes have their place.
(CP 330)
Stevens shows just how much he appreciates the musical resources of his
own language by concluding his “prelude” with a heroic couplet in the
Shakespearian mode (“space/place”) and by introducing the pun “enchantered/enchanted,” which recalls the French verb “chanter.” Time the
enemy makes things (and words) decay, but it makes for sweet music, too.
“Death is,” we may recall, “the mother of beauty” (CP 69). In Plato’s
Phaedrus, Socrates praises the living word of speech and disparages the
dead letter of writing (Phaedrus 278), but Stevens here almost willfully
highlights the written character of a poetic performance so lively that the
play of language shines through the mask of “theory.”
The second part of “The Pure Good of Theory,” “Description of a Platonic
Person” (CP 330-31), places the “platonic person” into an earthly paradise
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of a possible future (metaphorically called “Brazil”). Ironically, the platonic
person, feeling “[u]nhappy about the sense of happiness” (l. 15), cannot
accept a sense (“sense” in the double sense of “meaning” as well as
“sensation”) that he cannot sensibly understand: “Could the future rest on
a sense and be beyond / Intelligence?” (ll. 16 f.). The third part of the poem,
“Fire-monsters in the Milky Brain” (CP 331-32), then recapitulates Plato’s
myth with a difference: the chariot of the soul is now likened to the solar
chariot, and the fall of the soul to earth is transformed into Adam’s Fall
from Paradise, “air” referring to the life that God breathed into Adam’s
body (Gen. 2.7):
Man, that is not born of woman but of air,
That comes here in the solar chariot,
Like rhetoric in a narration of the eye—
(CP 331)
The fall of the soul is a fall into and through language, as Stevens has
explained in “The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words,” and this is why
it is “like rhetoric in a narration of the eye,” the “eye” being the instrument
of Plato’s “theoria” as well as the “I” of Socrates’ discourse about the
“theoria.” Not surprisingly, it is a linguistic problem that is eventually
responsible for Adam’s Fall:
Adam of beau regard, from fat Elysia,
Whose mind malformed this morning metaphor,
While all the leaves leaked gold. His mind made morning,
As he slept. He woke in a metaphor: this was
A metamorphosis of paradise,
Malformed, the world was paradise malformed . . .
(CP 331-32)
Keats chose to represent the dream dreamed by Milton’s Adam as a metaphor for the reality of poetic imagination and the spiritual truth of the
poet’s inspiration: “The Imagination may be compared to Adam’s dream—
he awoke and found it truth.”21 In Stevens, the poet as Adam creates his
own light (“His mind made morning,” l. 7), thereby becoming not godlike,
but truly “luci-ferous.” When Adam wakes, he has become part of a
metaphor that he has himself created and which has “malformed” Paradise
into the world. For Adam, belief in divine truth has to make way for the
belief in the “truth” of a metaphor that the mind knows to be manifestly
untrue: “It is to stick to the nicer knowledge of / Belief, that what it believes
in is not true” (ll. 19 ff.). Adam’s poetic “theory,” the insight into his role
as the maker of his own light, is like an actor’s knowledge of his own
role-playing. He knows just as well as his audience that his role-playing
is only make-believe. And yet this is, paradoxically, his sole justification
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for carrying on the show. Instead of merely discarding a mask that has
become useless—and here we are to remember Plato’s metaphor of the
winged soul—it is better to choose a new and different one: “To say the
solar chariot is junk / Is not a variation but an end” (ll. 15 ff.). Or, in other
words, insight into what separates identity from difference, the self from
its role, insight into the differences that make the difference, should not
paralyze the poet as actor, but encourage him, in Helmuth Plessner’s terms,
to out-distance the distance, that is, use it and play with it.22
The fourth part of “The Pure Good of Theory,” “Dry Birds Are Fluttering
in Blue Leaves” (CP 332-33),23 attempts to exemplify these rather abstract
terms by employing once again the “sound of words.” The title itself turns
“bluebirds” (a witty allusion to Plato’s winged soul and its heavenly
aspirations) into “dry birds”: Plato’s myth has withered. Conversely, the
“leaves” on which Stevens’ poem is being written turn “blue”: “philosophy,” Stevens noted as early as 1909, “which ought to be pure intellect,
has seldom, if ever, been so among moderns. We color our language” (L
122). The first lines of the poem that follows, while continuing the punning,
recall Adam’s poetic “theory”: “It is never the thing but the version of the
thing” (l. 1). “Version,” of course, recalls “verse” and explains why the
next lines locate the “essence” of being in changeable qualities (“fragrance,” “manner,” “color,” “the weather”) and, finally, the instability of
words and their sounds. And words, as Stevens said in “The Noble Rider
and the Sound of Words,” are “of things that do not exist without the
words” (NA 32):
It is never the thing but the version of the thing:
The fragrance of the woman not her self,
Her self in her manner not the solid block,
The day in its color not perpending time,
Time in its weather, our most sovereign lord,
The weather in words and words in sounds of sound.
(CP 332)
These variations are “devastations” (l.7)—devastating because they destroy our deeply ingrained expectation to see and recognize the “essence”
of things24—and they are the work of something called the “destroying
spiritual”(l. 8). Metaphor “malforms,” destroys, Paradise, but those who
know about its destructive power (as poets do) can harness it. As Plessner
suggests, it is through metaphors that we relate to the world: like us, they
are “ex-centric,” since their meaning never fully coincides with what they
seem to express, and yet, or rather because of this, they are also the source
of our power to redescribe our own “ex-centricity.”25 In the following lines
Stevens’ “destroying spiritual” is itself destroyed and transformed into a
dog that digs a hole (that “digs-a-dog,” as Stevens puns), makes its puppies
come and see (l. 9), grows large only to become small again (l.10 f.), “in-
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scribes ferocious alphabets” (l.11), and then “expands” into a bat in order
to carry away “night’s middle witch,” whoever that might be (l. 13; perhaps an obscure reference to the protective power superstitiously ascribed
to bats). The “destroying spiritual” is now redescribed as the “beast of
light” (l. 14). In turning Plato’s anima into an animal, Stevens merges the
white horse with the dark one and mixes philosophical sense with sensual
sound:
the beast of light,
Groaning in half-exploited gutturals
The need of its element, the final need
Of final access to its element—
Of access like the page of a wiggy book,
Touched suddenly by the universal flare
For a moment, a moment in which we read and repeat
The eloquences of light’s faculties.
(CP 333; my emphasis)
In Plato’s “theoria,” the favored sense was sight (Phaedrus 250), but for
Stevens the eye needs the ear as well. And, what is more, in “reading and
repeating” Stevens’ text, the readers, in theatrical terms, turn from spectators into performers. If being means “acting a role,” then, as Plessner has
explained, there can be no “audience” in the strict sense of the word and
the human actor always acts in front of other actors. When Stevens’ “beast
of light” groans in “half-exploited gutturals” (l.15), the phonetic effect of
the line literally makes us “read and repeat” (l. 20) the same (or a similar)
thing. Here, the initial paradox of a “speech” that “cannot speak” (and
nevertheless does) eventually takes shape when we understand what we
don’t understand, or, to paraphrase another Stevens poem, say meanings
“by repetitions of half-meanings” (“Angel Surrounded by Paysans,” CP
497). In reading and repeating Stevens’ text, we follow the trajectory of the
speaker’s roles (from theoretician to juggler with words) and realize just
how much the “enlightenment” provided by “theory” and the “lightness”
of linguistic play belong together. Both are among “light’s faculties” (l. 21)
and make for an epiphany (“the universal flare,” l. 19), which, while
seeming to lead us beyond the language of the text, places us right inside
it. Stevens is not Stevens a hundred yards away from his poems, and yet
he is, too. These were merely instances.
Whereas Jacques Derrida maintains that “sense” is a function of play
(“it has been inscribed at some point into the configuration of a game
which does not make any sense at all”),26 our reading of Stevens’ “theory”
as mask would lead us to believe that if sense is a function of play, play
can equally be described as a function of sense. Both go together just as
an actor would be unthinkable without a role to play and a role cannot be
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imagined without an actor to play it. And this should remind us, finally,
of the actor in the text of this essay. By presenting “theory” as a mask,
Stevens, of course, has been pointing to my own “theoretical” mask as
well, the mask I have come to wear when using terms like “role” and
“mask” so as to delve deeper into a poetry behind whose last disguise I
might, while still following Plessner’s analysis of the pervasiveness of
human role-playing, just find another disguise—my own or, rather, my
own?
University of Bonn, Germany
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Stevens’ Times Poems and Their Coos
CHRIS BEYERS

T

HE FRONT PAGE of the December 19, 1937, New York Times informed its readers that President Roosevelt had pushed through
legislation enabling prospective home-buyers to obtain credit more
easily; that Hirohito and the Japanese people apparently regretted their
bombing of the U.S. gunboat Panay—though they continued their operations in China; and that the French foreign minister, Yvon Delbos, had just
concluded a successful tour of four Eastern European countries, returning
to Paris with a “manifesto of confidence,” while admitting that “some
concessions” would have to be made to the Sudeten Germans backed by
the National Socialist Party (Times 1). To a habitual reader of the Times like
Wallace Stevens (see Filreis xvii-xviii), such headlines were no great surprise. Roosevelt’s bill aimed at boosting an economy that, still recovering
from the Depression, had been in a recession at least as early as September
1937. The Japanese had been in China since their invasion of Manchuria
in 1931; the attack on the Panay was the more immediate result of an
undeclared war the two nations had been fighting since July 1937. And
the French and most other nations had been making concessions to Hitler
since he renounced the Treaty of Versailles and began open rearmament
in 1935. By March 1936, Germany occupied the Rhineland, and by November 1936, had formed the Anti-Comintern Pact with Japan and the RomeBerlin Axis with Italy.
This is why, on page 8E of The News of the Week in Review (section
four), there was a long letter discussing a possible amendment that would
force Congress to authorize with a referendum any decision to enter a war.
Americans had been watching the events in Europe and Asia nervously
for some time. When, in April 1936, the American Institute of Public
Opinion (George Gallup’s organization) asked Americans, “Do you think
the United States will be drawn into the next European War?”, 44% answered “yes”; when, in February 1937, the A.I.P.O. asked Americans if the
U.S. should take part in such a war, only 5% answered affirmatively
(Cantril 966).
Directly underneath the letter was a poem by Wallace Stevens entitled
“Country Words,” which also reflected an anxiety over the political events
of 1937. It was the second of three poems Stevens placed in the Times
around this date, all of which ran on page 8E of different issues of The
News of the Week in Review. The first stanza of “Country Words” read:
I sang a canto in a canton,
Cunning-coo, O cuckoo cock,
In a canton of Belshazzar
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To Belshazzar, putrid rock,
Pillar of a putrid people,
Underneath a willow there
I stood and sang and filled the air.
(Times 8E)1
Though the passage alludes to the Babylonian captivity of the Israelites,
the situation of the poem’s speaker—trying to express himself in hostile
surroundings—mirrored that of many intellectuals in dictatorial regimes
in 1937, particularly those who, like the poem’s speaker, were Jewish. Such
oppression had concerned Stevens for quite a while. In a talk given a year
earlier, he had worried that the end of all civilization seemed “measurably
probable.” He asked, “If you are not a communist, has not civilization
ended in Russia? If you are not a Nazi, has it not ended in Germany?” (OP
229). For Stevens and many Americans, the Axis powers and Russia presented dangers to “civilized” European culture. As Franco won victories
in the Spanish Civil War and the Axis powers added territory to their
realms, the end of civilization seemed even more possible.
The recent spate of commentary about Stevens and politics, no doubt
spurred on at least in part by a special number in this journal, has, as A.
Walton Litz put it, continued the job of “relocating” Stevens “in the real
world” (83), a place not prominent in earlier considerations of Stevens.
Longer, overtly political poems such as “Life on a Battleship,” “Examination of the Hero in time of War,” and “Esthétique du Mal” have received
the brunt of critical attention. Relatively undiscussed, however, have been
three poems—“Country Words,” “United Dames of America,” and “A
Weak Mind in the Mountains”—which also reflect the political events of
their day. Milton Bates has already found a connection among the poems,
summarizing their shared theme as “heart-sickness and need for a hero
worthy of admiration” (236). Looking closer at the poems’ circumstances
of publication and subtexts yields not only more specific readings, but also
suggests why the political dimension of Stevens’ aesthetics precluded his
writing the most effective kind of political verse.
For over seventy years, the New York Times published a poem every day
on its Letters to the Editor page, which was located in the first section
Monday through Saturday, and on page 8E of The News of the Week in
Review on Sundays. That an erudite, difficult poet such as Stevens should
have poems in the Times seems a bit odd, yet through the years the paper
printed poems by A. R. Ammons, Wendell Berry, Langston Hughes, Robinson Jeffers, James Merrill, Howard Nemerov, Theodore Roethke, Delmore Schwartz, Stevie Smith, Stephen Spender, James Wright, Louis
Zukofsky, and literally thousands of mostly lesser-known poets.
Although few thought of the Times as a innovative force in literature,
the Times had one asset more bookish publications lacked: a huge audience.
In 1937, the paper boasted to prospective advertisers that its Sunday
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circulation was over 800,000.2 In contrast, the total number of copies of
books of Stevens’ verse in existence in 1937 (as reported in Edelstein’s
bibliography) was 5,650, and this sum does not subtract unsold copies.
Even adding to that the circulations of the literary magazines that printed
Stevens’ poems—many of which were very small3—the number of potential readers for any one poem does not approach 800,000. Thus, if only one
in a hundred readers of the Sunday Times read them, the poems, which
today are commented on only by some Stevens specialists, in 1937 likely
had a greater readership than any Stevens had written. The political advantage is obvious. If ever Stevens hoped to make a political statement
that would be heeded by a great number of people, it would have been in
the editorial pages of the New York Times.
However, although the writing surrounding the poems the Times ran
was unabashedly political, the poems themselves were not necessarily so.
In his preface to The New York Times Book of Verse, Thomas Lask outlined
the principles upon which the poems were selected. The Times, he wrote,
chose poems that seemed “relevant to our times” but added that this
relevancy “does not mean the poems have to gloss the day’s news. In fact
The Times has tried to avoid printing poems that are tied too closely to the
news” (xiv). Thus, the poems were supposed to reflect their reader’s world
without overtly interpreting one particular event (that was the job of the
editorials and The News of the Week in Review). These principles led, in
1937 and 1938, to a lot of poems about the seasons (on 3/17/37, the poem
was “Winter Birds”; on 10/2/38, “October Has Come Again”), and many
other sentimental or conventional topics (such as “Old Fisherman,”
printed 11/1/37, and “Butterflies in the Fields” printed 8/26/38). Lask,
whose 1970 anthology sought to be somewhat progressive, characterized
the Times verse of earlier years as “pastel-colored, tradition-anchored nature verse or poems expressing predictable sentiments on pious subjects
like mother or dogs” (xiv).
Still, the Times’s editors did publish political verse. Two pages away
from “A Weak Mind in the Mountains” in Lask’s anthology is a poem by
F. R. Scott about the Iron Curtain entitled “No Curtain.” Alongside nature
and mothers, in 1937 Helen Mullins pled, “Hope, Turn the Corner,” and
Eileen Surless wrote in “Slow Chimes,” “I know I shall grow taller these
days, / Grow taller than this chaos, this despair”; conversely, Eleanor
Baldwin cautioned “Think not there is no battle in my heart / Because you
hear no war-cry in the wind,” and Mazie V. Caruthers eulogized a dead
soldier “whose sword was never sheathed.”4 Two poems in 1938 were
addressed “To Wilfred Owen.”5 No Times poem in 1937 or 1938 mentioned
any nations, events or political figures by name (the closest any poem came
was on November 21, 1938, when Minnie Hite Moody wrote that “forts
have risen from Rome to Kiel” in “The Undefended”), and the implements
of battle were usually swords and helmets. It is possible that many of the
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poets would contend that, despite the military figures of speech, their
poems weren’t intended to be political at all. Still, in poems the Times ran
in 1937 and 1938, images of war occur rather often.6 Lask commented, “in
times of great emotional tension or upheaval (as in the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy or the landing on the moon), unnumbered
people . . . try to express their feelings in poetry. . . . Occasionally a man
writing out of strong feeling may manage a nicely turned poem based on
his experience” (xiii)—which surely suggests the Times knowingly printed
at least vaguely political poetry.
Lask’s description of the Times’s editorial preferences describes Stevens’
Times verse. As the headlines from the December 1937 Times show, the
years 1937-38 were years of upheaval, and Stevens sent poems to the Times
that commented on—without overtly glossing—the events of his contemporary world. In writing the poems, Stevens used the same approach to
composing poetry that he had used in “Owl’s Clover” (published in 1936).
As he told Ronald Lane Latimer, he was trying to apply his “sort of poetry”
to “[w]hat one reads in the papers,” not “merely” collecting “contemporary images,” but dealing with “the commonplace of the day” (L 308).
Stevens’ Times poems are lyrics exploring the frightening commonplaces
of 1937 and 1938, daily truths that, by the time Stevens wrote section V of
“Examination of the Hero in Time of War,” he realized as the literal common places between which a soldier passes while walking guard.
Recent critics have often ignored the political aspect of Stevens’ Times
poems, perhaps because the poems do not specifically mention any twentieth century political figure. For example, B. J. Leggett and Eleanor Cook
both consider “Country Words” a song of sexual desire. Leggett finds a
“buried sexual metaphor” in the poem’s title, a pun on Hamlet iii.2.123
(where the prince of Denmark, entreated by Ophelia to lay his head upon
her lap, asks her, “Do you think I meant country matters?”—a double
entendre obscene enough to cause some early editors, such as Pope, to
suppress the line). The echo Leggett hears is distant at best, and does not
disqualify political meanings from “Country Words,” for Hamlet’s separation from Ophelia and his concerns throughout the play are political as
well as sexual and psychological. Leggett goes on to argue that, besides
carrying this possible sexual innuendo, the “country” in Stevens’ title
means “words of [original italics] the country, native words natural to their
region” and “rude, unlettered, and provincial words that are out of place
in the capital” (135). While Leggett links this to a more general pattern in
Stevens of language resisting the intellect, in the more timely dress of 1937,
the poem describes the disjunction between the desires of individuals and
the thinking of their rulers. The specific subtext of the poem underscores
this.
Eleanor Cook does a better job than Leggett of tracing this subtext,
demonstrating that the poem reworks psalm 137. Cook calls it “the great
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psalm of exile” (158), and it is that—for six verses. The exiled Israelites,
after hanging their harps by the rivers of Babylon, are “required” (137:3)
to sing a mirthful song. “If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand
forget her cunning” (137:5), laments the psalmist, “let my tongue cleave to
the roof of my mouth” (137:6). Echoed in Stevens’ poem are the willows,
the “cunning” of the musician, and a rebellious attitude towards an oppressive Babylonian ruler.
In the psalm’s last three verses, however, the mood turns ugly. The
psalmist exults in the idea that Babylon will be razed “even to the foundation thereof” (137:7), and concludes, “Happy shall he be, that taketh and
dasheth” Babylon’s “little ones against the stones” (137:9). Significantly,
Stevens’ reworking sought communication instead of vengeance, for what
the speaker desires is “Belshazzar reading right” the poet’s work, and
“words virile with his breath.” These lines aren’t suggesting appeasing
Belshazzar, they’re calling for him to convert. Indeed, if “Country Words”
is considered in the context of the world situation of 1937, clearly what
carries over from the psalm is not so much the theme of exile as that of
trying to sing (or write poetry) under dire conditions.
Both Leggett and Cook place a good deal of weight on the word “virile.”
Leggett is right in asserting that Stevens’ creative images are “based on a
sexual analogy” (135)—but the analogy here suggests a paradigm; it is not
the subject of the poem. In order to understand all three of Stevens’ Times
poems, it is necessary to understand Stevens’ ideas about virile masculinity. Stevens’ virile poet is Emerson’s Man Thinking (from “The American
Scholar”), who, “Manlike,” meets life head on, inspects it closely, and finds
“a perfect comprehension of its nature and extent . . . and can henceforth
defy it and pass on superior” (I.64). Stevens often questions the ability to
“defy” and “pass on superior,” but his virile poet does attempt to become
Emerson’s ideal Man. Thus, in “The Figure of the the Youth as a Virile
Poet,” the virile poet is described as “examining first one detail of” reality,
“one particular, and then another,” before coming to the conclusion that
“poetry is only reality”(NA 59)—though “the whole of” reality, perceived
“between the extreme poles of sensibility” (NA 60). Poetic virility, then, is
active thinking which does not complacently accept “some surrounding
myth” (NA 53); a virile poet cannot but “exercise his power” (NA 63) and
become “master of our lives” (NA 66). Hence, the “words virile with his
breath,” are the markers of imaginative perception made virile by their
conjunction with a Manly ruler.7
However, in America in 1937, there were only dames. The title of Stevens’
first Times poem, “United Dames of America” (published on November 7,
1937), plays off, of course, the United States of America, pejoratively calling
its inhabitants “dames.” The title conflates colloquial and more formal denotations of the word: “dames” are ineffectual humans, concerned with
comfort and status, unwilling to lead, and, above all, passive.
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Such inactivity seems to run counter to the poem’s epigraph. George
Lensing has done the good service of tracking down the source of the
quotation, a 1900 letter by Jules Renard, and it is worthwhile to consider
the sentences before and after the quotation Stevens used:
La vie me donne ce qu’elle veut. J’accepte, et je tâche, en restant
exact, d’être poète. Je m’efforce, non de créer, mais de recréer.
(qtd. in Lensing 218)
What is meant by remaining exact is rather elusive. Realist painters say
they are exact—as did the Impressionists; Abstract painters try to render,
say, an emotion exactly. Indeed, one would be hard-pressed to find an
artist who values inexactitude. Exact with respect to what? is the question.
For his part, Renard tried to live with “les yeux d’abord étonnés, puis
clairvoyants” (qtd. in Lensing 218), which goes beyond Naturalism.
Since Lensing, like Bates, groups “United Dames” with the hero poems,
he assumes the poem tries (ineffectively) to render the hero exactly, adding
that maybe the poem more greatly emphasizes the attempt “to describe
precisely” (218). However, “United Dames” is not a drama of epistemology, but an attempt to render an exact portrait of the mood of its titular
characters.
“United Dames” quotes an “orator” who could as easily be from Germany as from Russia:
“The mass is nothing. The number of men in a mass
Of men is nothing. The mass is no greater than
The singular man of the mass. Masses produce
Each one its paradigm.”
(CP 206)
This primacy of state over individual is quickly called into question:
There are not leaves
Enough to hide away the face of the man
Of this dead mass and that.
“Leaves” are both tree leaves, which fall over graves, and leaves of paper
with poetry written on them (as in Whitman’s Leaves of Grass). Neither can
quite erase the memory of each individual. The last lines repeat this idea:
There are not leaves enough to crown,
To cover, to crown, to cover—let it go—
The actor that will at last declaim our end.
The speaker dismisses in the end the question of whether or not rhetoric
is poetry or propaganda in anticipation of the “actor.” There is no assurance this actor will be praiseworthy, for “end” could mean “turn us into
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Men,” or it could mean “kill us.” Indeed, the Man that “keeps returning”
is “Never the naked politician taught / By the wise”—never a philosopher-king.
Although present-day critics may find this use of stereotypical gender
roles in poetic analogies oppressive, Stevens wasn’t the only one in 1937
and 1938 equating political passivity with femininity in the Times. After
the Anschluss of Germany and Austria in March 1938, Oscar Williams
wrote,
Utopias everywhere, but no Utopia,
Love everywhere, but no love,
Saviors everywhere, but no savior,
Millions of men, but no man.
The poem concluded by instructing its readers to “Spit into your hands
from your heart / And get to work.”8 After the Munich Conference in
September 1938, Louis Frankenberg’s poem criticized the “late effeminate
/ Distaste for death, distrust of blood” of those who would not stand up
to Hitler.9
The third poem Stevens placed in the Times similarly depicts a brutal
actor unconstrained by any Man. Published after the German occupation
of Austria, “A Weak Mind in the Mountains” (on July 10, 1938, under the
title, “The Force of Illusions”) begins bloodily:
There was the butcher’s hand.
He squeezed it and the blood
Spurted from between the fingers
And fell to the floor.
And then the body fell.
(CP 212)
Bates interprets this as a “butcher squeezing a helpless animal to death,”
which does not account for the biblicality of the sentence structure: the
paratactic “and”s, and the uncertain referent of the pronoun “it.” This is
perhaps a poetic reworking of Daniel 5; regardless, the butcher can be seen
as the politician for whom the mass of men is nothing (Stevens made this
very connection in a letter when he glossed the “butcher, seducer, bloodman, reveller” in “Ghosts as Cocoons” [CP 119] as “the inept politician”
[L 347]).
Like “United Dames,” “A Weak Mind” concludes with a statement of
the unvirility of its speaker:
Yet there was a man within me
Could have risen to the clouds,
Could have touched these winds,
Bent and broken them down,
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Could have stood up sharply in the sky.
(CP 212)
But he didn’t stand up sharply. Again, he is passive. This is underlined by
Stevens’ change of title. “The Force of Illusions” could be construed to
mean that the speaker mistakenly believes he could have defied the
butcher. The title in Collected Poems disambiguates the matter, and the
speaker is clearly weak-willed.
In Stevens’ “Thunder by the Musician,” published a year after his last
Times poem—and after Germany had annexed Czechoslovakia and was
openly coveting Poland—the brutal actor takes center stage:
Slowly, one man, savager than the rest,
Rose up, tallest, in the black sun,
Stood up straight in the air, struck off
The clutch of the others.
(CP 220)
In these circumstances, his prize, the enigmatic “suave egg-diamond,”
flashes
(like vicious music that ends
In transparent accords).
The actor wins a tangible jewel of monetary worth, justifiable according
to a transparent and vicious logic, not unlike the logic employed around
this time by expansionist Axis powers. Stevens’ choice of comparative is
significant. “Savage” means “uncivilized” (or, as the OED puts it, “existing
in the lowest stage of culture”) as well as “brutal”—and Nazi ideology
fostered a kind of self-serving primitivism10; further, as I have shown, at
least as early as 1936 Stevens considered Nazi Germany uncivilized.
The poem’s speaker believes “It would have been better”
for his hands
To be convulsed, to have remained the hands
Of one wilder than the rest (like music blunted,
Yet the sound of that).
The lines recall “Parochial Theme” (published in 1938), where the speaker
instructs the “boys” to “Piece the world together . . . but not with your
hands” (CP 192). The poem’s speaker would have liked to see a more
representative mouth of the masses come to power, instead of one providing brutal accords.
Like “Country Words,” “Thunder by the Musician” addresses European
sociopolitical conditions Stevens had already noted in an earlier essay. In
“Insurance and Social Change” (published in 1937), Stevens acknowledged
the economic hardships of Germany and elsewhere, adding that “the social
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mass” in Communist and Fascist countries was struggling “to maintain
itself.”11 These countries, he argued, used insurance to assuage the economic anxieties of their citizens. Later in the essay, Stevens implicitly
questioned the effectiveness of these measures. “We shall never live in a
world,” he commented, “. . . where we can buy peace and prosperity as
readily and as cheaply as we can buy the morning newspaper” (OP 236).
In 1936, such consolidation of resources in governmental hands threatened
independent insurers; in 1939, it helped bring on war.
Together, the doctrine of the Times poems is simple: “politicians should
heed the needs and desires of their people,” and, implicitly, “one should
act against vicious accords.” Here, I take issue with Alan Filreis, who
asserts that as late as 1939 Stevens was an “isolationist” (6). To prove this,
he cites Stevens’ 1939 reply to the Partisan Review’s question, “Have you
considered the question of your attitude towards the possible entry of the
United States into the next world war?” (OP 309):
I don’t think that the United States should enter the next world
war, if there is to be another, unless it does so with the idea of
dominating the world that comes out of it, or unless it is required to enter it in self-defense. (OP 310)
Although the first clause sounds Isolationist, “dominating the world”
certainly doesn’t, nor is the third clause subordinated to the fourth. Filreis
ascribes different clauses in Stevens’ answer to different chronological
periods of Stevens’ political thought, but the fact is that Stevens made the
whole answer in 1939. Stevens is saying, if we do go to war, let’s commit
ourselves wholeheartedly. Let’s be Men about it. But extracting this message leads to the central difficulty of Stevens’ political verse—a complication perhaps most manifest in “Country Words.”
Contrary to its appearance, each word of the poem’s first two lines is
authorized by the dictionary. What particularly irks some (Cook, for example) is the mulish wordplay, in which words won’t pun as one would
expect them to. “Canto” is Latin for “I sing,”12 and “canton” goes back
etymologically to “canto”—though not the same canto that connects with
singing. The “canto” of “canton” comes from the Latin word canthus, an
edge or corner of the eye. The second stanza demonstrates that Stevens
knew the distinction:
It was an old rebellious song,
An edge of song that never clears . . .
(CP 207)
The “cunning-coo” renames “canto”; the “cunning” is the psalmist’s cunning,13 and the coo, the speaker’s song, which at least sounds like the song
of a dove, the bird of peace (hence a possibly neutral, Swiss locale). The
“O” signals poetic speech.
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The “cuckoo cock” which looks like “cuckoo clock” and seems to pun
with “canton” but doesn’t, is Belshazzar. A cock, of course, is a regal, proud
bird, and the hubris and extreme alliteration of the first two lines hearken
back to the two Ozymandian cocks in “Bantams in Pine-Woods.” Stevens’
cuckoos are spirits of chaotic—or crazy—reality. Stevens twice pits them
against the incessant order of clocks: first in “Like Decorations in a Nigger
Cemetery,” where a “man” has “a mania for clocks” despite “the cuckoos”
(CP 157); and then again in “Examination of the Hero in Time of War”:
And common fortune, induced by nothing,
Unwished for, chance, the merest riding
Of the wind, rain in a dry September,
The improvisations of the cuckoos
In a clock-shop.
( CP 275)
In both poems, time progresses inexorably while the cuckoos improvise
unpredictably. A “cuckoo cock,” then, is the spirit of a leader whose
pompous craziness has the initial appearance of clock-like order.
Lines three through seven are less obliquely compressed, as the speaker
directly sets the scene: he is in Belshazzar’s land, singing. The first two
lines of stanza two label the first two lines of stanza one. The “rebellious
song” is an “edge of song”—the rest is submerged in the political realities
of 1937, psalm 137, and the Book of Daniel—with almost undecipherable,
dense verbal wit that “never clears.” This last line plays unpredictably
against the etymological root of “canton,” as I have shown; the lines can
be paraphrased, “the elusive, allusive song that never presents its listeners
a clear vision.” The words which seem to make no sense rhyme (in a
Poundian, subject-rhyme way) with the words inscribed on the wall by
the unattached hand recounted in Daniel, chapter 5.
Like the last stanza of “A Weak Mind,” “Country Words” tries to affirm.
“But if” this song ever did clear, pushing aside “the cloud that hangs /
Upon the heart and round the mind,” then Belshazzar ought to listen:
O, ruler, rude
With rubies then, attend me now.
(CP 207)
The verb “attend,” with denotations of “serve” as well as “listen,” signals
a possible switch in power relations between the poet/seer and the politician. It also more closely approximates Daniel’s perspective—he thought
the Babylonian king should likewise attend to his transmissions of divine
will.
The end of stanza two and all of three can be interpreted in two ways.
First, one can assume that the first two lines of stanza two are true (that
the song would never clear), in which case the rest of the poem becomes
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an exercise in wishful thinking. Or, one can assume the imperative in the
last line of stanza two (quoted above) means the poem’s speaker had
changed his mind; this would mean the last stanza is the unclouded song.
Certainly, the last stanza, which does not employ almost-puns or hidden
biblical subtexts, is easier to read meaningfully.
“What is it that my feeling seeks?” the third stanza asks, then answers:
It wants Belshazzar reading right
The luminous pages on his knee,
Of being, more than birth or death.
It wants words virile with his breath.
The rhymes (as in “Blue Guitar,” poem XXV) suggest an oversimplification
or perhaps a right joining (as in the last poem of “Blue Guitar”). The
speaker cries that if only the rulers of the world could comprehend the
poet’s gibberish—how beautiful it all would be. Eugene Paul Nassar calls
this one of the “hundreds of ‘if’ answers in Stevens that merely straddle
a double, ambiguous attitude,” adding that “Country Words” expresses
an “uneasiness” (127). More recently, Rita Barnard has characterized this
unease as “an anxiety of relevance” (70), of the poet questioning the value
of poetry during a time of upheaval. It would seem that the beautiful
transformations which allow clear, unclouded rhymes are possible only in
the confines of the poem.
Perhaps because they acknowledge that leaders will probably never heed
poetry or prophecy anyway, none of Stevens’ Times poems goes on, as
Daniel did, to offer substance to the song other than a rather general notion
that simplistic and brutal ways ought to be avoided. It is clear that Stevens
agreed with Auden that “poetry makes nothing happen,” but whereas
Auden felt that “[p]oetry is not concerned with telling people what to do,
but with extending our knowledge of good and evil, perhaps making the
necessity for action more urgent and its nature more clear” (Auden ix),
Stevens held an opposite view. In “Creations of Sound,” Stevens denied
that “the poetry of X was music” (CP 310), because X’s poems
do not make the visible a little hard
To see nor, reverberating, eke out the mind
On peculiar horns, themselves eked out
By the spontaneous particulars of sound.
(CP 311)
For Stevens, the problem was not to clarify a complex world, but to
counteract rigid or facile views. “I am not a propagandist” (L 309), he told
Latimer, and his letters evidence a consistent aversion to dogmatism, from
his skepticism towards Communism (“just a new romanticism” [L 351])
to his brushing off of absolute theories of literature (“in projecting a su-
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preme fiction, I cannot imagine anything more fatal than to state it definitely and incautiously. . . . The last thing in the world that I should want
to do would be to formulate a system” [L 863-64]). Further, Stevens witnessed the growth of the mass media and its deleterious effects on complex
thinking. Although he thought radio brought the world closer,14 he found
it to be populated by “morons” making remarks “without using either the
tongue or the brain, spouted much like the spoutings of small whales”
(NA 74), and “comedians” who “regard the public use of words of more
than two syllables as funny” (NA 17). In 1936, he asserted that the radio
elected the president at least as much as “reason” (OP 230).
Stevens reacted by making things difficult, partly by using the arcane
wit of poems like “Country Words.” This, of course, made immediate
political effect nearly impossible. But if Stevens’ complex poems would not
serve the leaders of progressive social change, neither would they serve
dictators. As Frank Lentricchia points out, Stevens’ aesthetic fits “in the
idealist tradition running from Schiller to Marcuse” (217) and has the
political effect of rejecting, in John Timberman Newcomb’s phrase,
“authoritarian modes of thought” (“Battleship” 103).15 This tradition finds
that the careful distinctions of the aesthete undermine the “vicious accords”
of the dictator.16 The type of aestheticism that Walter Benjamin despised,
that posited and valorized an extrahuman, autotelic world of beauty, and
caused humanity’s “self-alienation” to reach “such a degree that it can
experience its own destruction as an aesthetic pleasure” (242) is absent in
the poetry of the poet who contemplated adding a final section onto his
“Notes toward a Supreme Fiction” entitled “It Must Be Human” (L 863-64).
So, while Stevens’ poetry did not move masses, it also did not put forth
a temporary dictatorship—even of perception—to further one specific
vision. As Stevens expressed the idea in “Imagination as Value,” an imaginative person would never allow any one perception of the world to
become “the chief image. The imagination itself would not remain content
with it nor allow us to do so. It is the irrepressible revolutionist” (NA 152).
Indeed, Stanley Burnshaw’s famous critique of Ideas of Order complained
that it was difficult to “speak surely of Stevens’ ideas” (qtd. in Doyle 138)
since his poetry was so full of “speculations, questionings, [and] contradictions.” Burnshaw thought Stevens ought to “sweep his contradictory
notions into a valid Idea of Order” that would “weaken[] the class in
power” (qtd. in Doyle 140). But no matter how benign or “valid,” all single
visions of social organization necessarily suppress certain existing elements of a given society; Stevens’ verse, as Newcomb points out, exemplifies a kind of aesthetic “pluralism” (Literary Canons 131).
This pluralism underpins the concluding stanzas of “Notes,” where the
speaker tells a soldier that poets also fight a war, though theirs is between
“the mind / And sky” (CP 407). If the parallel is read as being between a
soldier risking his life in battle and the poet trying to describe the moon-
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light in his study, the comparison seems strained and the poet self-aggrandizing. But if the poet’s activity is granted its political dimension, and it
means a way of life that permits divergent viewpoints and seeks a fruitful
integration of individual, society, and world, then even the assertion, “The
soldier is poor without the poet’s lines” is justified—after all, the poet is
trying to enact the kind of mindset that will perpetuate the society that
the soldier is presumably fighting for.
Given the fact that only a relatively small number of people were and
are both interested enough and thoughtful enough to understand Stevens’
poems, this amounts to a trickle down theory of political aesthetics. Just
as some economists argue that supply side economics only benefits a
privileged class, so some critics argue that such aesthetics never disseminates popularly. David Lloyd, for instance, argues that “the aesthetic state
is perpetually deferred” and any beneficial effects are limited to a small
elite (167). Stevens, however, did believe in the percolation of artistic and
aesthetic ideas, and was able to suppose that “the reason of a few men has
always been the reason of the world” (NA 142).17 Further, he felt that ideas
flowed in two directions; as the “exponent” of a societal mind (OP 223), a
poet expressed societal concerns as much as he directed them.
To return to Bates’s comment, ultimately what the Times poems desire
is not so much heroes worthy of admiration (the hero, after all, is “heroic
/ Actor and act but not divided” [CP 279] who appears because of necessity) but worthy politicians mindful of the individuals they rule. Here, too,
I part with Barnard, who says Stevens’ poetry advocated “civilized stoicism and realism” (74). If there is doctrine in Stevens’ Times poems, it is
an advocacy of action. In substance, the poems lament and satirize; in style,
they attempt to enact the type of complex thinking Stevens thought responsible. The poems depict the anxieties Americans felt in 1937 and 1938
as they read the news in their morning Times.
University of Kentucky
Notes
1

Stevens’ Collected Poems puts a comma after “O.” The Times’s version also omits the
comma after the “O” in the penultimate line of stanza two. Thus, in the Times versions, the
“O”s are connected to the ruler, giving the poem a more vocative feel to it. In CP, the “O”s
are cut off from any specific figure, and are more a pathetic sigh.
2
See page RE14 of the December 12, 1937, New York Times.
3
For example, Gorham Munson in The Awakening Twenties (Baton Rouge and New York:
Louisiana State Press, 1985) reports that Others had 250 subscribers and print orders of up
to 1,000 (35); Secession, 50 and 500 (167).
4
Mullins’ poem appeared 1/10/37; Surless’, 12/20/37; Baldwin’s, 4/28/37; Caruthers’,
1/27/37.
5
The poems appeared on 5/29/38 and 11/11/38.
6
An interesting result of the coupling of the editorial preferences of the Times and
what Stevens would call the pressure of reality is the relatively large number of poems
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that describe nature as if it were a war. For example, “Battle-Cry” (3/29/37), “Campaign” (7/29/38), and “Enemy Country” (8/28/38) are all nature poems.
7
Although Stevens asserted the “life that the youth as a virile poet lives” is “apart from
politics,” (NA 57), it’s clear that he was defining politics very narrowly. Later in the essay,
he remarked that the “character of the crisis through which we are passing today” is of “the
reconciliation of of the inalienable rights of the individual to personal development and the
necessity for the diminution of the misery of the masses.” Though this has to be “converted”
to the virile poet’s “own terms,” it is still part of the poet’s “obligation” (NA 64). It seems
that Stevens meant the virile poet was not merely political.
8
From “This Is How It Is,” printed in the Times on June 28, 1938.
9
From “We Are the Past,” printed in the Times on November 18, 1938.
10
See, for example, Edward Timms’s “Treason of the Intellectuals? Benda, Benn, and Brecht”
on pages 18-32 of Visions and Blueprints (ed. Edward Timms and Peter Collier. Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1988).
11
“Insurance and Social Change” discusses the insurance practices in Italy, Germany,
England, and Russia. Only the English system is described without the hint of a pejorative:
liability insurance in Italy was not “attractive” to the “monopolistically-minded politician”
(OP 235); German companies operated under “severe” governmental supervision aggravated
by “a period in which exhaustion has been an aggressive force” (OP 235) (what this means
is unclear, though Stevens could have been pointing to economic depletion—the Marxist
explanation for imperialism); Russia is a “vast monopoly” making insurance decisions by
“decree” (OP 236); English insurance companies merely pool their resources in a “central
fund” (OP 235).
12
Latin has two verbs meaning “I sing,” cano and canto. Generally, cano means to sing a
song or tell a story. Canto is used laudatively, to celebrate something in song.
13
The translators of the King James Bible could use “cunning” simply to mean “skill,” but
Stevens surely wanted to use the more modern, sly connotations of the word.
14
“We lie in bed and listen to a broadcast from Cairo, and so on. There is no distance” (NA
18).
15
In his new book, Newcomb rephrases this in greater detail, asserting that “Stevens
worked persistently in the 1940s in the spheres of his own expertise and influence to articulate
a sociocultural agenda based on an inclusive pluralism of multiple perception, potentialities,
and states of mind. . . . Next to the reactionary royalism, Republican complacency, and
disastrous fanaticism of some of his most eminent modernist contemporaries, Stevens’ efforts,
tentative as they were, hold up rather well” (131-32). Although Newcomb here explicitly
attributes this attitude to Stevens’ forties poems, three of the poems he cites to demonstrate
Stevens’ political stance—“Parochial Theme,” “On the Road Home,” and “The Latest Freed
Man”—were first published in 1938. (Newcomb’s book is mostly concerned with the critical
reception of Stevens’ poetry, and his discussion of the three poems is within a framework of
pointing out biases in the critical opinion of the forties.) Further, Newcomb finds R. P.
Blackmur’s 1930s reading of Stevens “congenial” (243), a reading that strongly implies the
values Newcomb explicitly ascribes to Stevens’ forties poetry (see 87-97).
16
The general outline of this argument is taken from “‘The Aesthetic Ideology’ as Ideology;
Or What Does it Mean to Aestheticize Politics?” read by Martin Jay for the University of
Kentucky Committee on Social Theory, at the Symposium on Intellectual and Social Responsibility, in Lexington, Kentucky, on November 11, 1989.
17
For example, Stevens thought, “Pretty much all of the seventeenth century, in France, at
least, can be summed up in that one word: classicism,” which in turn could be summed up
in the paintings of Nicholas Poussin. Even the stage directions of Racine “suggest Poussin”
(NA 172).
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Kandinsky at the Klavier: Stevens and the
Musical Theory of Wassily Kandinsky
MICHAEL FAHERTY

I

N JUNE 1952, STEVENS wrote to the Irish poet and art historian
Thomas McGreevy:
It made Kandinsky for me. I had not seen much of his work up
to then and certainly not enough to make it possible to see it
as a minor cosmos, which it is. It is the sort of thing that is
wholly esthetic and wholly delightful. And from that point of
view it seemed valid. (Brazeau 307)

While it is clear from this comment to McGreevy that Stevens was by no
means unfamiliar with the Russian painter, it is also clear that he had been
reserving his judgment on Kandinsky’s achievement until he had had a
chance to see a considerable collection of his work. Stevens does not name
the exhibition he refers to in the letter, but he does tell McGreevy that he
saw it during a visit to New York to look at some paintings by Jack Yeats.1
The only considerable collection of Kandinsky’s work on exhibit in New
York at this time would have been a show hosted by the Knoedler Galleries
from May 10th to June 6th of that year. The exhibition was organized by
the Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston, which had the paintings on
exhibit earlier that spring before sending them on to New York. It was not
until after this exhibition, which included forty-five canvases spanning the
artist’s entire career, that Stevens began to add Kandinsky’s name to his
rather short list of modern artists whom he found “easy to like.”2
As was true with the handful of other modern painters whom Stevens
embraced—such as Braque, Picasso, Matisse, Brancusi, and Klee—his interest in Kandinsky was inextricably bound with his interest in the aesthetics that justified the artist’s modernist experiments. In a subsequent
letter to McGreevy in October of the same year, Stevens sings Kandinsky’s
praises once again, expressing an interest in his theories of abstraction
while maintaining reservations for much of the rest of abstract expressionism:
Much of it is arresting. It is easy to like Klee and Kandinsky.
What is difficult is to like the many minor figures who do not
communicate any theory that validates what they do and, in
consequence, impress one as being without validity. And nonobjective art without an aesthetic basis seems to be an especially
unpleasant kettle of tripe. (L 763)
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Although Stevens was a great frequenter of the galleries and museums in
New York his entire life, his attraction to a particular work was almost
always dependent upon the theories that the painter had used to create
that work. He repeatedly instructed Paule Vidal, who served as his buyer
in Paris, to seek out the intentions of the painters whose works she purchased for him. For example, after taking an interest in the paintings of
Camille Bombois, Stevens wrote to Vidal asking her to see if she might be
able to find something by Bombois that he could afford, suggesting that
she visit the painter’s studio where she could also “ask him to comment
on whatever you buy so that I can have some idea of what he, himself,
intended” (L 530). In fact, in a letter to Barbara Church in which he
describes a less than satisfying visit to an exhibition of sculpture by Hans
Arp and laments the weakness of Arp’s imagination, Stevens even goes
so far as to suggest that “what really validates modern art is not so much
its results as its intentions and purposes” (L 628).
Although it is clear from his correspondence with McGreevy that
Stevens was familiar with Kandinsky’s theories of abstraction and that he
found these theories validated by the exhibition at the Knoedler Galleries
in the spring of 1952, it is not clear exactly when and where he first learned
of Kandinsky and what it was about his aesthetics that he found so “wholly
delightful.” According to James Johnson Sweeney, an acquaintance of
Stevens who served as director of the Guggenheim Museum from 1952 to
1959, the poet had taken an interest in Kandinsky’s aesthetics long before
the Knoedler show. Stevens was in the habit of stopping by the Guggenheim to chat with Sweeney about painting when he was in New York and
it was apparently during one of these informal conversations that Stevens
first indicated to him that he had had an early interest in the Russian
expressionist. When asked to confirm the fact that Stevens liked to talk
about Kandinsky, Sweeney replied: “Yes, he was interested in the musical
theory of Kandinsky’s painting. It stimulated a good many people in those
early days, 1912 and right after. I think that’s what appealed to him”
(Brazeau 227). The “early days” that Sweeney refers to would have been
about the time that Stevens became acquainted with a small group of
writers (including Donald Evans, Allen and Louise Norton and, somewhat
later, Carl Van Vechten) who came together partially as the result of a
shared enthusiasm for the modernist innovations of the Armory Show in
the winter of 1913. The group served as Stevens’ primary contact with the
New York avant-garde until they themselves were absorbed into the considerably larger and more artistically mixed social circle that began to
gather at the apartment of Walter and Louise Arensberg, whose own
interest in modern art included a private collection which rivaled that of
Gertrude and Leo Stein in Paris.3 Although it is impossible to determine
exactly what was discussed when either of these groups met, their con-
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versations seem to have covered nearly every aspect of modern art and,
as Sweeney has noted, this certainly would have included Kandinsky.4
With the publication of his first book, Über das Geistige in der Kunst, in
Munich in the spring of 1912, Kandinsky became a central figure of the
avant-garde in both Europe and America. However, it was not until the
publication of Michael Sadler’s translation in 1914, The Art of Spiritual
Harmony, that artists in New York took a real interest in Kandinsky, including his so-called “musical theory.”5 In Über das Geistige in der Kunst,
Kandinsky argues that as all the arts at the beginning of this century began
to move together toward greater and greater abstraction, artists naturally
turned to music for instruction since it is this art form, above all others,
that is free of the mimetic dictates of natural phenomena:
Ein Künstler, welcher in der wenn auch künstlerischen
Nachahmung der Naturerscheinungen kein Ziel für sich sieht
und ein Schöpfer ist, welcher seine innere Welt zum Ausdruck
bringen will und muß, sieht mit Neid, wie solche Ziele in der
heute unmateriellsten Kunst—der Musik—natürlich und leicht
zu erreichen sind. Es ist verständlich, daß er sich ihr zuwendet
und versucht, dieselben Mittel in seiner Kunst zu finden. (54-55)
[An artist who is creative and sees no point in the copying of
natural phenomena, no matter how artistic that copying may
be, and who desires to and must express his inner world sees
with envy how natural and easy it is to achieve such an aim in
the most non-material art there is today—music. It is obvious
why he turns to music and tries to find the same means in his
art.]
Kandinsky argues that although painting and music will naturally move
closer together during a period of abstraction in the arts, each will still
retain some specific qualities inherent to its art form that the other art will
never be able to imitate. Kandinsky cites, for example, music’s ability to
make use of the duration of time and painting’s ability to present itself
whole at one glance (55).6
Kandinsky was not only convinced that painting can imitate music but
that painting and music can also produce similar effects on the “soul,”
which he considered to be the center of aesthetic experience. For
Kandinsky, there is essentially no difference between a form or color in an
abstract painting and a note in music; moreover, this is true whether the
note is a sound produced by a musical instrument or the musical notation
of that sound on a sheet of paper. In either case, the note itself is merely
the “material” expression of a particular emotion, not unlike a form or
color in painting, registered by either the sense of sight or hearing. In fact,
in Punkt und Linie zu Fläche, which includes his most extended discussion
of his “musical theory,” Kandinsky argues that it is possible to read the
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forms and colors of an abstract painting much in the same way that one
reads the notes of a musical score, with each form or color signifying its
own particular Klang.7 Just as it is possible for a trained musician to read
a musical score and hear a “sound” internally, it is likewise possible for a
sensitive eye to read the “sounds” in an abstract painting. The history of
naturalist art, according to Kandinsky, has been a smothering of these
“sounds” and an attempt to force the abstract elements of painting to serve
a utilitarian end—the representation of natural phenomena—rather than
allowing them to stand alone:
Ihre Entstehung verdanken sie der Unfähigkeit, das Innere der
Dinge im Äußeren zu erkennen—die wie eine leere Nußschale
hartgewordene Seele hat ihre Tauchfähigkeit verloren und kann
nicht mehr in die Tiefe der Dinge durchdringen, wo der
Pulsschlag unter der äußeren Hülse hörbar wird. (PLF 49)
[This sort of painting owes its emergence to the inability to
perceive the internal life of an object in its external appearance—the soul has become as hard as an empty nutshell and
has lost its ability to dive into and penetrate the depths of the
object where, below its external shell, its pulsebeat can be
heard.]
However, Kandinsky suggests that for those who have not been completely desensitized by naturalist art, it may still be possible to “hear” the
forms and colors of abstract painting. Just as the written note in music is
no more than a symbol of a tone of definite pitch—indicating the pitch by
its position on the staff and the duration by its shape—Kandinsky argues
that an individual form or color is, in a very similar sense, a “symbol” of
its own unique “sound” capable of communicating a particular emotion
as specifically as a written quarter note can signify an F-flat.8
In order to explain how a form or color can have an effect on the soul
similar to that of a musical note, Kandinsky often cited his metaphor of
the piano. It is this metaphor that is at the heart of Kandinsky’s “musical
theory” and which was excerpted in the November 1914 issue of The Little
Review (53), a journal in which Stevens later published and where he might
have come across it for the first time.9 In this metaphor, Kandinsky suggests
that the aesthetic experience in abstract art functions in much the same
fashion as a piano, in which the colors are the keys and the eye the hammer
which causes vibrations in the strings of the soul:
Im allgemeinen ist also die Farbe ein Mittel, einen direkten
Einfluß auf die Seele auszuüben. Die Farbe ist die Taste. Das
Auge ist der Hammer. Die Seele ist das Klavier mit vielen Saiten.
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Der Künstler ist die Hand, die durch diese oder jene Taste
zweckmäßig die menschliche Seele in Vibration bringt. (ÜG 64)
[In general, color is a medium that has a direct influence on the
soul. The color is the key. The eye is the hammer. The soul is
the piano with many strings.
The artist is the hand that brings the human soul into vibration
by playing the appropriate keys.]
It is crucial here to note that the senses in this metaphor serve merely as
the “hammers” which cause the vibrations of the “soul.” For Kandinsky,
this is true whether or not the “keys” themselves are forms, colors, sounds,
individual words, or any other signifier. Although there is no doubt that
the initial impression of both painting and music is a function of the senses
and, therefore, largely a “physical” sensation, this is of value only if it leads
to a corresponding internal or “spiritual” vibration:
Hier kommt die psychische Kraft der Farbe zutage, welche eine
seelische Vibration hervorruft. Und die erste, elementare
physische Kraft wird nun zur Bahn, auf welcher die Farbe die
Seele erreicht. (ÜG 61)
[Here the psychic force of color becomes evident, which gives
rise to a spiritual vibration. And this initial, elemental psychic
force now becomes the transport by which the color reaches the
soul.]
Kandinsky argues that too much contemporary art, particularly “decorative” art, appeals only to the senses and not to the soul:
Die Nervenvibration wird freilich vorhanden sein . . . sie bleibt
aber hauptsächlich im Bereiche der Nerven stecken, weil sie zu
schwache Gemütsvibrationen, Erschütterungen der Seele hervorrufen wird. (ÜG 115)
[There will, of course, be vibrations of the nerves . . . but for the
most part they will not get beyond the domain of the nerves
because the vibrations of the soul that they call forth will be too
weak.]
It is these “vibrations of the soul,” and the emotions awakened there, that
are the aesthetic experience of any abstract art form, according to Kandinsky, and not the sensual stimulation of vibrations in the air or pigments
on a canvas.
Whether Stevens first learned of Kandinsky’s “musical theory” at a
gathering of the New York avant-garde or from the short excerpt in The
Little Review, he borrowed the metaphor of the piano to explain his aes-
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thetic views in one of his earliest and most important poems, “Peter Quince
at the Clavier.” Although the poem was not published in Others until
August 1915, Van Vechten reports that Stevens showed him a copy of the
poem during a luncheon at the Brevoort on November 21st, 1914—the
same month the excerpt appeared in The Little Review (42). The date stuck
in Van Vechten’s memory not only because it was the first time he met
Stevens or because he had resigned as editor of Trend earlier that day (two
events memorable enough in themselves), but also because the luncheon
eventually stretched into somewhat of a “pseudo-debauch,” ending with
Arensberg inviting Stevens up to his apartment for the first time for a few
more drinks and both Stevens and Van Vechten attempting to “make
music” on the piano (44). The poem was an immediate success among the
avant-garde and included in Others anthologies in both 1915 and 1916, as
well as Harriet Monroe’s anthology of new poetry in 1917. Kandinsky’s
metaphor of the piano provides the central metaphor of the poem and is
the subject of its very first stanza:
Just as my fingers on these keys
Make music, so the selfsame sounds
On my spirit make a music, too.
(CP 89)
Even though all the elements of Kandinsky’s own metaphor are there in
the opening lines of the poem, it is not clear that Stevens definitely has
this particular metaphor in mind until the reader comes to the conclusion
contained in the first line of the following stanza:
Music is feeling, then, not sound . . .
(CP 90)
It is this basic understanding—that music, and by implication the other
arts as well, is essentially emotion rather than its “material” components—
which becomes the basis of argument for the rest of the poem.
Stevens quickly turns Kandinsky’s metaphor around by suggesting that
since music itself is essentially feeling rather than vibrations in the air, the
“internal vibrations” caused by any object in nature have an aesthetic effect
not unlike that produced by music. Addressing an unidentified you, the
speaker of the poem argues that if music is emotion, emotion is, likewise,
music:
And thus it is that what I feel,
Here in this room, desiring you,
Thinking of your blue-shadowed silk,
Is music.
(CP 90)
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In order to explain this side of the argument, Stevens extends the metaphor
by drawing upon the apocryphal story of Susanna who, quite innocently,
was spied upon by the elders of her village while bathing. Just as a
particular color in Kandinsky’s example can cause a corresponding “vibration of the soul,” Susanna is the unwitting “key” that “touched the
bawdy strings / Of those white elders” (CP 92):
Of a green evening, clear and warm,
She bathed in her still garden, while
The red-eyed elders watching, felt
The basses of their beings throb
In witching chords, and their thin blood
Pulse pizzicati of Hosanna.
(CP 90)
For Susanna, too, the emotion of the evening is pure music until it is
“muted” by a “breath upon her hand” at which she turns to discover the
elders: “A cymbal crashed, / And roaring horns” (CP 91). Although
Stevens argues in this rather discursive poem that, as he suggests in its
final stanzas, our notion of beauty comes from the external world, he also
acknowledges that there is essentially no difference between an emotion
that is stimulated by an object in nature and an emotion that is the effect
of a work of art. In much the same way that Stevens, in the role of Peter
Quince, is capable of producing music that can penetrate to the “soul” of
those who hear it, nature itself can play upon the keyboard of his “soul,”
whether through Susanna, the unidentified you of the poem, or any other
natural object.
Kandinsky makes the same point in his second reference to the metaphor of the piano in Über das Geistige in der Kunst. He argues that the
metaphor applies equally well to the general experience of life if the object
in nature takes the place of color:
Jeder Gegenstand (ohne Unterschied, ob er direkt von der
“Natur” geschaffen wurde oder durch menschliche Hand entstanden ist) ist ein Wesen mit eigenem Leben und daraus unvermeidlich fließender Wirkung. Der Mensch unterliegt
fortwährend dieser psychischen Wirkung. . . . Die “Natur,” d.h.
die stets wechselnde äußere Umgebung des Menschen, versetzt
durch die Tasten (Gegenstände) fortwährend die Saiten des
Klaviers (Seele) in Vibrationen. (ÜG 74-75)
[Every object (regardless of whether it is a direct creation of
nature or made by a human hand) is an entity with its own life
and its inevitably resultant effects. Man is continually subject
to these psychic effects. . . . “Nature,” that is to say the constantly
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changing external surroundings of man, continually sets the
strings of the piano (the soul) into vibration by means of the
keys (the objects).]
In fact, Kandinsky argues that the perception of an object in nature is
nothing more than the perception of its individual forms and colors, but
with the additional perception of their combined effect, which is the object
itself (ÜG 75). Just as the painter has all of nature at his disposal from
which to pick and choose the forms and colors of his composition—like
Peter Quince selecting which keys to strike and in what combination—nature plays the instrument of his soul, bombarding it with an incessant array
of natural objects whose own forms and colors suggest a music not unlike
that created by the artist himself.
It was precisely this aesthetic that Stevens found validated by the
Knoedler exhibition in the spring of 1952. Surely, he must have been
pleased to find that a painter who had claimed years ago in his “musical
theory” that it was possible for an artist to set up a music in the soul
through the arrangement of forms and colors alone was able to do so.
However, this was not something that Kandinsky accomplished quickly.
Even though his early paintings are still considered his breakthrough into
the realm of pure abstraction, scholars have decoded their images and, in
comparison to his later work, many of them no longer look abstract.10 Even
an untrained eye can detect traces of clashing armies, crumbling towers,
and other apocalyptic and religious folk images. However, these early, less
abstract works are not the paintings Stevens saw at the Knoedler Galleries
in New York. Of the forty-five works by Kandinsky displayed at the
Knoedler exhibition, all but eight were from his later Bauhaus and Parisian
periods. As many art historians have pointed out, it is these later paintings
rather than his earlier, better-known works that validated the theories first
enunciated in 1912. And it was these later works with their bright, fauvist
colors and childlike imagination that Stevens found so “wholly aesthetic
and wholly delightful,” confirming his best expectations. He must have
been pleased that he could actually “hear” the forms and colors of these
paintings, to let Kandinsky—like Peter Quince—put his fingers here and
there along the keyboard and set the strings of his “soul” into vibration.
Bedford College
Bedford, England

Notes
1

The quotation is from an unpublished letter that Brazeau cites in the notes to his book.
The letter is held by the Manuscripts Department at Trinity College in Dublin. I am grateful
to Stuart O’Seanóir of Trinity College Library for confirming my suspicion that Stevens does
not specifically identify the exhibition and providing this additional information.
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2

A list of the paintings included in the exhibition can be found in an appendix at the end
of this essay.
3
Although the Arensberg collection eventually included three paintings by Kandinsky
(Improvisation 29, Kleines Bild mit Gelb, and Kreise im Kreis), it is unlikely that the Arensbergs
acquired any of these canvases before leaving New York, particularly Kreise im Kreis, which
was not completed until 1923. The individual histories of all three works can be found in the
catalogue raisonné of Kandinsky’s oil paintings by Roethel and Benjamin cited in the appendix (431, 481, 656).
4
For the best discussion of these “early days” and Stevens’ relationship to both circles, see
the first two chapters of Glen MacLeod’s Wallace Stevens and Company: The Harmonium
Years, 1913-1923 (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1983).
5
The notable exception was the small circle of artists surrounding Alfred Stieglitz who took
an almost immediate interest in Kandinsky’s theories, with Stieglitz printing a translated
excerpt in his journal Camera Work as early as July 1912 (see Works Cited).
6
However, Kandinsky also notes that these differences are only relative and that painting,
in particular, can make use of time in a manner quite similar to music. This becomes the basis
of much of his argument in his next book, Punkt und Linie zu Fläche.
7
Kandinsky explains that he uses the word Klänge (sounds) to describe the innere Eigenschaften (internal qualities) of the individual elements of any art form (PLF 89).
8
In Über das Geistige in der Kunst, Kandinsky often compares colors or variations in the
shading of colors to musical instruments, suggesting, for example, that a light blue color
resembles the sound of a flute, a darker blue that of a cello, an even darker blue that of a
contrabass, while the darkest shade of blue can be compared to the sound of an organ (93).
The Russian composer Aleksandr Scriabin took this even a step further, arguing that there is
a direct correlation between colors and tones of music. For example, he suggests that the note
C is comparable to the color red in painting, while a D-flat suggests purple and G a shade
of orange-pink. His chart comparing musical tones to colors first appeared in an issue of the
Soviet journal Music published in Moscow in January 1911, which Kandinsky had seen.
9
This issue of The Little Review also contains a satirical essay written by Alexander Kaun
under the pseudonym of Ibn Gabirol comparing Kandinsky’s aesthetics to those of Gertrude
Stein in Tender Buttons (see Works Cited). The essay almost certainly caught the attention of
Donald Evans and other members of Stevens’ early circle since, as MacLeod has noted, they
shared an enthusiasm for Stein on par with their love for the Armory Show (7-10).
10
For a comprehensive discussion of Kandinsky’s use of hidden images in his early paintings, see Rose-Carol Long’s Wassily Kandinsky: The Development of an Abstract Style (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1980).
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Appendix
The following is a list of the oil paintings included in the Kandinsky exhibition that Stevens
attended at the Knoedler Galleries in New York in the spring of 1952. The source of the
information is Hans K. Roethel and Jean K. Benjamin, Kandinsky: Werkverzeichnis der Ölgemälde (Munich: Beck, 1982).
1. Helle Luft (1901)
2. Alte Stadt (1912)
3. Park von St Cloud—Dunkle Allee (1906)
4. Berglandschaft mit Dorf I (1908)
5. Murnau—Strasse mit Frauen (1908)
6. Starnberger See (1908)
7. Improvisation 14 (1910)
8. Bild auf Hellem Grund (1916)
9. Im Grau (1919)
10. Roter Fleck II (1921)
11. Weisses Oval (1921)
12. Die Pfeilform (1923)
13. Gelbe Begleitung (1924)
14. Schwarze Begleitung (1924)
15. Berührung (1924)
16. Ein Zentrum (1924)
17. Schwarzes Dreieck (1925)
18. Gelbe Mitte (1926)
19. Plauderei (1926)
20. Geflecht (1927)
21. Weiches Hart (1927)
22. Auf Spitzen (1928)
23. Zwei Seiten Rot (1928)
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24. Etagen (1929)
25. Leicht im Schwer (1929)
26. Winkelschwung (1929)
27. Fern (1929)
28. Launisch (1930)
29. Entscheidendes Rosa (1931)
30. Entwicklung in Braun (1933)
31. Montée Gracieuse (1934)
32. Mouvement I (1935)
33. Accent Vert (1935)
34. Noeud Rouge (1936)
35. Trente (1937)
36. Le Bon Contact (1938)
37. La Forme Rouge (1938)
38. Composition X (1939)
39. Vers Le Haut (1939)
40. Une Figure Entre Autres (1939)
41. Modération (1940)
42. Accord Réciproque (1942)
43. Transparent (1942)
44. Tensions Délicates (1942)
45. Fragments (1943)

Closure in a Half Light:
Wallace Stevens’ Endings
MARY DOYLE SPRINGER
What kind of emperor is it whose rule is over something so transient as ice cream?
—Beverly Coyle
: break the rules
with your singing, don’t be normal, shatter the plot
—Brenda Hillman
But that’s the difference: in the end and the way
To the end. Alpha continues to begin.
Omega is refreshed at every end.
—Wallace Stevens
So flee this permanence of meaning. Live somewhere
else, but in the company of paternal Death.
—Julia Kristeva

T

HERE IS, IN AMERICAN literature, an ongoing vein of principled
nonclosure to which Wallace Stevens gladly fell heir. It is a principle
that greatly antedates the suspicion of closure in postmodernism,
and French feminist theory in particular, about permanence of meaning
as an equivalent of “paternal Death” (Kristeva, DIL 150). One finds it in
Emily Dickinson (“I’m finite—I can’t see”), in thoughts ironically presented in sharp rhyme:
The House of Supposition—
The Glimmering Frontier that
Skirts the Acres of Perhaps—
To Me—shows insecure—
(J 696)
Even heaven she employed to reflect on the nonclosure of earth: “This
world is not conclusion; / A sequel stands beyond, Invisible . . .” (183).
William Faulkner, for whom there was always a “sequel,” but far more
worldly than Dickinson’s, forged inconclusiveness as he carried over characters, unresolved and still misunderstood, from previous works (an anticlosure trick well known to Stevens). I think of Quentin, at the end of
Absolom, Absolom!, frustrated by an accusation that he hates the South, and
protesting too much: “‘I dont hate it’ he thought, panting in the cold air,
the iron New England dark; I dont. I dont! I dont hate it! I dont hate it!” (378).
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Henry James, in “The Art of Fiction,” discovers, as Stevens did in
literally dozens of poems, the origins of nonclosure in natural life:
Experience is never limited, and it is never complete; it is an
immense sensibility, a kind of huge spider-web of the finest
silken threads suspended in the chamber of consciousness, and
catching every air-borne particle in its tissue. (17)
And Carlos Fuentes, writing in praise of Jorge Luis Borges, elevates the
matter to a poetic principle:
We must never find the exact identification of words with
things—a mystery, a divorce, a dissonance must remain. Then
a poem will be written to close the separation, never achieving
the re-union. (787)
We are more and more able to see that this is the poem that Wallace Stevens
wrote, over and over.
Stevens also foresaw—and imaged with stone statues and ironic Latin
mottoes—the postmodern political principle involved in closure, as put
forward by Keith Goshorn and others. Goshorn identifies the “era of the
corporate security state” with the “Will to name, to interpret, to keep
everything safely visible, to verify, to identify, to commodify, to produce
and reproduce.” In this light, Stevens shows himself something of a radical,
for whom the closure implied by naming is “rotted” (CP 183), by whom
the secret and the half light are preferred to the “safely visible,” for whom
truth is a matter of perspective and search rather than verification and
identification, and whose product cannot turn into a commodity, since its
shape is fluid and declines to be boxed.
An attorney himself, Stevens has recently become the darling of law
professors. His poems are held to be ideal for training young lawyers who
risk undertaking the law as totally reason-centered if not truth-centered.
The issue for Thomas C. Grey becomes “law as an art of persuasion as
against law as a science of reason and analysis” (Grey 35).1 Barbara Fisher
had already introduced the same note when she referred to Stevens as a
“doubly templar character, in that analytic elements of law—method, logic,
judgment—can be seen in combination or conflict with forces of the holy
and the uncanny” (108). While the combination exists, I cannot see that
Stevens ever gives equal space to method-logic-judgment, as against the
“uncanny,” the intuitive, the contradictory, and the forces of feeling. As
for the “holy,” he is a prime respecter of mysteries, but an outright satirist
of the closures of religion, law, and tradition, and an ardent devotee of
“Thinkers without final thoughts / In an always incipient cosmos” (OP
140).
The study of closure in Stevens, then, seems certain to be more like a
study of nonclosure, of “againstness,” not only in his variety of poem
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endings, but in the never-ending analysis of his ideas and the internal
devices of their expression.2 One finds in him a lifelong receptivity to
change and a hunger for new beginnings wherever they occur in that
“always incipient cosmos.” He wrote in a late letter:
I have no wish to arrive at a conclusion. Sometimes I believe
most in the imagination for a long time and then, without
reasoning about it, turn to reality and believe in that and that
alone. But both of these things project themselves endlessly and
I want them to do just that. (L 710)
Working out Stevens’ desire never to conclude can help us recognize a
feminine principle of openness in his work, and a not incongruous dialogue with French feminist thought that came much later, in its identification of permanence, authority, and closure with “paternal Death.”3
Kristeva would surely find in Stevens as much an exemplar of the battle
against the “paternal Death” in conclusiveness as she finds in James Joyce
or in Céline (DIL passim). Similarly, Luce Irigaray would find in him the
scribe she seeks, who will
Reinscribe [the established forms] hither and thither as divergencies, otherwise and elsewhere than they are expected, in
ellipses and eclipses that deconstruct the logical grid of the
reader-writer . . . (Speculum 142)
While he does not fully answer to Irigaray’s command to “Overthrow
syntax,” often enough Stevens abuses it, and suspends what Irigaray calls
its “eternally teleological order, by snipping the wires, cutting the current,
breaking the circuits, switching the connections, by modifying continuity,
alternation, frequency, intensity” (Speculum 142). Looking, for example, at
the poem called “Crude Foyer,” with its disruptive commas “cutting the
current” and “switching the connections,” we discover that for this poet
Thought is false happiness: the idea
That merely by thinking one can,
Or may, penetrate, not may,
But can, that one is sure to be able—
(CP 305)
The central idea is both analyzed and truncated by a kind of technical
deconstruction—by clauses, turns, commas, modifications, and changes
of mind. True, the syntax of the meandering single sentence that constitutes
the poem comes at last to a period, but one whose only conclusiveness is
in the idea of our incapacity to compose a conclusive thought, or even a
minor metaphor:
We are ignorant men incapable
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Of the least, minor, vital metaphor, content,
At last, there, when it turns out to be here.
(CP 305)
It follows that images, not metaphors, control many of the poems,
especially the early ones. In “The Worms at Heaven’s Gate” nothing metaphorical or conclusive happens, but simply a presentation of one of the
most pleasingly macabre of Stevens’ surreal images: the worms carrying
out from her tomb the chopped up parts of the body of Badroulbadour
(will she ever end in heaven with a name like that?). They do it by bringing
her out bit by bit in their “chariot” bellies:
Out of the tomb, we bring Badroulbadour,
Within our bellies, we her chariot.
Here is an eye. And here are, one by one,
The lashes of that eye and its white lid.
Here is the cheek on which that lid declined,
And, finger after finger, here, the hand,
The genius of that cheek. Here are the lips,
The bundle of the body and the feet.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Out of the tomb we bring Badroulbadour.
(CP 49)
The next to last line, totally ellipses, is Stevens’ own, and it simply reminds
us to “slow down for poetry” (Strand 36). The worms, perhaps simply in
love with the mock-profound sound of what they are doing, triumphantly
repeat the opening line, now that it has gained an accretion of delicious
horror and exoticism. The progress of the lines has an intrinsic order and
form in that the parts of the corpse are related—the eye related to its lashes
and its “white lid,” the cheek that supported the lid, the hand which is
“The genius of that cheek,” the lips that come below the cheek, and finally
“The bundle of the body and the feet” (a pleasing close harmony of internal
rhyme between “cheek” and “feet,” which produces a moment’s rest before
the intuitional pause of ellipsis). The exotic woman’s decimated body is
as complete as may be, given that its bits are in order despite the separate
carriers. However, our sense that the poem as a whole has ended depends
on the elimination of two commas and the substitution of a period in the
last line, as compared with the first line, and we have thus a return, but
not simply unproductive repetition.4 In terms of the fulfillment of narrative
expectations it is worth noting also that, as far as we know, Badroulbadour
never makes it through “Heaven’s Gate”—it is the journey “out” of the
tomb, not the arrival in heaven, that counts, and the journey is ongoing,
fragmentary, an image.
Stevens viewed written expression with much the same ironic disdain
as Kristeva does (and Plato does). His practice anticipated what Kristeva
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was to articulate in her essay “The Bounded Text,” namely that “Writing
is revealed, for him who thinks of himself as ‘author,’ as a function that
ossifies, petrifies, and blocks. . . . [W]riting is an artificial limit, an arbitrary
law, a subjective finitude” (DIL 58). Kristeva draws a contrast valuable for
our understanding of Stevens’ work, between her terms “explicit completion” and “structural finitude.” “Explicit completion,” she says, “is often
lacking, ambiguous, or assumed in the text . . .” This is certainly the case
with Stevens’ poems much more often than not. But, Kristeva says, this
very “incompletion nevertheless underlines the text’s structural finitude”
(DIL 55). That seems to mean that, though we may be acculturated to seek
an ending, and to seek a firm completion of the “plot” in our valid if
difficult hunger for truth, what we actually get from the great poets of
nonclosure is a “never-ending meditation” (CP 465). We can perceive an
order, a pressure of “structural finitude” as in the present poem, but not
that kind of plot and thought realization that “ossifies, petrifies, and
blocks.” We know that Badroulbadour is in a process5 of being brought to
heaven’s gate, and we are left feeling conjectural, or even indifferent, about
whether her body will actually get through the gate and have its parts
reassembled in some heavenly last end. (Do not the chances seem remote?)
We are left simply to dream out the image, in the elliptical and revolving
procedure of the “structural finitude.”
Gerald Prince puts this matter very well in his distinction between
“closed” works and “finished” works. Speaking of Sartre’s Nausée, he says
that it is “closed from the hermeneutic and proairetic points of view,” and
“closed from a tonal point of view.” In addition, “It is a finished work, with
its finish to be seen on every page, in the subtle and complicated network
of rhymes and echoes established among its various constituents” (183).
The “finish” Prince describes seems to be what gives us our sense of closure
even in Stevens’ poems that resist closure: there is a return of ideas and
words, echoes and repetitions of all kinds, that assures us the author knows
his job in the poem, and we trust that assurance as completion if not
closure. I would add that Prince’s essay, and the others that appear in the
same collection, constitute yet another proof that postmodernism describes
and provokes anticlosure, but cannot claim that it began only now. Cervantes long ago called our attention to both a literary and an ethical
principle when he said “The road is always better than the inn.”
“Structural finitude” is further illuminated by Barbara Herrnstein
Smith’s discussion of what she calls “sequential structure” (109-21) in her
classic work on poetic closure. We discover in Stevens’ poem this sequential structure, consisting not only in the relation of body parts but in a
balanced movement in the perception of them, between a single part and
plural parts in sequence:
Here is an eye. And here are, one by one,
The lashes of that eye and its white lid.
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Here is the cheek on which that lid declined,
And, finger after finger, here, the hand,
The genius of that cheek. Here are the lips,
The bundle of the body and the feet.
(emphasis added)
When we examine it this way, the sequential movement participates in the
poetic convention of admiring a woman “top to toe,” employed adroitly
by Shakespeare, Donne, and others, except that Stevens in the final sentence unbinds the rigid line of the conventional movement by starting over
again with “lips,” a shockingly exotic image when connected to a worm
carrier. He began indeed with an “eye,” and ends indeed with “feet,” but
mainly with the purpose of weighting the next-to-last line with the “bundle
of the body,” the heaviest portion with which any worm is burdened.
Doing so weights the poem itself with “structural finitude” that offers an
illusionary promise of closure, before the reopening that begins with the
elliptical silence, and then the last line. The poem evades closure and
“ends” simply by repeating the first line with a period instead of a comma.
It may seem odd that Stevens, who cared as deeply as any Aristotelian
for the wholeness of art, should care so little for “explicit completion.”
Helen Vendler has called him “unique in English poetry in the frequency
with which he closes his poems on a tentative note” (164). We can account
for this in his apparent devotion (so very close to contemporary French
thought, especially of feminists but not limited to them) to what he called
“the calico idea” (OP 95), to change, to the circuitous and spatial as against
the linear, to the shadowy as against the black-and-white, to a new kind
of rationalism that smiles indulgently on “reason’s click-clack” (CP 387),
but renounces the omnipotence of knowledge. Stevens once wrote to
Robert Pack, who was preparing a critical essay on the poems:
At the top of page 16 of your paper you say: “Mr. Stevens’
work does not really lead anywhere.” This is not quite the same
thing as get anywhere and I realize that you say this in connection with a differentiation between a work without a plot and
a work with a plot. Still, without regard to any other consideration, if it meant to me what it meant to me, it might very
well mean the same thing to anybody else. That a man’s work
should remain indefinite is often intentional. For instance, in
projecting a supreme fiction, I cannot imagine anything more
fatal than to state it definitely and incautiously. (L 863)
And he goes on to say that he resisted adding any more “musts” to “Notes
toward a Supreme Fiction,” apparently fearing that the reader might take
these as more than just inconclusive “Notes,” when “The last thing in the
world that I should want to do would be to formulate a system” (L 864).
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The letter to Pack is rich with Stevens’ conscious ideas about closure: a
poem may “get” somewhere even though it does not “lead” its reader
anywhere; there are works without plots as well as works with plots, both
of which are still “works”; one can perhaps trust one’s reader’s response
to be the same as one’s own without, so to speak, closing in on that reader
by “stating it definitely and incautiously”; and indefiniteness is “often
intentional.” In “Things of August” he refers to the world’s habit of imaging itself for the “beholder,” but always in forms that are full of exceptions,
gaps, and “deviations”:
It habituates him to the invisible,
By its faculty of the exceptional,
The faculty of ellipses and deviations,
In which he exists but never as himself.
That is, the poet is not so skeptical of his own voice as to deny it, but it
does not speak of the world with a masculine authority. Rather, it “exists”
within the reflective freedom of the world’s own ellipses and deviations,
which calls up similar devices of tentativity in the poet’s work. It is not
that knowledge of the world does not exist, but that the beholder cannot
quite grasp it:
The knowledge of things lay round but unperceived:
The height was not quite proper;
The position was wrong.
There is nothing sad, defeated, or skeptical aroused by this. The poet-beholder simply sees “the nature of his chair” as affording a limited perspective from which he can nevertheless “feel the satisfactions / Of that
transparent air” (CP 493).
We think perhaps too little about the possibility that all lyric poetry is,
in imitation of life, elliptical and deviational. It is pregnant with thought
and feeling, which often are quite present to us but do not come to birth
in clear statement. In its very lineation, poetry both slows meaning and
struggles for it, but poems habitually fail of the relatively comfortable
achievement of ideas that marks off prose. While poetry does not disdain
meaning, at its best it often declines simplicity or closure of meaning. In
any case, as Kristeva says: “Meaning and signification . . . do not exhaust
the poetic function” (DIL 132). Mark Strand, speaking for Stevens and
partly for all poets, confirms this: “It may be that something beyond
meaning is being communicated, something that originated not with the
poet but in the first dim light of language, in some period of beforeness”
(36). Stevens’ poems prefer the gap in thought, the deviation, the unrationalized feeling, the musical mutterings, and the questions that provoke
a hundred further poems:
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Of what was this the force? From what desire
And from what thinking did his radiance come?
In what new spirit had his body birth?
(CP 299)
Since the questions never achieve final answers but always fresh and
changing ones, it is not only not surprising that poetry should be his métier,
but appropriate also that Stevens should be the self-conscious poet of
“ellipses and deviations.” The gaps he leaves are not negative closures
based on hopelessness of knowing. Rather, in the French term for ellipses,
they are “points de suspension,” with an openness to possibility. As a maker,
he resembles the Navajo rug-makers in the story told by Susan Lowell—
that they leave always a loose thread in the weaving, so that the spirits
will not be trapped or, so to speak, muffled in determinacy (149).
There has been a recent burst of critical recognition of “possibility” and
“newness” in Stevens’ poetry—that is, of antideterminacy—much of it no
doubt prompted by postmodernist thought and the study of semiotics.
Du-Hyoung Kang, for example, attempts to release Stevens’ poetry from
Symbolist ideology: “Stevens doesn’t endeavor to reach the transcendent
beyond, the realm of ultimate stability and fixity. Therefore, he has no need
to feel threatened by the power of nothingness” (43).6 Just by this account,
however, Kang seems to be going too far when he later relates Stevens to
the “skeptical climate of twentieth-century science and metaphysics” (50).
Mistrust of science, metaphysics, and of thought closure in general surely
exists in Stevens, but antideterminacy does not have skepticism as its
necessary corollary. Rather, he keeps open “possibility,” as Frank Doggett
and Dorothy Emerson make clear. Yet they too propose, as their reading
of the serpent image that begins “The Auroras of Autumn” demonstrates,
to speak of the serpent as “the poison of skepticism that denies an afterlife
in paradise” (56). Such a reading precludes, I think, their later interpretation of the serpent as a “skin that is continually shed as experiences pass
away in the continuum” (57), surely an image of new possibilities and a
reading much closer to Stevens’ general ideas. The poem, for Stevens, is
never really over (“The cancellings, / The negations are never final” [CP
414]), and it seems that pride of place in “The Auroras of Autumn”—the
great anticlosure poem—might be given to the rabbi/serpent on the last
pages, also called the “finding fang,” that meditates “In hall harridan, not
hushful paradise” (CP 420-21).7
A “harridan” is an old female scold, and a positive image in Stevens
precisely because she keeps talking. To put her into opposition with “hushful paradise” (and thus with closure that is both physical and spiritual) is
to recognize the comparative values of the poet. One of these is “newness”
(another term for anticlosure?), the world seen forward “In a moving
contour, a change not quite completed.” When he looks back it is to a
female myth of origins, a “new world Eve” equatable with “Fat girl,
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terrestrial” (CP 406), an earth figure paradoxically new and disruptive in
that it precedes and succeeds the patriarchal myth which has pretended so
long to singularity and permanence (Morrison 25). That new Eve is lodged
in the shadows where Phoebus fell, is a principle of indefiniteness at the
heart of almost all Stevens’ works, and is now being brought to consciousness as a source of explanation of them. It is a principle potentially deeply
dialogic with latter-day French feminist psycholinguistics and semiotic
conceptions of the origins of language.
In her account of the origins of human speech, Kristeva points out that
There exists . . . an epistemological bent toward elucidation that
is not, as Husserl postulates, the [final] “destiny” of the speaking being; rather, it is one of its practices, one variation of signifiance [sic] not limited to what is “universally intelligible”
—madness and literature are its witnesses. (DIL 281)
In other places she will distinguish “poetry” as the “literature” she means.
And she will distinguish the practice as feminine, a “semiotic disposition”
of the child still in the realm of the mother, making “potential meaning”
not yet realized in the masculine closure of symbolization, which will be
associated with the child’s movement into the external realm of the father.
That movement is very interestingly connected to predication and syntactic closure. Kristeva reports that “Psycholinguists are well aware that
the child, before using more or less regular syntax, makes utterances that
come closer to the topic-comment model than to the subject-predicate one”
(DIL 287). This seems to me something very like the distinctions we can
see in regard to Stevens. His ellipses, questions, modifications (“As if” and
“We say”), his changes of mind and syntax, decline or defer predication
in the sense that Kristeva describes. The image is of an extended “pregnancy that still constitutes the ultimate limit of meaning where, if analysis
is lacking, transcendence takes root” (DIL 291). When analysis is not lacking, we can see with her and with Stevens that even cricket sounds have
their “uniqueness” and there is “no fury in transcendent forms” (CP 523),
neither intensity nor light, but only closure.
In the earliest of his strongly elliptical poems, “Metaphors of a Magnifico,” Stevens discovers by trial that images become meaningful metaphors
only to an overconfident “magnifico.” When the image of “Twenty men
crossing a bridge, / Into a village” shifts several times, like kaleidoscopic
visions of the same thing, the speaker, close to complaint, begins to see
that “This is old song / That will not declare itself . . .” Comically, he flees
back to the original image in the hope of declaring positively that in truth
Twenty men crossing a bridge,
Into a village,
Are
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Twenty men crossing a bridge
Into a village.
(emphasis added)
But then he discovers that “That will not declare itself / Yet is certain as
meaning . . . ,” which, of course is not certain at all. In the next verse the
speaker asserts a reassuringly blunt image of clumping boots, hoping to
reattach himself, through metaphor, to reality;8 but he only becomes bemused:
The boots of the men clump
On the boards of the bridge.
The first white wall of the village
Rises through fruit-trees.
Of what was it I was thinking?
So the meaning escapes.
Here we have what we might call a hint of closure in the ironic structure
of the poem: “meaning,” whose certainty trailed off elliptically in the
earlier lines, has now become clearly unavailable, and that idea is brought
to a period: “So the meaning escapes.” But desire is not yet satisfied. In
what we are bound to see as ultimate delight, the speaker retreats from
declaration to the pure joy of elliptical images, “finishing” the poem with
ongoing observation of
The first white wall of the village . . .
The fruit-trees . . .
(CP 19)
He who was once bemused is now very pleasantly bemused by seeing
again the “first white wall of the village . . .”—a new beginning, not an
ending. A very similar mood appears later in “Anecdote of Canna”:
Now day-break comes . . .
X promenades the dewy stones,
Observes the canna with a clinging eye,
Observes and then continues to observe.
(CP 55)
Daybreak, for Stevens, never breaks dramatically on some finally realized
truth, but breaks surrounded on both sides by ellipses. The phallic images
of “huge” canna flowers that begin the poem, fixed in the “mighty
thought” of “the mighty man” on “the terrace of his capitol,” are in the
progress of the poem reduced not at all to nothing, but to objects of ongoing
observation. The observations made by “X” on his dewy “promenades”
are a better thing than the “mighty thought” of “mighty man” on the
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demarcated “terrace of his capitol.” “X” is saved from might and magnificence just by being “X”—names, we know, are “rotted” (CP 183) for
Stevens, and that is because they are one kind of pernicious closure.
Three dots lie even at the heart of geometric ellipses, in the mind of the
poet/speaker. They are recommended as a cure for “Rationalists,” who
wear “square hats”:
If they tried rhomboids,
Cones, waving lines, ellipses—
As, for example, the ellipse of the half-moon—
Rationalists would wear sombreros.
(CP 75)
Here we have not only two kinds of ellipses blocking completion, but also
the freewheeling dash, if not consciously borrowed from Emily Dickinson,
still serving the same abrupt deviational effect as her dashes. It is an effect
different from ellipses:
The day is great and strong—
But his father was strong, that lies now
In the poverty of dirt.
(CP 453)
We can see that the three dots are too reflective for the stop-and-think-now
effect that literally dashes the father’s greatness and strength to the “poverty of dirt.” Through a series of dire family relations over which the day,
the moon, and “the spices of red summer” cannot at first prevail, the
speaker reaches the comfort of “It is the earth itself that is humanity . . .”
and that ellipsis opens a quieter reflection, which allows for the “inhuman
son” to be absorbed in the humanity of earth itself as human “difference
disappears,” not conclusively but at least “sometimes” (CP 453-54).
There is in such devices an intrinsic modesty in the poet’s contemplation
of the world’s complexities. Complexity gets its expression (its “semiotic”
manner of “disposition”) not only in the ellipses and deviations that match
the pauses and deviations of life itself, but in the manner we use to signal
or sign each other. The semiotic use of sounds—“whirroos / And scintillant
sizzlings such as children like” (CP 442)—resonances, repetitions, nonsense, murmurs, and silences (such as a whole line of ellipses) mark the
poet’s recognition of the ultimate failure of the logos, the central Word that
has made up its mind. What we get in place of that Word is manifest in
many of Stevens’ titles: an “anecdote,” an “analysis,” an “anatomy,” an
“attempt,” “certain phenomena,” a “colloquy,” a “continual conversation,”
“contrary theses,” a “description,” “extraordinary references,” a “fabliau,”
a “meditation,” “notes” and “nuances,” a “page from a tale,” a “sketch,”
a “study,” “two illustrations,” “two tales,” “two versions,” “Lebensweisheitspielerei.”
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And just there, in those versions and bits of thought and story, lies the
ethical and political importance of the “semiotic disposition” as it shows
itself in Stevens, and the importance even of seemingly trivial devices of
punctuation such as dashes and ellipses. French feminists and poets of
their persuasion do not see life, or its mimesis in literature, as devoted to
the publishing of finished truths that can be borne like standards into
political struggle. Political struggle does not work unless it takes account
of the deviational habits of human life. In his war poems Stevens is
constantly fearful of the statuesque and heroic abstractions upon which
wars are fought. In later poems, he more and more commends to the poet
ever fresher considerations of what has been so loosely termed the “objectiveness of things.” In “Note on Moonlight” he finds danger in unity of
vision:
The one moonlight, in the simple-colored night,
Like a plain poet revolving in his mind
The sameness of his various universe,
Shines on the mere objectiveness of things.
But simply to “shine” thus is to disclose the vital surprises, the deviations,
as if being itself “was to be observed,” even though in
an undetermined form
Between the slouchings of a gunman and a lover,
A gesture in the dark, a fear one feels . . .
So to observe, in the dark and inconclusively, is to take hold of life only
in its own darkness and inconclusiveness. But the speaker ferrets out the
positive:
So, then, this warm, wide, weatherless quietude
Is active with a power, an inherent life . . .
“[J]ust to be seen” is
a purpose, empty
Perhaps, absurd perhaps, but at least a purpose,
Certain and ever more fresh. Ah! Certain, for sure . . .
(CP 531-32)
The ellipsis on which he ends this poem destroys the certainty of purpose
on a note that seems slightly despairing, and is. It is, however, also an
honest less-than-despair that shows the speaker facing up to the idea that
the world “habituates him to the invisible” by its natural “faculty of the
exceptional, / The faculty of ellipses and deviations” (CP 493), which are
now seen not as mere poetic devices, but habits of the world itself.
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As the poet/speaker ages, he nevertheless sees more and more “Prologues to What Is Possible.” “Removed from any shore,” he belongs to the
“far-foreign departure of his vessel,” not toward death but toward a new
self “Snarling in him for discovery as his attentions spread” (CP 515). In
the following poem, “Looking across the Fields and Watching the Birds
Fly,” he again evades the hereditary “masculine myths we used to make,”
in favor of a deviant spirit “that comes from the body of the world,”
Whose blunt laws make an affectation of mind,
The mannerism of nature caught in a glass
And there become a spirit’s mannerism,
A glass aswarm with things going as far as they can.
(CP 519)
That glass is perhaps Stevens’ best-achieved image of the “semiotic disposition” and the elliptical faculty. Significantly, he describes a faculty not
simply designed for the poet’s use, but derived from “nature,” from the
“body of the world,” from life itself and the preservation of life.
Why indeed should we not join the poet in affirming the vital importance to this world of this faculty of ellipses and deviations? The stunningly
unexpected upheavals of closed political systems in 1989 and following—
were they not “deviations” from the “logical” lunacy of superrationalist
powers, and are their economic and political consequences not full of
painful ellipses in the political systems of right now, to which quick periods
cannot be drawn without new “logical luna[cies]” (CP 324-25)?9 In his
understanding of “ellipses and deviations” as a “faculty” (a working
force), Stevens can be seen not only as related to that earlier American
“vein of principled nonclosure” referred to at the beginning of this essay.
He is also a precursor, in prescient dialogue with more overtly political
postmodernist authors and critics who have accepted elliptical expression
as a feature of the very world itself, and therefore of their own writing.
Julio Cortâzar, for example, reluctantly affirms the necessity of signifying the world’s erratic pulsations:
I hate ellipsis points, but what developed this afternoon is like
a sort of metaphysical yawn, a break in the continuum, and
total apprehension of those arrhythmias depends on a not always easy openness to the mysterious. (245)
Milan Kundera views that “mysterious” as the “complexity of existence
in the modern world,” which is responsible for the value we attach to the
“unachieved” in art:
[We need] a new art of radical divestment . . . Encompassing the
complexity of existence in the modern world demands a tech-
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nique of ellipses, of condensation. . . . I see the art of ellipsis as
crucial. It insists that we go directly to the heart of things. (71-72)
To “go directly to the heart of things” sounds suddenly like achieving
an end to complexity, but in a postmodern and Kunderan context it is
much more likely to mean the movement toward reality through “radical
divestment” of the falsity of smooth representation. Representation that
purports to take hold of reality comfortably and without pause is what
Luce Irigaray would call the “logic” of “discursive coherence” (This Sex
153), and it was attacked by Stevens in poem after poem. Such representations belong to authors of what he calls “Long and Sluggish Lines,”
who have
kept saying over and over one same, same thing,
In a kind of uproar, because an opposite, a contradiction,
Has enraged them and made them want to talk it down.
(CP 522)
Such long and sluggish lines are likely to be written by what Stevens
elsewhere calls “the man / Of bronze whose mind was made up and who,
therefore, died” (CP 472). The metaphor used for such men in the poem
“Long and Sluggish Lines” is old trees that “have a look as if they bore
sad names,” and the “opposite” he finds for them is a carnivalistic “yellow
patch . . . that makes one think the house is laughing.”
Kristeva comments enlighteningly on Celine’s interjections of ellipses
in order to alter the “Sentential rhythms,” the potential for long and
sluggish lines in his sentences:
By using three dots to space the phrases making up a sentence,
thus giving them rhythm, he causes connotation to rush
through a predication . . . [and] the denotated object of the
utterance, the transcendental object, loses its clear contours.
(DIL 141)
To alter “sentential rhythms,” to disrupt the falsity in some of traditional
representation, to make an end that is open-ended, to turn the denotative
into the connotative is, Kristeva suggests, to keep “subjects in infinite
analysis” (DIL 146), which is precisely Stevens’ purpose as well.
Neither Stevens nor Kristeva takes the view that a poem should be
without “thesis” or signification:
However elided, attacked, or corrupted the symbolic function
might be in poetic language, due to the impact of semiotic
practices, the symbolic function nonetheless maintains its presence. It is for this reason that it is a language. (DIL 134)
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The language of poetry is, however, not like the “scientific discourse” that
forges truth and reduces “as much as possible the semiotic component”
in its pursuit of “certain” meaning.10 Stevens shares this idea fully:
To hear only what one hears, one meaning alone,
As if the paradise of meaning ceased
To be paradise, it is this to be destitute.
(CP 320-21)
Nothing for this poet is “Certain, for sure . . .” and now we must face
a contradiction as we move from his elliptical qualities to the equal pleasure he takes in the most end-stopped of forms, the aphorism. Can the
poems described so far, written in modes of uncertainty, reflecting uncertain meaning, “help us to live our lives” (NA 29, 30, 36)? Should we not
prefer lines that predicate confidently and with a period at the end? And
how is it that the poet of nonclosure also turns out to be the poet of repeated
confident and seemingly closed predications?
In answer, I shall try to add only a few notes to the excellent account
of aphorism in Stevens by Beverly Coyle. Essentially, my position echoes
what I believe to be hers: that Stevens employs aphorisms mainly for the
fun of undermining them, of reopening what was closed. Once Stevens
underlined just one sentence in a novel by Randall Jarrell: “‘it is better to
entertain an idea than to take it home to live with you for the rest of your
life’” (qtd. by Bates in SPBS 9 n. 22,).
Coyle cites A. Walton Litz who, “in describing the aphorisms in ‘The
Man with the Blue Guitar,’ emphasizes not their centripetality, but something apparently opposite: the way they ‘seem to demand expansion or
interpretation’ which might suggest a lack of stability or finality” (Coyle
13). And she notes Stevens himself saying ambiguously: “There must exist
a place to spring from—a refuge from the heights, an anchorage of thought”
(L 27; emphasis added).
His metaphor suggests a leaping away from the “anchorage,” from the
closure we hear in aphorism. Aphorism is, in Stevens’ use, a diving board
already “in a state of tension” as we prepare to leap into wave upon wave
of deeper waters. He has his own poetic metaphor for the leap away:
I affirm and then at midnight the great cat
Leaps quickly from the fireside and is gone.
(CP 264)
One of these days perhaps we may, so to speak, leap away with him into
a fresh truth that will stand quite still, but that will be like the moment
when they “get it straight one day at the Sorbonne” (CP 406). I believe
Stevens does not wish us to hold our breath while waiting, but to follow
new movement.
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Coyle sees him as often employing aphorisms “in a compendium,” in
a poem which “moves along on a series of abstract statements” (Coyle 82).
Her example is “Anecdote of Men by the Thousand.” Her key words are
“moves along.” The first aphorism—“The soul . . . is composed / Of the
external world”—is modestly qualified by “he said”; and so is the second.
Later “The mandoline is the instrument / Of a place,” a statement both
undermined and reinforced by questions: “Are there mandolines of western mountains? / Are there mandolines of northern moonlight?” (CP 52).
A slight shift has taken place: which governs the answer, the instrument
or the place? At the end of the poem, a near reversal occurs, in which “The
dress of a woman of Lhassa / In its place” becomes an element that acts
to make that place “visible” (CP 51). Coyle points out that “the woman
participates in her external world and gives it form as it gives form to
her—an idea that greatly expands the implication of the opening proposition” (Coyle 87). I would add that the proposition here expanded so
subtly was once bluntly overthrown in “The Comedian as the Letter C.”
Early in the poem we are commanded, “Nota: man is the intelligence of
his soil” (CP 27), whereas later, having “moved along,” we have the direct
opposite: “Nota: his soil is man’s intelligence. / That’s better. That’s worth
crossing seas to find” (CP 36).
Regardless of relative bluntness or subtlety, we are obviously not looking here at random incompletion. Ongoing reflectiveness is itself a whole
with one kind of completeness—the completeness of free women and men,
continuing to examine. It is also a deconstruction of a kind, and what
Kristeva would call an “ethical preoccupation” having to do with a “critique of the limitations revealed by the human sciences.” She goes on to
say:
I call this preoccupation ethical because, like any theory, it still
demonstrates a meaning, or a thesis, or communicates a truth,
even if this is contested in the process. (“Talking” 115)
In Stevens’ process an aphorism “demonstrates a meaning” in firm
tones at the start, but will eventually “flee this permanence of meaning”
warned against as patriarchal in Kristeva’s epigraph to this essay. If the
mind can never be satisfied, it is because “Life is an old casino in a park”
(CP 142)—the place where bets are placed and chances taken. In the world
of Stevens’ poems, the finest spirits are those who continue to study the
betting apparatus of an “always incipient cosmos” with its “patches” and
“pitches” (OP 140), taking never-ending chances on a winning truth, and
acting where new possibility shows itself.
Saint Mary’s College of California
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Notes
1
Always implicit in this essay is the question of whether Stevens was a premature deconstructionist. My implicit answer throughout is that, to the extent that one type of deconstruction destroys, in a nonrecuperative fashion that “will pull down the whole building” (Miller,
“Stevens’ Rock” 341), Stevens was not that kind. However, in regard to the law, I think he
would have been well pleased to see raised Walter Truett Anderson’s questions regarding
the postmodern status of law:

Is the law merely literature, with all that has come to mean in terms of ambiguity,
internal conflict, lack of anchor to anything outside itself? Doesn’t the law have
a special status because of its connection to social norms, tradition, society’s
aspiration to justice? Can it, too, be deconstructed? (93)
Such questions rock the ancient stabilities: “lex, / Rex and principium.” Stevens would not,
perhaps, propose a final “Exit” for laws, kings, and first principles, but rather “from their
stale intelligence released, / To make a new intelligence prevail” (CP 36-37).
Similarly, his sense of nonclosure would never extend to Anderson’s “lack of anchor to
anything outside itself”—he was far from what we might call postmodern solipsism. See the
extraordinary emphasis on “outside” in the last of the Collected Poems, “Not Ideas about the
Thing But the Thing Itself” (CP 534). For him, the law would precisely not be cut adrift from
“outside” reality by being questioned; rather, in gaining that “new intelligence” of itself, it
would cease to be a stiff-necked “lex.” (Let us note how often Stevens’ use of Latin constitutes
a satire on closed ideas.)
2
Eleanor Cook invites students of Stevens to see him as a “writer ‘against closure’ in
the sense [that he opposes] traditional eschatologies.” She speaks of “kinds of
‘againstness’” that are much more various and subtle than failure to conclude a traditional plot line in the poems (99). On the deconstruction question, Cook comments in
her introduction: “Deconstructionists like to speak of the endless deferral of meaning,
and the continuous play of signifiers as they evade univocal meaning. The poets were
there before them . . . And Stevens sometimes outdoes the deconstructionists through
his larger, more intelligent sense of play” (21).
3
Why “paternal Death”?—Jonathan Culler points out that “in recent French writing
‘woman’ has come to stand for any radical force that subverts the concepts, assumptions,
and structures of traditional male discourse” (61). Kristeva and others employ a kind of
figurative gender essentialism, masculine metaphors chosen to attack traditionalism, appropriately in that much of tradition has been historically and literally a male imposition. The
question for me is not so much whether it is essentialism, but whether the metaphor is
evocative of accuracy in our understanding of how language works analogously to life, while
not ignoring gendered (acculturated) differences.
Because I have found Kristeva’s work and that of other French feminists, particularly Luce
Irigaray, evocative and revelatory of Stevens’ own ideas on “lights masculine” and “lights
feminine” (CP 226), I have cited their work often. In his own conscious, broad conceptions
of the “masculine myths” (CP 518) and their feminine counterparts, in his varieties of
nonclosure, in his use of diction and sound, in his suspicion of metaphor as a trope of fixed
meaning, Stevens expresses a feminine principle that is habitually subversive not only of
tradition itself but of “traditional male discourse.” (See also Springer, “The Feminine Principle.”)
4
See my discussion of productive repetition in Stevens, which follows Kierkegaard’s distinctions (“Repetition” 192-208).
5
We owe to many teachers of freshman writing a stress on the term “process” as a
substitute for “plot” which, in its traditional meaning of a causal structure, less and less
accurately describes many contemporary “open-ended” forms of literature. Neverthe-
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less, all art presupposes some variety of closure. Aristotle lives, in the sense that we
extrapolate from his method whenever we speak either of closure or nonclosure. Nonclosure, as in Stevens, is the ending that is , and it satisfies the “plot” integrity of the
particular poem as a whole.
6
Kang’s approach to Stevens and the power of nothingness seems to me certainly more
succinct, and psychologically truer, than the disquisition on the subject by J. Hillis Miller
(“Wallace Stevens” 164). Miller offers a suggestively nihilistic account of “an increasing
movement toward nothingness in Stevens’ later poetry.” It seems to me very deceptive
rhetorically to say of Stevens:
Imagination is nothing. Reality is nothing. The mind is nothing. God is nothing.
Perhaps it is the fact that all these things are equivalent to nothing which makes
them all equivalents of one another. (155)
To say so is to suggest much more systematic closure of thought than Stevens would ever
wish to allow. Miller holds us by the throat with his dark rhetoric for some time before he
admits: “Nevertheless, this apparent defeat is a supreme victory, for the nothing that is not
nothing. It is. It is being” (157). One is tempted to respond that we always already knew that,
all the way back to “The Snow Man.” There the listener/speaker, with perfect equanimity,
distinguishes between the “Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is” (CP 10). The
sun rose that “January,” and it rises again “at six,” this “March,” “from outside,” on the last
page of the book (CP 534). For Stevens, wherever there is an “outside,” one cannot conclude
on nothing. To do so would be an imposition, blocking that possibility of a “new knowledge
of reality.”
7
As I have suggested elsewhere, this “finding fang,” rabbi/serpent is the very reverse of
the traditional serpent who “bites his tail,” closing the perfect circle in Yeats’s poem: “There
all the barrel hoops are knit, / There all the serpent-tails are bit” (284), producing a formidable
unity. See my “Repetition” essay, where I also cite Luce Irigaray’s feminist opposition to “This
passion for an origin that coils around neatly, even at the risk of biting its own tail” (203).
B. J. Leggett seems to me to get the very different serpent of Stevens just right by
making valuable connections between Stevens’ reading of Henri Focillon’s The Life of
Forms In Art and “The Auroras of Autumn.” Leggett places the serpent as the very
“focus” of the poem, since it “represents not merely flux but [what Focillon calls] an
‘endlessly renewed meditation on a chaotic universe.’” Leggett comments further that
“the serpent’s poison is that we are unable to accept this traditional emblem of evil and
death as an innocent ‘master of the maze.’ That is, we are unable to accept the principle
of change as ‘Relentlessly in possession of happiness,’ to accept the flux represented by
the northern lights and the serpent as ‘An innocence of the earth and no false sign / Or
symbol of malice’” (174-75).
8
A gifted maker of metaphor, Stevens is nevertheless suspicious (as the title of the present
poem suggests) of the closure involved in exact resemblances, and thus prefers such downto-earth surprises as the clumping boots. In this he is close to contemporary theory as
described by Peter Brooks:
If Aristotle affirmed that the master of metaphor must have an eye for resemblances, modern treatments of the subject have affirmed equally the importance
of difference included within the operation of resemblance, the chief value of
metaphor residing in its “tension.” (91)
In her enlightening discussion of metaphor vs. simile in Stevens, Jacqueline Brogan
speaks of the “frightening potential of the impulse toward unity, in metaphor.” She
calls attention to Stevens’ expression of this fear (for unity is closure of a severe kind)
in “Prologues to What Is Possible.” The poem is based in simile and expresses the hope
of evading the “point of central arrival” and “appointed sureness,” forces which would
“shatter the boat” if allowed in ( CP 516). Brogan valuably connects Stevens’ similes to
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their near relations among anticlosural devices: “Use of the phrase ‘the way’ and of the
verb ‘seem,’ his complex use of the verb ‘like,’ his frequent employment of puns [which
depend for effect on likeness, but also on the disruption of both likeness and oneness],
as well as convoluted negations, his tendency to use qualifying words such as ‘unless’
or ‘or’ . . . , his habit of writing appositives, using ellipses, and even occasionally writing
incomplete ‘if-’ clauses” (Brogan 19, n. 38). Brogan points also to Helen Vendler’s essay
on “The Qualified Assertions of Wallace Stevens.”
Very close to Brogan, and our discussion of Stevens, is Wyatt Prunty’s theory about the
movement away from “high modernism, in which the physical and metaphysical worlds
were often linked by symbol and allegory,” toward a “postmodern or late-modern understanding that most often denies correspondence between the two—the postmodern or latemodern tools being simile and simile-like tropes that establish resemblance rather than
correspondence” (294). We are coming to see all that supports the flat statement, probably
made first by Joseph N. Riddel: “Stevens is postmodernist.”
9
In verse XIV of “Esthétique du Mal,” Stevens seems like a veritable prophet of Soviet
history when he quotes Victor Serge against Konstantinov, who
would be the lunatic of one idea
In a world of ideas, who would have all the people
Live, work, suffer and die in that idea
In a world of ideas. He would not be aware of the clouds,
Lighting the martyrs of logic with white fire.
His extreme of logic would be illogical.
(CP 325)
See also part IV of “Description without Place” for a portrait of Lenin.
10
It is worth noting how close Kristeva is here to Nietzsche in The Birth of Tragedy:
But science . . . , spurred by its powerful illusion, speeds irresistibly towards
its limits . . . where its optimism, concealed in the essence of logic, suffers
shipwreck . . . When they see to their horror how logic coils up at these
boundaries and finally bites its own tail—suddenly the new form of insight
breaks through . . . which, merely to be endured, needs art as a protection and
remedy. (qtd. by Miller, “Stevens’ Rock” 346)
This appears to be the nonclosural Nietzsche who is commented on in IV of “Description
without Place,” and may also be the origin of the tail-biting serpent whom Stevens metamorphosizes into the “finding fang” rabbi/serpent of “The Auroras of Autumn,” previously
discussed.
***
This essay, like the rest of my work on Stevens, owes a great deal to the space and time
afforded me by two resident fellowships at the Camargo Foundation in France, the encouragement of its director, Michael Pretina, and supporting Faculty Development grants from
Saint Mary’s College of California.
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A Note on “Last Looks at the Lilacs”
ROBERT A. WILSON

I

N “LAST LOOKS at the Lilacs,” Wallace Stevens uses the unusual
word vegetal to describe the fragrance of lilacs:
this bloom is the bloom of soap
And this fragrance the fragrance of vegetal . . .
(CP 48)

Not only does Stevens use a decidedly uncommon word to describe the
fragrance of lilacs, but he also associates the experience with “soap.” How
to explain these curious connections?
I would like to posit the theory that the source of these terms and
associations stem from Stevens’ getting a haircut. I can recall as a child
seeing an astringent called “Lilac Vegetal” on barbers’ shelves. The unusual
name of the label always stuck with me, but I never came across the term
vegetal again until I read Stevens’ poem. Could he have recalled this label
in writing a poem invoking the fragrance of lilacs? Could the “bloom of
soap” be a figurative transformation of shaving lather? A most intriguing
mystery. Below is a label from one of these bottles.
Saint Michaels, Md.
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Wallace Stevens and Romantic Irony
ANTHONY WHITING

S

CHOLARS HAVE IDENTIFIED two major kinds of irony in the
poetry of Wallace Stevens. From the publication of Harmonium in
1923 through at least the 1980s, Stevens has been seen as an ironist
whose work lifts the self above the temporal and actual and encloses it in
what one early Stevens reviewer called a “township of the mind.”1 A very
different sense of irony in Stevens’ poetry was articulated in the mid 1970s
and 1980s by deconstructive critics such as J. Hillis Miller.2 From a deconstructive perspective, Stevens’ poetry expresses an unstable, overt, infinite
irony3 that skeptically points to the limits of human knowledge and that
rejects the possibility of any fixed meaning.
Stevens’ poetry, though, expresses another kind of irony, one that is
different from both aesthetic irony and deconstructive irony. Historically,
this sense of irony is most closely affiliated with romantic irony. Though
romantic irony arose during the political, social, and philosophical turmoil
at the end of the eighteenth century, “its frequent recurrence thereafter,”
Lilian Furst writes, “vitiates the argument that it is predominantly a historical phenomenon.”4 Stevens could have known of the concept from the
writings of its first theorist, Friedrich Schlegel, whom Stevens mentions in
“The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words” and whose conceptualization
of romantic irony I will be using to elucidate its expression in Stevens’
poetry. But he need not have read Schlegel’s work to be acquainted with
romantic irony. He could have known the concept, if not the term, from
its expression in Byron, Shelley, and Keats, in Victorian authors such as
Carlyle, Thackeray, Browning, Arnold, Dickens, and Tennyson, or in
French writers such as Diderot, Musset, Stendhal, Gautier, Baudelaire, and
Flaubert.5 In modern British and American literature, romantic irony finds
expression in Joyce, Yeats, and Frost.6 Before discussing romantic irony in
Stevens, I would like to offer a brief description of the concept.
Romantic irony rejects the world of Newton’s Principia Mathematica, a
world not only ordered by immutable laws but one whose order is able
to be comprehended by the reason. Irony posits instead a universe that is
infinite, abundant, chaotic. Schlegel writes, “Irony is the clear consciousness of eternal agility, of an infinitely teeming chaos.”7 This teeming universe is inexhaustibly vital. New forms are created and older ones die away
in a never-ending process that has no goal, purpose, or design. The absence
of order, however, is not seen as a loss of order. If the Newtonian world
had deliquesced into fragments, these fragments were not seen as parts of
a preexisting order. Nor is the mind’s inability to comprehend a chaotic
universe a cause for despair. The romantic ironist celebrates the universe
of becoming and change and warns against a universe that is completely
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available to rational comprehension. “Verily,” Schlegel writes, “it would
fare badly with you if, as you demand, the whole world were ever to
become wholly comprehensible in earnest.”8
While romantic irony affirms a chaotic and abundant universe, it also
affirms the power of the mind to construct a world out of chaos. “And
isn’t this entire unending world constructed by the understanding out of
incomprehensibility or chaos,” Schlegel asks rhetorically in his essay “On
Incomprehensibility.”9 Aware that the order the mind perceives is a finite
pattern imposed by it on an infinite and dynamic universe and hence is,
ultimately, false, a fiction, the ironist adopts a deeply skeptical attitude
toward all structurings of experience. This skeptical attitude allows the
ironist to transcend any particular patterning of experience. Irony, Schlegel
writes, is “the mood that surveys everything and rises infinitely above all
limitations.”10 This freedom from limitation is for Schlegel an escape from
egocentrism and self love. To see the universe only through the patterns
the self imposes on it is to turn the universe into a mirror image of the self.
Skeptical reduction shatters this mirror and leaves the self confronting a
universe that no longer reflects its image. The displacement of the world
as self image does not for Schlegel result in feelings of isolation or alienation. Freed from its narrow focus on itself, the self can turn to the universe
at large. Schlegel writes that “we must rise above our own love and be
able to destroy in our thoughts what we adore; if we cannot do this we
lack . . . the feeling for the universe.”11
Skepticism, however, is not the only attitude expressed by the ironist
toward the mind’s patterning of experience. Though aware that all structuring concepts are, ultimately, fictions, the ironist also accepts and is
committed to these fictions. This dual stance of the ironist—at once skeptically free from and deeply committed to a particular order, structure, or
system—is described by Schlegel in an Athenaeum fragment. “It’s equally
fatal for the mind to have a system and to have none. It will simply have
to decide to combine the two.”12 Schlegel elsewhere describes this ironic
attitude of the mind as one that combines playfulness and seriousness. “In
this sort of irony,” he writes, “everything should be playful and serious”
(C 108). That is, the mind is sincerely committed to its creations even as it
indicates its awareness of their limitations through its playful attitude
toward them. Not only are the attitudes of commitment and detachment
held simultaneously, but for Schlegel both attitudes are equally necessary.
Skepticism alone would leave the mind detached and isolated while commitment alone would blind the mind to its finite limitations.
The relation between commitment and detachment is not one of static
opposition or balance. Rather, the two attitudes are mutually enlivening
and engender a never-ending process. Skeptical reduction leads to the
creation of a new structure, a new way of ordering experience. This new
structure is subjected in turn to skeptical analysis, which again leads to
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creation, then to reduction, to more creation, and so on endlessly. Schlegel
points to the dynamic quality of romantic irony when he writes that it is
“an absolute synthesis of absolute antithesis, the continual self-creating
interchange of two conflicting thoughts” (A 121). Unlike Hegel, for whom
two conflicting thoughts lead eventually to a final synthesis, Schlegel
views conflicting thoughts as remaining in creative opposition.
Because romantic irony expresses both a sense of commitment and of
detachment, it can be thought of as a disjunctive mode of engagement with
the world, one characterized by an endless broadening and fragmenting
of experience. The ironist’s skeptical awareness of the limited nature of all
ordering concepts leads to the creation of new concepts. These concepts
are sincerely accepted even as they are critically examined, and so on. The
ironist’s experience of the world is thus constantly changing and enlarging
in the process of reduction and creation. The more the ironist reconceives
the world, the richer and more diverse the experience of it becomes.
It is not just the world that continually changes in romantic irony. In
Schlegel’s view, the ironist is engaged in a never ending process of “selfdestruction” and “self-creation” (C 37).13 Self-destruction occurs when the
mind skeptically examines existing concepts of the self; self-creation takes
place when it creates and commits itself to new ones. Because the process
of self-destruction and self-creation is continual, the self can never acquire
a sense of identity that is fixed and unchanging. Rather, the self develops
through this process an expanding, ever more complex sense of itself. As
Anne Mellor writes, “For Schlegel, this self-becoming is a process of enlargement: one develops from conceptions of the self as a unity to everclearer conceptions of the self as flowing into a rich and manifold chaos.”14
Like Schlegel, Stevens expresses a deeply skeptical attitude toward all
structurings of experience. Also like Schlegel, Stevens’ skeptical examination of the mind’s patterning of experience turns him away from the world
seen as a mirror image of the mind and toward the universe at large. This
sense of reduction and expansion can be seen in the early lyric “The Snow
Man.”15 The final lines of the poem suggest that all of the self’s structuring
concepts have been eliminated from nature. To behold “Nothing that is
not there” is to behold nature free from all self projection. The reduction
of all concepts from nature turns the mind’s attention to the larger universe. This redirection of the mind’s gaze is expressed in part through the
subtle change in perspective from the particular and located to the unspecified and vast that occurs through the poem. Stevens begins this shift
in perspective with the change from the very close detail of the “pine-trees
crusted with snow” (CP 9; emphasis added) to the particular but more
remote “spruces rough in the distant glitter” (CP 10; emphasis added). In
lines 7 through 12 Stevens drops spatial metaphors altogether, and he shifts
from the distant glitter of the spruces to the unlocated though particularized “sound of a few leaves” (CP 10). The particularity of the “few leaves”
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is dropped for the less specified “sound of the land” (CP 10), which in turn
gives way to a “bare place” (CP 10). And even this bare place threatens to
evaporate in the repeated “nothing”s of the final three lines.
Stevens’ use of the word “behold” also contributes to the sense that the
mind is apprehending the larger universe at the end of “The Snow Man.”
“Behold” suggests in addition that Stevens views this apprehension as an
extraordinary moment of heightened intensity. Bloom points out that the
word “behold” in “The Snow Man” means to possess.16 The word also
expresses a sense of revelation, in the Biblical sense of the revelation of
extraordinary things. We “behold” acts of God, miracles, mysteries. “Behold,” God says to Adam and Eve after creating the world, “I have given
you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of the earth, and every
tree” (Gen. 1:29). As “The Snow Man” moves toward its reductive extreme,
the perspective widens outward and the tone of the poem becomes elevated and more serious. At the poem’s conclusion, the “nothing that is,”
pure being, is beheld, magisterially “revealed” and “possessed.” Here, as
in Schlegel, the skeptical examination of all patternings of experience leads
to a profound “feeling for the universe” at large.
In his essay “The Relations between Poetry and Painting,” Stevens refers
to Simone Weil’s concept of “decreation.” “She says that decreation is
making pass from the created to the uncreated, but that destruction is
making pass from the created to nothingness. Modern reality is a reality
of decreation, in which our revelations are not the revelations of belief, but
the precious portents of our own powers.”17 In Stevens’ usage, the term
has two aspects. The first, seen at perhaps its most extreme in “The Snow
Man,” is “making pass from the created to the uncreated.” By decreating
its projections on to the world, the mind beholds not “nothingness,” but
“the nothing that is.” This reductive process leads to a recognition of our
creative power, that is, our power to create what Stevens says painters
such as Cézanne and Klee create, “a new reality” (NA 174). But creative
activity in Stevens is a problematic issue, and he often writes of the difficulty of creating. Poetic fluency can be inhibited by the magnitude of
nature. In canto VI of “The Auroras of Autumn,” for example, he writes
that “The scholar of one candle sees / An Arctic effulgence flaring on the
frame / Of everything he is. And he feels afraid” (CP 417). What he fears
is that his own creative power, the “one candle” of the imagination, will
be overwhelmed by nature’s greater light, the aurora borealis. Even nature
in a less exalted mood can inhibit the poetic process. Stevens describes the
motive for metaphor as a need to escape from the poetically “fatal” presence of reality: “The motive for metaphor, shrinking from / The weight of
primary noon, / The ABC of being,” the “vital” yet “fatal, dominant X”
(CP 288). And, as he tells us in “The Man Whose Pharynx Was Bad,” the
absence of change can silence the poet.
The time of year has grown indifferent.
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Mildew of summer and the deepening snow
Are both alike in the routine I know.
I am too dumbly in my being pent.
(CP 96)
These creative difficulties point to one of the differences between
Stevens and Schlegel. For Schlegel, the ironic mind is endlessly creative.
The reduction of one way of structuring the world leads to a new patterning of experience. This new structure is subjected in turn to skeptical
analysis, which again leads to creation, and so on in an endless cycle. But
in Stevens, reduction does not always lead to creation. In “In a Bad Time,”
for example, Stevens writes that “He has his poverty and nothing more”
(CP 427). Stevens had contemplated a similar fate fifteen years earlier in
“The American Sublime.” “And the sublime comes down / To the spirit
itself, / The spirit and space, / The empty spirit / In vacant space” (CP
131). He asks in that poem what sustains the spirit in this emptiness. “What
wine does one drink? / What bread does one eat?” (CP 131). These questions, unanswered in “The American Sublime,” receive their response in
“In a Bad Time.” Emptiness itself sustains the spirit. “His poverty becomes
his heart’s strong core” (CP 427). Perhaps it is the strength drawn from
poverty that leads to the contemplation, though not enactment, of renewed
speech at the end of the poem, where Stevens instructs the muse of tragedy
to “Speak loftier lines” (CP 427).
Even this hint of renewal is absent from the very late “Vacancy in the
Park.” Earlier, in “The Sun This March,” Stevens had looked at March as
a brightening, a turning of the spirit, a beginning. March will again be a
time of stirrings in “Not Ideas about the Thing but the Thing Itself.”
“Vacancy in the Park” rejects this earlier and later sense of warmth and
beginning in March. The poem conveys only a sense of absence. “March . . .
Someone has walked across the snow, / Someone looking for he knows
not what” (CP 511). The person is unidentified, is not present, and even
the object of the search is unknown. This sense of absence is amplified in
the following three similes. The final image of the poem, “The four winds
blow through the rustic arbor, / Under its mattresses of vines” (CP 511),
recalls the wind “blowing in the same bare place” in “The Snow Man.”
The arbor provides no relief from the wind, which blows through it from
all four directions. Unlike “In a Bad Time,” “Vacancy in the Park” does
not suggest that the spirit draws strength from the cold, and renewed
creative activity is not even contemplated.
While Stevens writes of the difficulty of creating, he also writes of the
moment in which, as in Schlegel, the spirit is endlessly and effortlessly
creative. One such moment is described in section II, canto VIII of “Notes
toward a Supreme Fiction.” The canto expresses two opposed activities of
the mind. In the first, familiar to us from “The Snow Man,” the mind strips
away its own concepts. But in this canto Stevens does not leave us con-
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templating the “nothing that is.” The second activity of the mind expressed
here is creation. Ozymandias says, “A fictive covering / Weaves always
glistening from the heart and mind” (CP 396). The two activities are
simultaneous and engender a never-ending process. The mind continues
to reduce its concepts even as it endlessly creates new ones. (“Always”
modifies both “weaves,” a word Stevens often uses to designate poetic
creation, and “glistening.”)
The ongoing process of reduction and creation leads in this canto to a
deep feeling of intimacy with the world. This sense of intimacy is expressed
in part through the association of the creative process with sexual consummation and marriage. The opening movement of reduction is depicted as
an erotic act of disrobing. “She took her necklace off / And laid it in the
sand. . . . She opened her stone-studded belt. . . . I am the woman stripped
more nakedly / Than nakedness” (CP 395-96). Naked, Nanzia Nunzio asks
Ozymandias to consummate their love by clothing or covering her. “Clothe
me entire in the final filament, / So that I tremble with such love so known”
(CP 396). Ozymandias readily obliges. “A fictive covering / Weaves always
glistening from the heart and mind” (CP 396). Through the creative act,
Nanzia Nunzio becomes Ozymandias’ “spouse,” a word used six times in
the canto to describe her. (She is also, once, termed a “bride.”) The union
of Ozymandias and Nanzia Nunzio through the fictions created by Ozymandias symbolizes a deep commitment by the mind to its creations.
Stevens suggests that through them the mind “marries” the world it contemplates. But even as the mind expresses its commitment to its fictions,
it also acknowledges that these fictions are fictions, “A fictive covering /
Weaves” (emphasis added). Here, as in Schlegel, the mind expresses a dual
attitude toward its creations. Because it is aware that each covering is a
fiction, the mind transcends its creations. Yet the mind’s marriage to the
world through these fictions suggests that it is at the same time sincerely
committed to them. This dual attitude of detachment and commitment is
described by Stevens in a well-known aphorism. “The final belief is to
believe in a fiction, which you know to be a fiction, there being nothing
else. The exquisite truth is to know that it is a fiction and that you believe
in it willingly.”18 Since the process of creation in the canto is continual,
and since the mind marries the world through its creations, the mind’s
experience of the world in this canto is seen as becoming ever richer and
more diverse. With each new fiction, the world is experienced in a different
way. As in Schlegel, creative activity here “Increases the aspects of experience” (CP 447).
This same broadening and fragmenting of experience can be seen in
numerous other poems by Stevens. In still life poems such as “Someone
Puts a Pineapple Together,” where Stevens describes a pineapple in twelve
different ways, and “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird,” the various
perspectives fragment our view of the object and offer ever more diverse
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senses of it. A similar technique is used in “Sea Surface Full of Clouds,”
where Stevens describes a single setting, the sea off the coast of Tehuantepec in November, in five different ways. The technique is reversed in
“Six Significant Landscapes,” which presents six different settings rather
than multiple views of one setting. This perspectivizing can be seen again
in “New England Verses,” where Stevens looks at various subjects from
opposing points of view. A similar impulse is expressed in “Like Decorations in a Nigger Cemetery.” Here, Stevens examines a limited number of
subjects—poetry, nature, the idea of decay, for instance—in the casually
repetitive manner that looks forward to longer poems such as “The Man
with the Blue Guitar,” “Esthétique du Mal,” “Notes toward a Supreme
Fiction,” “The Auroras of Autumn,” and “An Ordinary Evening in New
Haven,” where the mind explores unsystematically and without limits
divergent and sometimes contradictory views of its subject. All of these
poems, still life to longer meditation, express the kind of restless, self-questioning mobility that is characteristic of romantic irony19 and that Stevens
describes in “The Poems of Our Climate” as “the never-resting mind” (CP
194).
The simultaneous sense of commitment and detachment in Stevens’
poetry is very different from deconstructive views of Stevens’ stance toward his creations. In “Stevens’ Rock and Criticism as Cure,” for example,
J. Hillis Miller restricts the mind to a skeptical attitude toward what it
creates. As a result, Miller denies the mind the support that, as Stevens
writes in an aphorism, its creations can offer to it. “The relation of art to
life is of the first importance especially in a skeptical age since, in the
absence of a belief in God, the mind turns to its own creations and examines
them, not alone from the aesthetic point of view, but for what they reveal,
for what they validate and invalidate, for the support that they give” (OP
186). The sense of intimacy that the mind feels with the world in the
Ozymandias canto is one example of the kind of support that the mind
can take in its creations when its stance toward them is not restricted to a
skeptical one.
In the Ozymandias canto, as in many of Stevens’ poems, the emphasis
is on the transformations of the world that take place in the creative
process. But Stevens also looks at the effect creation and decreation have
on the self. In canto XV of “The Man with the Blue Guitar,” for example,
Stevens asks whether reduction destroys the self. “Things as they are have
been destroyed. / Have I? Am I a man that is dead / At a table on which
the food is cold?” (CP 173). Creativity can also be seen as a potentially
solipsistic activity, as it is in “The Man with the Blue Guitar,” canto XII.
“The whirling noise / Of a multitude” that “dwindles, all said, / To his
breath that lies awake at night” (CP 171) recalls Hoon, “Who found all
form and order in solitude” and “For whom the shapes were never the
figures of men” (CP 121). But what is celebrated in “Tea at the Palaz of
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Hoon” is in this canto the source of considerable fear. Since Stevens cannot
locate “That which momentously declares / Itself not to be I and yet /
Must be. It could be nothing else” (CP 171), perhaps creative activity does
reduce the world to the poet’s breath. The absence of creativity also affects
the self. In “Crude Foyer,” for example, Stevens confesses that he is “incapable / Of the least, minor, vital metaphor” (CP 305). This vital metaphorical activity looks back to the world created by metaphor in “Poem
Written at Morning,” “By metaphor you paint / A thing. Thus, the pineapple was a leather fruit, / A fruit for pewter, thorned and palmed and
blue” (CP 219), and looks forward to the fictive world created by Ozymandias. Because the self is unable to create these vital metaphors in
“Crude Foyer,” it remains at the threshold of a world it has no way of
entering.
But Stevens, like Schlegel, also affirms the transformations of the self
that occur in the creative and decreative process. In “The Latest Freed
Man,” for instance, reductive activity does not lead to a fear that the self
has been destroyed, as it does in canto XV of “The Man with the Blue
Guitar.” Rather, reduction, eliminating “the old descriptions of the world”
(CP 204), enlarges the self. “To be without a description of to be, / . . . To
have the ant of the self changed to an ox / . . . It was being without
description, being an ox” (CP 205). In “The Man with the Blue Guitar,”
canto XXXII, the decreative and recreative process, “Throw away the lights,
the definitions, / And say of what you see in the dark” (CP 183), leads to
a kind of revelry in which the self enjoys the “space” it transforms even
as it is transformed in the process. “How should you walk in that space
and know / Nothing of the madness of space, / Nothing of its jocular
procreations? / . . . Nothing must stand / Between you and the shapes
you take / When the crust of shape has been destroyed” (CP 183). And in
“The World as Meditation,” the composition of self and world in the
meditative process, “She has composed, so long, a self with which to
welcome him, / Companion to his self for her, which she imagined” (CP
521), brings the two together, “Yet they had met, / Friend and dear friend
and a planet’s encouragement” (CP 521), even though Ulysses is never
fully present, “him that kept coming constantly so near” (CP 521).
The ongoing process of creation is linked in Stevens’ poetry to a sense
of beginning. He writes in “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction” that “The
poem refreshes life so that we share / For a moment, the first idea . . . It
satisfies / Belief in an immaculate beginning” (CP 382). Commenting on
the first idea in a letter to Henry Church, Stevens writes, “If you take the
varnish and dirt of generations off a picture, you see it in its first idea.”20
The first idea, then, is not the thing itself but an artistic conception of
reality, a “picture” without dirt or varnish. Stevens also tells Henry Church
that “the first poem [of “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction”] bore the caption
REFACIMENTO” (L 431). Refacimento is a term “associated with the practice
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of rewriting or recasting established works of literature. . . . The process
of refacimento simply replaces one artist’s representation of reality with
another’s.”21 The ending of the first canto of “Notes” exemplifies this
process.
Phoebus is dead, ephebe. But Phoebus was
A name for something that never could be named.
There was a project for the sun and is.
There is a project for the sun. The sun
Must bear no name, gold flourisher, but be
In the difficulty of what it is to be.
(CP 381)
To replace “Phoebus” with “gold flourisher” as a name for reality is to
replace one artistic conception of reality with another. The same process
is implied in Ozymandias’ reduction and creation of fictive covering after
fictive covering. Each fiction is a new and different artistic conception;
each is a “first idea,” an “immaculate beginning.” The poem refreshes life
because through it we experience the world as the “first idea,” that is, at
its newest, its freshest, its earliest, in short, at its beginning. And since the
process of creation is a never-ending one, Stevens’ poetry repeatedly offers
us a new sense of reality.
This world which “is always beginning, over and over” (CP 530) is a
world of change without direction or goal. To begin again and again is not
to journey from point to point. It is to relocate the point from which all
journeys start. Yet each beginning also marks a difference from what came
before. Hence, beginning can be thought of in Stevens’ work as a process
of continual differentiation that cannot be measured directionally. Each
fictive covering created by Ozymandias, for example, is a first idea that is
different from the previous first idea. But though Ozymandias’ creative
activity expresses continual change, these changes have no direction because each fiction is a return to the beginning. And with each beginning,
the poem discloses a new and different aspect of the world, a first idea.
Because to begin in Stevens is to disclose a world of difference and change
that has no inherent direction, reality in his work seems to flow continually
but, as he puts it in “The River of Rivers in Connecticut,” it “flows nowhere,
like a sea” (CP 533).
Irony in Schlegel is also conceived as beginning. The skeptical reduction
of existing concepts of self and world “frees the imagination to create a
new conception of the self, of society, of nature.”22 These conceptions are
in turn subjected to skeptical analysis, which again invites the imagination
to create new concepts of self and world, and so on endlessly. This evernew and ever-different world has no inherent telos or pattern. As noted
above, romantic irony posits a chaotic universe. While the romantic ironist
“embraces change and process for their own sake,”23 Stevens sometimes
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expresses a desire to escape from a world of unending change. He writes
in “This Solitude of Cataracts” of “the flecked river, / Which kept flowing
and never the same way twice” and of his desire “to rest / In a permanent
realization,”
to know how it would feel, released from destruction,
To be a bronze man breathing under archaic lapis,
Without the oscillations of planetary pass-pass.
(CP 424-25)
This desire appears to be satisfied in “Solitaire Under the Oaks,” where
“Neither the cards nor the trees nor the air / Persist as facts,” and he feels
“completely released” (OP 137).
Though Stevens writes of his desire to escape from a world of unending
change, he also, like Schlegel, celebrates a reality of process without goal
or end. In “The Auroras of Autumn,” for example, he describes the world
as of a “cloud transformed / To cloud transformed again, idly, the way /
A season changes color to no end, / Except the lavishing of itself in change”
(CP 416). But lyrical praise of change is not the only way that Stevens
affirms a chaotic world. M. H. Abrams has described the Western philosophical tradition, “in the main . . . a long series of footnotes to Plotinus,”24
that associates unity with a fullness of being and fragmentation with
absence and loss. As Plotinus formulates it in the Enneads, there is an
eternal procession from the unity of the One into multiplicity and division
and a counterprocession back to the One. This process in Plotinus is
sometimes seen as “the parable of an internal spiritual journey in quest of
a lost home” (NS 149). Both the pattern of emanation and return and the
view of the pattern as a quest to overcome fragmentation and find the
unity of a lost but recoverable home profoundly influenced later philosophers. Abrams writes that Hegel’s Phenomenology of the Spirit, for example,
recounts the journey of the self “from its ‘moment’ of departure from its
own alienated self, around and up and back, until it finds itself ‘at home
with itself in its otherness’” (NS 192). In Stevens, this tradition is turned
on its head. Fragmentation is associated not with loss or absence but with
plenitude, and the self’s fullest understanding of the chaotic nature of
reality is associated with its most comprehensive feeling of being at home
in the world.
These associations are the subject of Stevens’ middle poem, “On the
Road Home.” In the poem, as in Plotinus, the journey is associated with
fragmentation and division. Rather than overcoming fragmentation and
finding a unity that is home, the poem identifies home with fragmentation.
Like Schlegel, Stevens rejects the presupposition of an original wholeness
or unity. These fragments are not fragments of the whole; they are simply
fragments. “In the sum of the parts, there are only the parts” (CP 204).
Multiple truths are not parts of a truth; they are just multiple truths. “’There
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are many truths, / But they are not parts of a truth’” (CP 203). In Plotinus,
the greater the fragmentation, the greater the separation from the unity
and fullness of the One. But in “On the Road Home,” the more that Stevens
repeats his assertion that the world has no unity, the more he evokes images
of warmth, nearness, and plenitude. The first assertion, that “‘there is no
such thing as the truth’” (CP 203), evokes a rather tentative response from
the mind. “The grapes seemed fatter” (CP 203). The statement is both
qualified, “seemed,” and in the comparative degree, which suggests a
certain lack of fullness and completion. The grapes may be fatter than they
were before the speaker of the poem said, “’there is no such thing as the
truth,’” but they are not yet all they can be. There is nothing tentative in
the mind’s final response to fragmentation. The statement that makes up
the concluding stanza is made without qualification, unusual in a poet
known for his qualified assertions.25 The silence did not seem largest and
longest, it was largest and longest. The night was roundest; the fragrance
of the autumn was warmest, closest, strongest. The comparative degree of
the first stanza has been replaced in the final stanza by the superlative
degree, which connotes fullness and finality. In addition to the superlative
degree, the adjectives themselves, “largest,” “longest,” “roundest,” “closest,” “warmest,” “strongest,” and the resonance of Keats’s “To Autumn”
in the concluding couplet,26 contribute to the feeling of plenitude that is
expressed in the poem’s close. In linking the mind’s most fully elaborated
sense of fragmentation with its strongest sense of fullness, of warmth, of
intimacy, Stevens suggests that in the parts themselves we have arrived at
our destination. To be on the road home is to be home.
In his recent study of irony, The Critical Mythology of Irony, Joseph Dane
writes that “from a twentieth-century perspective, the most crucial area in
the history of irony is that described by the term romantic irony.”27 In its
narrower application to twentieth-century American poetry, this claim
finds support in Stevens’ poetry. Though he sometimes writes of the
difficulty of creating and of his discomfort in a chaotic world, Stevens’
moments of effortless creativity, his belief in fictions that he knows are
fictions, and his affirmation of a world in which parts are not parts of a
whole, point to a strong affiliation between his work and romantic irony.
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Hoiby, Lee. Songs. Selections. O Florida: Five Poems of Wallace Stevens. Long
Eddy, N.Y.: Aquarius Music Co., 1988. Score. Song: Bar, pf. (“Floral
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Decorations for Bananas,” “Gubbinal,” “Continual Conversation
with a Silent Man,” “Contrary Theses,” “O Florida, Venereal Soil.”)
Holloway, Robin. Banal Sojourn. New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1978. Score.
Song cycle: S, pf. (“Banal Sojourn,” “Fabliau of Florida,” “Gubbinal,”
“Life Is Motion,” “Ploughing on Sunday,” “The Ordinary Women,”
“Valley Candle.”)
———. The Leaves Cry, op. 27. New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1978. Score.
Song: S, pf. (“The Course of a Particular.”)
———. Sea Surface Full of Clouds, op. 28. New York: Boosey & Hawkes,
1978. Score. Song: SACountertenorT (soli), SATB (chorus), chamber
orch.
Ialeggio, Victor. Three Songs (On Poems by Wallace Stevens). Thesis (Ph.D.),
Stony Brook: State University of New York at Stony Brook, 1984.
Score. Song: S, M soli, instrumental ensemble. (“Anecdote of the Jar,”
“Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird,” “The Snow Man.”)
Kolb, Barbara. The Pleasures of Merely Circulating. Holograph (photocopy),
1964. Score. Song: Chorus (SSA), unacc.
———. The Pleasures of Merely Circulating. Holograph (photocopy), 1964.
Score. Song: Chorus (SSSAAA), unacc.
Lipkis, Larry. The House Was Quiet and the World Was Calm. Holograph
(photocopy), 1988. Score. Song: Chorus (SATB) unacc.
———. The Seeker. Holograph (photocopy), 1987. Score. Song: Chorus
(SATB), 2 tpt, 2 trb. (“The Sail of Ulysses.”)
Lybbert, Donald. From Harmonium. Bryn Mawr, Pa.: Merion Music, 1970.
Score. Song cycle: S, pf. (“Another Weeping Woman,” “The Death of
a Soldier,” “To the Roaring Wind,” “Valley Candle.”)
Mahin, Bruce. Desires. Project (M. Mus.), Evanston: Northwestern University, 1982. Score. Song: S, orch. (“Peter Quince at the Clavier.”)
Mandelbaum, Joel. Sea Surface Full of Clouds. New York: Independent Music
Publishers, 1979. Score. Song: SATB soli, Chorus (SATB), pf.
Melby, John. The Men That Are Falling. New York: American Composers
Alliance, 1978. Score with electronic tape. Song: S, pf, computer-synthesized tape.
———. Two Stevens Songs. Newton Centre, Mass.: Margun Music, 1975.
Recording: Composers Records, CRI SD 364, p 1976. Song: S, computer-synthesized tape. (“A Postcard from the Volcano,” “Domination of Black.”)
Ordansky, Jerold A. Four Poems by Wallace Stevens. New York: American
Composers Alliance, 1979. Score. Song: med. V, pf. (“Bouquet of Belle
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Scavoir,” “Bouquet of Roses in Sunlight,” “The Green Plant,” “The
Red Fern.”)
Paulus, Stephen. Reflections: Four Movements on a Theme of Wallace Stevens.
Valley Forge, Pa.: European American Music Corp., 1986. Score. Instrumental: Chamber orch. (“Sunday Morning.”)
Pearlman, Martin. Commentary on “The Blue Guitar,” and Epilogue: “The Blue
Guitar.” In Song, Three Views. Ms., 1970 Score. Song: S, M, T, cl, perc,
pf.
Persichetti, Vincent. n.t. Hymns and Responses, op. 68, no. 26. Philadelphia:
Elkan-Vogel, 1956. Score. Song: Chorus (SATB unacc.). (“Final Soliloquy of the Interior Paramour.”)
———. Harmonium, op. 50. Philadelphia: Elkan-Vogel, 1959. Score. Song
cycle: S, pf. (“Valley Candle,” “The Place of the Solitaires,” “Theory,”
“Lunar Paraphrase,” “The Death of a Soldier,” “The Wind Shifts,”
“The Weeping Burgher,” “Six Significant Landscapes,” “In the Clear
Season of Grapes,” “Tea,” “The Snow Man,” “Tattoo,” “Sonatina to
Hans Christian,” “Infanta Marina,” “Metaphors of a Magnifico,”
“Gubbinal,” “Domination of Black,” “Earthy Anecdote,” “Of the
Surface of Things,” “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird.”)
———. Infanta Marina, op. 83. Philadelphia: Elkan-Vogel, 1960. Score. Vla,
pf.
Platt, Russell. Transport to Summer. Holograph (photocopy), 1988. Score.
Song: S, vn, va, vc. (“Not Ideas About the Thing but the Thing Itself,”
“Reality Is an Activity of the Most August Imagination,” “Tea,” “The
Reader.”)
Reynolds, Roger. The Emperor of Ice-Cream. London and New York: C. F.
Peters Corp., 1963. Score. Song: Eight voices, perc, pf, db.
———. A Merciful Coincidence. In Voicespace. New York: Lovely Music, 1982.
Recording. Electronic Music.
Ries, Lawrence. Sea Surface Full of Clouds, A Cantata. Holograph (photocopy), 1986. Score. Song: SATBarB soli, Chorus (SATB), vib, glock,
ondes martenot, hrp, 2 pf, vc solo, str.
Roberts, Michael Jay. Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird. Thesis (M.M.),
Bloomington: Indiana University, 1986. Score. Song: SATB soli, Chorus (SATB), chamber orch.
Rogers, John E. A Fish-Scale Sunrise. Holograph (photocopy), n.d.. Score.
Song: S, pf.
———. The Man with the Blue Guitar. Holograph (photocopy), n.d., in
progress. Score. Song: med. V, pf.
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———. “Of Mere Being,” Concentric Canons for Soprano and Piano . Holograph (photocopy), n.d.. Score. Song: S, pf.
Rorem, Ned. Last Poems of Wallace Stevens. New York: Boosey & Hawkes,
1974. Score. Song cycle: V, pf, vc. (“A Child Asleep in Its Own Life,”
“A Clear Day and No Memories,” “Not Ideas about the Thing but
the Thing Itself,” “Of Mere Being,” “The Dove in Spring,” “The Planet
on the Table,” “The River of Rivers in Connecticut.”)
Rosen, Jerome. Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird. Holograph (ozalid
print), 1957. Score. Song: V, pf.
Shearer, Allen. Five Poems of Wallace Stevens. Berkeley, Calif.: Fallen Leaf
Press, 1989. Score. Song: Bar, pf. (“Country Words,” “The Snow Man,”
“Anecdote of the Jar,” “Bantams in Pine-Woods,” “The Candle a
Saint.”)
Shere, Charles. Requiem with Oboe. Holograph (photocopy), 1985. Score.
Song: Chorus (SSAATTBB), ob. (“Not Ideas About the Thing but the
Thing Itself,” “Of Mere Being.”)
Sniffin, Allison Meda. Of Mere Being. Allison Sniffin, 1983. Score. Song: M,
cl.
———. Six Significant Landscapes. Holograph (photocopy), 1984. Score.
Song cycle: S, pf.
Spratlan, Lewis. Nuances. In Images. Northampton, Mass.: New Valley
Music, 1977. Score. Song cycle: S, pf. (“Nuances of a Theme by
Williams.”)
Sydeman, William. Blue Guitar. In Encounters. New York: Okra Music
Corp., 1968. Score. Song: Narrator/Bar, pf, vn, vc.
Talma, Louise. Variations on “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird.” New
York: Carl Fisher, Inc., 1984. Score. T or S, ob or fl or vn, pf.
Tanenbaum, Elias. Peter Quince at the Clavier. New York: American Composers Alliance, 1959. Score. Song: S, fl/picc, cl, b trb, gtr, vla.
Tippett, Sir Michael Kemp. Julian Bream, ed. The Blue Guitar. London:
Schott, 1985. Score. Instrumental: Solo guitar.
Westergaard, Peter. “The Plot Against the Giant” (Cantata I) . Valley Forge,
Pa.: European American Music Corp., 1956. Score. Song: Female
chorus, cl, hp, vc.
Wheeler, William Scott. Peter Quince at the Clavier. Ms., 1976. Score. Song:
Chorus (mixed), pf.
———. Peter Quince at the Clavier. Ms., 1977. Score. Song: Chorus (women),
pf.
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Williams, Edgar. The Bawds of Euphony. Hillsdale, N.Y.: Mobart Music
Publications, 1974. Score. Song: S, pf. (“Thirteen Ways of Looking at
a Blackbird.”)
Wisse, Ian. Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird. Ms. score only, in Yale
University Library. 1952 Score. Song: Secular cantata, M solo, chorus,
orch.
Wuorinen, Charles. Twang. New York: C. F. Peters, 1989. Score. Song: M,
pf. (“The Man with the Blue Guitar.”)
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“Gubbinal,” Frank (1974?), Hoiby (1988), Holloway (1978), Persichetti
(1959)
“The House Was Quiet and the World Was Calm,” Lipkis (1988)
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“Sea Surface Full of Clouds,” Holloway (1978), Mandelbaum (1979),
Ries (1986)
“Six Significant Landscapes,” Persichetti (1959), Sniffin (1984)
“The Snow Man,” Benjamin (1982), Connolly (1970), Ialeggio (1984), Persichetti (1959), Shearer (1989)
“Sonatina to Hans Christian,” Persichetti (1959)
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List of Abbreviations Used
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B
b trb
Bar
bcl
bsn
cel
cl
db
fl
glock
gtr
hn
hp
hpschrd
M
n.d.
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alto voice
bass voice
bass trombone
Baritone voice
bass clarinet
bassoon
celeste
clarinet
double bass
flute
glockenspiel
guitar
horn
harp
harpsichord
Mezz-soprano voice
no date
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n.t.
ob
orch
perc
pf
picc
S
tba
timp
tpt
trb
unacc.
V
vc
vib
vla
vn

no title
oboe
orch
percussion
piano
piccolo
Soprano voice
tuba
timpani
trumpet
trombone
unaccompanied
voice
violincello
vibraphone
viola
violin

Remembering Holly

Holly Stevens, about 1929
(Courtesy of the Huntington Library)
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Wallace Stevens’ Child
Holly Bright Stevens
August 10, 1924—March 4, 1992
Children of famous men are ghosts in the garden.
Now the last poem is gone . . .
Holly, not projection but reality,
Not delicate or timid, no frosty flower,
One bloom in the garden of marriage.
How did she grow, and at what expense?
In her late years, large and florid,
Her voice husky, proud. What else?
She read his poems with the love spent,
Flung out like the first silver coin.
What tightrope a daughter must walk
Once amours are fallen and laid to rest.
Harriet Susskind
Monroe Community College

Holly Bright
Holly’s nature often pushed in contrary directions. She was both tough
and vulnerable, demanding and giving. While careless about her physical
well-being—she loved rich sauces and desserts, could drink far into the
night while carrying on a rational and well-informed conversation, and
smoked prodigiously—she was very orderly otherwise: everything in its
proper place, her papers neatly filed, and her financial affairs under vigilant control. On one hand, she was shy, private, and reticent. She deflected
attention directed toward herself, as when a year ago she made my wife
and me vow not to tell anyone else that she had only four to six months
to live (she told us the dread news only because we were grieving for
another friend who had just died of cancer). She did not want to be
besieged by letters and phone calls making her the object of sympathy. On
the other hand, she at times liked to be the center of attention, loved parties.
She could be very sociable, and she maintained warm, long-term relationships with a wide variety of friends, from literary scholars to companions
on cruises, both other passengers and cruise-line employees—and with no
invidious hierarchical implications. Often quiet—she especially hated to
plunge into conversation first thing in the morning—she also had her
voluble and boisterous moments, and her raucous laugh erupts in my
mind now.
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Holly’s manner sometimes belied her quick mind—and beyond that a
sharp, reflective intelligence—evident not only in her astonishingly rapid
solving of the Sunday New York Times crossword puzzle and in her overpowering skill at Scrabble, but more importantly in her precise editing and
graceful, articulate writing, which was frequently witty in a nonscholarly
setting. Here is a passage from a letter she wrote following a visit with us
that involved considerable socializing, not long after she had moved to
her house on Joshua Cove on Long Island Sound: “By fulfilling my dream
of living by the sea, I’ve also isolated myself too much. No matter how
beautiful it is, it’s a lonely life and . . . I realized how much I’d ‘withdrawn’
in the last year or so from what might be called vital contacts . . . I find
myself, now that I’m home, somewhat warped: what I need is a little
woof!”
Obvious here are her self-awareness and resiliency. Holly especially
needed the latter, having had to survive a daunting family relationship—as
Souvenirs and Prophecies tactfully suggests. She sternly rebuffed those who
pressed too insistently for information about her father, but when unforced
she sometimes revealed telling details. On one such occasion she told, for
example, of having gone to her father when she was about twelve with a
group of poems she had written. His response was to hand them back
with a curt “Don’t write poetry.” Whatever he meant by this exactly, the
effect on Holly was chilling. Another time she recalled going as a little girl
on a holiday visit to Atlantic City with her parents, each of the family
having a separate room. Craving attention, Holly deliberately cut her
finger and then ran to her father’s room.
No wonder she became rebellious. With her intellectual and artistic
longings thwarted at home, she threw herself as a teenager into the activities of a Bohemian theatrical and artistic group in Hartford. Later, she
dropped out of Vassar after one semester, while adopting a politics much
to the left of her father’s. Her life, to a large extent, was defined by her
relationship with him (her relationship with her mother, who had her own
problems, was not easy either). She suffered and had to cope with the
impact of his emotional distance and his resentment that she did not take
on the proper haut bourgeois role he had in mind for her. Only toward
the end of his life, when he became ill, were the two able to reach a point
of reconciliation and diminish the emotional distance between them. And
then, as she came to recognize the magnitude of his poetic achievement,
she dedicated herself with a remarkable fidelity and integrity to supporting
the study of his work. Her beautifully edited volume of Stevens’ letters
(despite her rejection of formal education, Holly seems to have been born
with a scholarly aptitude) along with Souvenirs and Prophecies remain the
most prominent of her own contributions to the study of her poet father.
But her service to poetry extended beyond his work, as seen in her having
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begun and nurtured over many years the New England Poetry Circuit,
which brought excellent poets to the campuses of participating colleges.
Life gave Holly a difficult assignment, but she assumed it with a noble
resolve and with distinction. On the occasion when she told us that she
was terminally ill she said that she had come to accept her fate. “After all,”
she said, “I won’t have to go through another election campaign.” And
then she added, “Also, I’ve achieved what I wanted to achieve.” In her
own bright and sometimes troubled way, Holly had fulfilled herself, had
on her own terms led a life as charged with the satisfaction of her achievements as with the value of her diverse friendships and the joys of the
Caribbean. It was a victory finally that she was able to assert herself to a
great extent against the dominance of the father figure while serving the
interests of the poet’s work. And she was leaving in style, facing the
inevitable with sober assessment and a touch of gallant humor. That is the
image we carry with us a year later and will continue to carry.
Robert Buttel
Philadelphia, Pa.

Of Chocolate Mousse, Green Lasagne,
and Holly Stevens
Holly Stevens, like her father, could be difficult. Over the nearly twenty
years I knew her some of the most illustrative incidents centered around
food. I had met Holly as a result of my friendship with Peter Brazeau. In
fact, we entertained her often at our home in Connecticut. Holly never
came just for dinner; she invariably came for an overnight visit. She
maintained that she could not see to drive after night had set in. After
witnessing her five or six substantial vodkas on the rocks during appetizers
and dinner (followed by several scotch-and-waters after dinner), I concluded that there might have been other compelling circumstances for
staying over.
One evening long before she ceased to be intimidating to me, Peter and
I had invited her to dinner along with three other friends. I have always
prided myself at being more than a neophyte around the kitchen, and long
before I owned a pasta machine, I laboriously prepared a veritabile lasagne
verdi bolognese (a true green lasagne with a Bolognese sauce). The pasta
had been hand rolled—a tedious task—and the somewhat complicated
sauce was prepared from the Gourmet Epicurean Tour of Italy. While the
other guests were practically swallowing their tongues, Holly, who had
been perfunctorily pushing her food around, eating sparingly indeed,
asked the other guests if any of them would like her serving because the
dish was not truly Bolognese. While others looked around in disbelief, I
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practically needed to be restrained, so as not to do irreparable harm to a
well-known personage.
An even more embarrassing event occurred in 1983 shortly after Peter’s
oral biography of her father, Parts of a World: Wallace Stevens Remembered,
was published. We had invited nearly fifty people for dinner in order to
celebrate the fruition of years of work. We engaged the services of some
young women from Peter’s college to bartend and serve. At dessert time,
one of the women came over to me, obviously very rattled. “She took the
mousse! She took the mousse!” I was beckoned to follow the server to our
breakfast room, where Holly and a few other guests sat. To my horror I
saw our chocoholic extraordinaire before a huge silver bowl, spoon in hand,
poised to dig into the beautifully garnished chocolate mousse I had spent
hours preparing. In the nick of time, I rushed to the table, grabbed her
hand just before the dreadful act could be committed. I rescued the bowl
and resorting to the antics of someone in grammar school retorted, “This
is my mousse. I made it and I’m going to take it!” Ceremoniously, I returned
it to the center of the dining room table, its rightful position.
In August, after Peter’s untimely death in June 1986, Holly visited me.
She was considerably shaken by his passing. That evening became the
turning point in our relationship and provided the foundation for a very
intimate friendship that was to last an additional six years. Unlike Peter
and other Stevens scholars, I did not need permissions from Holly or other
special favors. Again, we were seated in the breakfast room, site of the
near mousse disaster, and I vividly remember looking directly at Holly, “If
you and I continue to be friends,” I said, “it will be because I like you for
who you are and not because you’re Wallace Stevens’ daughter.” Holly
was shy, often insecure, and reclusive to many. An ongoing dilemma for
her was not knowing whether people truly liked her for herself or whether
they needed her because of her father. I had made my feelings clear.
If Holly could be capricious, she could also show extraordinary acts of
charity and generosity. When Peter was researching Parts of a World, she
steadfastly refused to grant him an interview of her recollections of her
father, although she was most supportive of the project. HOLLY NEVER
GRANTED INTERVIEWS. She stayed overnight often. On those occasions
she and Peter sat up until 3:00 in the morning (long after I had faded)
while she recounted memories of her father and mother, her rebellious
early years, her two marriages and “Zeke,” her only son. When she would
finally retire, Peter would rush to his office to reconstruct their conversation, often resulting in little or no sleep. Holly never granted interviews,
technically never, at least.
Friendship meant a great deal to Holly. She savored the company of
each friend individually (especially with spouse or significant other). I
found it curious that she rarely mixed many of her friends in social situations. I sometimes wondered if she feared losing friends, thinking her
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friends might prefer the other’s company to Holly’s. She was not class
conscious or snobbish about whom she valued as friend. Stewards and
beauticians from favorite cruise lines and she maintained long term correspondences. The butcher, the local patisserie chef, a favorite waitress
were all people about whom Holly cared deeply. And she was intensely
loyal, especially when it came to friendship. A few years ago, a longtime
friend of Holly’s was accused of larceny. Other friends fled in droves; not
Holly. She supported this friend throughout the entire ordeal. Whether he
was guilty or innocent was clearly not the issue. He was her friend and
that was enough.
Prior to Holly’s realization that she was terminally ill she was planning
to have cataract surgery. I had promised to stay with her a few days
immediately following the operation as she lived alone. Last July, Holly
called to indicate that the surgery had been postponed and wanted me to
visit her as soon as possible. It was then that Holly courageously and
stoically told me the details surrounding her impending death. I was the
second person she told. Not surprisingly, due to heavy smoking, her lung
cancer was quite advanced and had spread to other organs. She had been
told that she had a week to six months to live. She chose to have no medical
interventions: “I’ve lived a damned good life,” she said, “why postpone
the inevitable?”
In spite of the crisis she was facing, Holly remained pragmatic. She had
already booked her annual Christmas cruise. Would she be well enough
to make the cruise? Although her cruisemates of long standing must have
been distraught to see a frail Holly, ravaged by the cancer, they rallied at
a crucial time and showed her a very special last voyage.
Shortly after her cruise the six months had elapsed. She refused to buy
a 1992 calendar, in spite of my trying to convince her medical predictions
were more art than science. She continued to grow weaker, with little else
to look forward to, and was admitted to the Yale Infirmary. I visited her
on the second day of her stay. A young, uniformed woman entered around
5:00 p.m. with Holly’s dinner tray. “Where’s my vodka?” Holly barked. I
looked at the young woman’s incredulous demeanor. “My doctor said I
could have four ounces of vodka on the rocks before my meal! I want my
vodka!” I was convinced the stress she was under had disoriented her.
Speechless, terrified, the server left and returned with the the head nurse.
After verification, sure enough, Holly’s physician had prescribed the
vodka Holly brought to the hospital. Holly would be Holly until the end.
Holly’s love of chocolate never abated. As food became more difficult
for her to swallow, I often would make a pot de crème au chocolat dessert
(not dissimilar to the mousse of yore) and bring it to her. Toward the end
it was practically the only thing Holly would eat. It is ironic that what
earlier in our relationship had pushed the boundaries of friendship to their
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outermost limits served as the basis for an extraordinarily close relationship at the end. Her passing brings to a close a critical chapter in my life.
Jim Harrison
Manchester, Conn.

Recollecting Holly
A colleague in 17th century, a Marvell specialist, arranged lunch in New
Haven in the fall of 1976. Holly was associated with the Yale Review at the
time, and I was just launched on a Stevens dissertation. Across the white
tablecloth I saw a pair of very direct, very blue eyes taking me in, and I
saw her father looking out from her face. Thinking back, I imagine she
agreed to the interview because she was intrigued with the idea of a ballet
dancer turned scholar. She asked what sort of questions I had in mind. I
wanted to get a sense of the man, the father, their home, her impressions
as a child. When I told her what I wanted to know—what pictures were
on the walls? did he read to her? what music did they play? was the piano
used? had Stevens ever gone to the ballet? Swan Lake? (I had a theory about
“Description without Place”)—she nodded. She would try to satisfy my
curiosity. She was gracious, straightforward, and perhaps a bit amused. In
return, she asked me rather searching questions about my background and
personal life.
The following summer, deep in dissertation research, I read about the
alleged “deathbed conversion” and wrote immediately from Amherst to
ask if it were true. I couldn’t reconcile the whole spirit of the poetry, I told
her, with the priest’s account. Holly answered in the next mail. I have the
postcard to this day. It was dated 6/25/77, had no salutation and went as
follows:
Quick—and short. I don’t believe it. (The entire article is full of
errors.) Why don’t you subscribe to the WS Journal? What is the
age of your third child? High tide approaches—the sound
blesses, as that of a brook does not. Maple tree outside guest
room. Good luck on dissertation! HS
She was generous, friendly, ironic and intense, withholding and remote—all at once. Reticence, she told me, was a family trait. She preferred
to tell me things when I hadn’t asked. Once she mentioned that her father
had been a fine skater, able to do multiple figure eights on the ice. Once
she told me he’d saved someone from drowning, that he’d been a strong
swimmer. One summer, she said, Stevens discovered a stand of day lilies
up the road, and took the little girl along with the spade and wheelbarrow
so she could “help” dig them up and transplant them in the garden. Once
he took her to the Synagogue to hear the Rabbi. “He’s a wise man,” he
told his daughter, “I want you to hear him.” Holly told me that her father
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was the only man in town, one election year, to vote for Roosevelt. She
recollected, one time, that Stevens had built a snowman for her in front of
the house, an occasion lit by laughter and jokes. She said—and this most
surely won my heart—that once a week her father regularly washed the
kitchen floor for her mother, and that he would often make their lunch.
He was the better cook, she explained, and he enjoyed it. Although she
had persisted, she said, she had never yet been able to find a recipe for the
famous “Bombay Duck” of the “Adagia.”
In Holly’s house at Joshua Cove was a spice rack from the 1930s, holding
tins, spices, cinnamon, like the ones in my mother’s kitchen. In an alcove
were still some of Stevens’ dictionaries, including a massive old Pennsylvania-Dutch lexicon. And in the guest room, there was a painting by René
Marchand, a tree-lined road with an overhanging branch in the foreground
that (Aha!) suddenly clarified a certain line in “Connoisseur of Chaos.”
During one visit in 1988, I told her I was planning to close my Stevens
book with a discussion of “The River of Rivers in Connecticut.” Somewhat
later she suggested a drive, as the day was breezy and bright. “‘Connecticut’ means ‘land of many rivers,’” she observed, driving along and watching the phragmites bend to the wind. Half an hour or so later, without any
warning, she pulled the little red car up at the bank of the Connecticut
River, just where it begins to broaden into an estuary. There was the res
itself, glittering in the sun and rolling majestically, if choppily, Soundward.
“Actually,” she said, “there is a ferry. Up river. You can’t see it from here.
It goes to Long Island.” This poet’s daughter was a woman of imagination
who bestowed her gifts with selective care. She seemed pleased as hell,
sharing her father’s fabulous river with me.
Barbara M. Fisher
City College of CUNY

In Memoriam Holly Stevens
When, as a young woman, I met Holly Stevens, I thought I must be
meeting the one person alive who had really knownWallace Stevens. She
had not had to deduce him from his poems, like the rest of us. Yet she
proved unexpectedly modest about her grasp of her father’s poetry, claiming that it was his commentators who had led her to what understanding
of the poems she possessed. I was grateful for her generosity toward us.
Holly found her life-work in giving her father’s writing to the world.
She herself had written some fiction, in later life; but the writing she will
be remembered for is that in Souvenirs and Prophecies, which rescued our
picture of the young Stevens from its previous sketchiness. Holly edited
the Letters and issued The Palm at the End of the Mind—the “almost-collected” poems—no doubt knowing that first-round editorial work on a
great poet is bound to be superseded by scholarly editions; yet she was
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willing, without formal training, to take the first, crucial step. It is for the
Letters that I am most grateful. Transcribing, selecting, editing, and annotating letters is a tedious job; through Holly, those of us who loved Stevens’
poetry were permitted to see, very early, Stevens’ oblique but invaluable
commentaries on difficult poems. We also were able to grasp (with increasing relish in my own case) Stevens’ deadpan humor in almost every letter,
and his inveterate legal habit of seeing both sides of every issue, even
trivial or transient ones.
It was Holly who first mentioned to me that some medical expert had
suggested that Stevens was affected by acromegaly (extra height, enlarged
head and extremities) and that she might have inherited it. Holly resembled her father in face and body, more powerfully as she grew older. They
both had something of the ugly duckling in them (Stevens called himself
Caliban in an early poem). In the group photo of the poet with his insurance-company colleagues, Stevens towers over the rest; one can see that
he was, for his generation, physically anomalous. If Holly was unlike him
in not being a poet, I think she nonetheless felt more like him than like her
mother in body, and understood his physical way of being.
Holly preserved an admirable reticence and discretion, with me at least,
about her life with her father and mother. Yet she wanted to take me, and
did, to the Casa Marina hotel in Key West after it reopened a few years
ago; she showed me where Stevens liked to sit on the veranda with a drink
and watch the beach directly outside. One could feel there how the sea,
the clouds, and the sultriness of Key West had entered his Northerner’s
imagination.
I only once asked Holly a direct question about her father’s life. After
Father Hanley had made his belated and unsupported assertion that he
had baptized Stevens with Stevens’ consent (at some time during the ten
days Stevens lay in the hospital dying), I asked Holly about her knowledge
of her father’s last days. Since the “baptism” was unrecorded (an anomaly
in Roman Catholic practice) and since there were no available contemporary witnesses (Father Hanley not having testified to it till thirty years after
the alleged event), Holly was the only person I could think of who might
shed light on this assertion, which seemed grossly implausible to me. Holly
told me that her mother did not visit the hospital at all, but that she herself
went every day to see her father. She did not know (I asked her) what
palliative medications were being given her father, but he was conscious.
Because the hospital where his doctor had privileges was a Roman Catholic
hospital, Holly said that people—she didn’t know who—had left various
religious items (rosary beads, a little statue, she thought) next to his bed.
He never requested any of these, or touched any of them. However, he
asked Holly to bring from the house a small jade Buddha to which he was
attached, and he would turn it over in his hands from time to time. At no
time did he mention a priest or any “conversion” to Roman Catholicism.
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Holly said firmly that she did not believe that any such “conversion” had
taken place. She thought the lack of any contemporary record or mention
on anyone’s part of the alleged baptism was conclusive. I repeat her
testimony here for the biographical record. That conversation was the last
one I had with Holly.
Holly experienced the mixed blessings (beginning with her name,
“Holly Bright,” a Stevens title, one would say) of living with a vexed
creative spirit. I admired her for choosing to see her father objectively, as
a person of independent worth and great achievement. His love for her
son, Peter, was, she said, a powerful link between them as adults. It is
reasonable to think that some of Stevens’ poems were drawn, even if
obscurely, from his life with Holly; but we know for sure that without
Holly and Peter we would not have had “Questions Are Remarks,”
Stevens’ touching poem about Peter and about Stevens’ faith in the perpetual power of inception.
Stevens never had a son, but we can deduce from this poem that he
rejoiced in Peter as in a son, because he quotes in it from the most famous
celebration of a son in our literature, God the Father’s declaration at the
transfiguration of Jesus: “This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well
pleased: hear ye him” (Matthew 17:5). Peter sees the sun as it is, without
the antiquated rhetoric that obscures it for Stevens, who finds it an aching
and ailing old thing like himself. Peter, seeing the sun and asking his
mother, “‘Mother, what is that,’” is making a remark—noting the sun,
rather than asking a question:
His question is complete because it contains
His utmost statement. It is his own array,
His own pageant and procession and display,
As far as nothingness permits . . . Hear him.
He does not say, “Mother, my mother, who are you,”
The way the drowsy, infant, old men do.
“Hear him.” It is Stevens’ injunction to us but also to himself, as he plays
his own ironic Gospel variation as God the Grandfather; let not the creator
forget the days of his youth, when all was inception to him. Let him heed
instead the freshness of the young eye and the young tongue. Perhaps we
owe some of Stevens’ other late poems of inception to Holly and Peter as
well. Even “The Hermitage at the Center” consoles itself in its wintry
ending with the extraordinary image of the interior paramour as young
mother:
And yet this end and this beginning are one,
And one last look at the ducks is a look
At lucent children round her in a ring.
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Stevens had, as Crispin, imagined that children were answers to questions put to the universe; in his four daughters, Crispin found “four
questioners and four sure answerers.” In her life, Stevens’ daughter asked
herself the question of her father’s genius and answered it with her inestimable and unstinting life’s work, for which she will be long remembered.
Helen Vendler
Harvard University

A Translator Corrected
The sounds of the guitar
Were not and are not. Absurd. The words spoken
Were not and are not. It is not to be believed.
In II mondo come meditazione (1986), I translated these lines as follows:
I suoni della chitarra
Erano e non erano. Assurdo. Le parole pronunciate
Erano e non erano. Non è da credersi.
After meeting Holly Stevens in New Haven in 1988, I sent her a copy of
my edition. After a while she responded, noticing that my translation of
those lines was far from the mark. I could hardly believe my eyes when I
saw that what I had written in Italian was something like. “The sounds of
the guitar / Were and were not. Absurd. The words spoken / Were and
were not.” While Stevens had been adamant in denying the existence of
the past, I had left the question open. Possibly I had written what I had
wanted to read, not what the poet had unequivocally stated. The fact that
I had gone my way regardless of the text possibly shows that also the
words written “were not and are not.”
Holly Stevens was able to put her finger on my flagrant attempt at
rewriting Stevens because she had learned some Italian, and had kept it
up by taking cruises, preferably on Italian ships. I was struck by her
decided independence from her father’s inclinations. She told me that
when his library was sold she spent the money on a trip—to Italy, Not to
France, or to Freiburg (wherever that may be). In Milano she was introduced to our premier poet, Eugenio Montale, and his wife, and she assured
me that they took to each other and were together a lot. Montale had
written a puzzled review of Stevens’ first book in Italian (or indeed in any
foreign language), Renato Poggioli’s Mattino domenicale e altre poesie (1954),
and must have been pleasantly surprised by the unpretentiousness of the
daughter of the poet whom another reviewer, Carlo Izzo, had compared
with that “major man” of aestheticism Gabriele D’Annunzio.
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Before I met Holly, John Malcolm Brinnin had told me about her. They
had been on a cruise together, off Tehuantepec, on the date of Stevens’
birthday perhaps, and had toasted him on that occasion. I later realized
that Holly herself was probably first thought of by her parents during that
one cruise they took in October 1923. Here she was, 65 years later, chainsmoking, coughing, and being most agreeable. She spoke of her son Peter,
who was a contractor and had recently been visiting to help her fix the
wiring in her home. I mentioned Holly’s account of Peter in a note on my
month at Yale, “Gli archive di New Haven” (Verri 1 [1991]: 172), which I
sent along. In the last communication I was to receive from her, she
commented once again on the language: “I suppose if a bartender is a
barista, my son is an electricista!”
Wallace Stevens was obsessively concerned with genealogy. Poets have,
as all of us, a biological destiny, a line of descent, as well as a literary
progeny, the work they leave us. The two are closer than New Critics
would like us to believe, for the text is also the result of a material act, so
that we can say that “Sea Surface Full of Clouds” and Holly Stevens were
conceived on the same occasion. It is possible to define literature as “physical traces left by dead men or women.” Our journey after a poet’s texts
will often lead us to his tomb. (See Bernetta Quinn’s “Marble Whiter than
Moonlight,” The Wallace Stevens Journal 16 [Spring 1992]: 100.) Or, more
happily, it may lead us to his descendants.
Holly Stevens shared with her father a delight in “the bouquet of being,”
and one enjoyed telling her about something one had discovered or experienced, because one knew that she would respond. I once wrote to her in
a more or less matter-of-fact vein, then added a postscript about a visit to
a painter friend, Bruno Pinto, who had just celebrated his 25th wedding
anniversary in an old village, and had issued for the occasion an engraving
with an inscription from “The World as Meditation.” The postscript grew
and grew as the story told itself. Holly promptly communicated her delight
in a letter dated 24 January 1990: “That was the best ‘Post-Script’ I ever
received.” Pinto’s picture she found “a real work of love, love-making. . . .
The paper, the presentation, the printing of the words—all magnificent. . . .
But how do I frame it? Don’t tell me.” Meanwhile my eyes had been opened
about this particular engraving by another painter, since dead, who
pointed out that if stood vertically it became a clear representation of two
lovers in the act. Holly’s reference to “love, love-making” suggests that
she may well have noticed immediately. This sending of art from Europe
to the U.S. also had precedents in her father’s experience.
I already mentioned her last postcard, in which she spoke of electricista
and said she was sending “The Hudson Review with my last work on WS.”
I was later to learn that when she wrote she knew how sick she was, so
that her use of “last” may contain an intentional pun. This final communication from a friend is the more moving in being dated by her “Oct. 2,
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1991 (WS’ birthday in 1879!),” and in bearing a picture of Pablo Picasso’s
“The Old Guitarist” of 1881 (Art Institute of Chicago).
The sounds of the guitar
Were not and are not. Absurd. The words spoken
Were not and are not. It is not to be believed.
I suoni della chitarra
Non erano e non sono. Assurdo. Le parole pronunciate
Non erano e non sono. Non è da credersi.
Massimo Bacigalupo
University of Genoa

Holly as Friend
Mab and I met Holly at the reception following a memorable dance
recital because Mab and Holly were wearing identical dresses. The occasion was the March 1963 performance at the Wadsworth Atheneum in
Hartford by Merce Cunningham and his troupe, with lighting by
Rauschenberg to the music of John Cage. My memory is that Holly sought
Mab out. In any event we hit it off immediately and our acquaintance grew
into friendship when we found ourselves turning up at the same events,
English Institutes in the fall and the Wallace Stevens Poetry Awards at the
University of Connecticut in the spring. This last had a distinguished
inauguration just a year after the Cunningham recital, when Marianne
Moore read from her poems and made the awards to the student prizewinners. Holly stayed with Pete and Dorothy Dean the first couple of years,
but when Pete went to head the department at the University of Illinois,
she started staying with us.
I remember having Robert Lowell (1967) and Stephen Spender (1969)
out to the house afterward, but with Allen Ginsberg (1970) such a mob
turned out that the awards took place in the auditorium with people filling
the stage, and student enthusiasm extended the poet’s own reading into
a chanting of mantras. Holly suffered from being able to smoke only
surreptitiously.
It must have been about this time that we started visiting each other. I
remember a couple of big parties at the house she rented in Hamden, and
I remember her coming, in what must have been the early seventies, to
the big “Victorian colonial” house in Freedom, N. H., where we spend our
summers. Patterns established themselves that were not to be broken.
Holly had “her own room” at both our houses. In Freedom, it was the
smaller front room decorated in red with its complete set of bedroom
crockery including a soap dish and a toothbrush holder. Her visits lasted
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three full days, with a vodka nightcap bringing each to a close. She always
took us out to a good restaurant, preferably on the final night. I remember
her getting the chef to sign the menu for her the first time we went to
Darby Field, above the Kancamagus Highway near Conway. The second
time we went there she made reservations in advance so we could enjoy
the mountain view from a window table. Despite her preference for salt
water she liked swimming with us in Loon Lake, where there are no fast
motor boats and hence no sound or water pollution. I took her once on a
moonlight canoe ride, but she resisted my efforts to lure her onto the
sailfish. Mab and she often went off on antiquing excursions, while I wrote
or read. When we fixed up the derelict “smithy” across the mill pond as
a retreat for Mab and me from children and guests, she found us among
her own things the ideal screen for the enormous old-brick fireplace that
divides the living room from the kitchen.
Her move from Hamden to Trolley Road in Joshua Cove and the making
of the house there into her own were events in our lives. I remember the
walks we took with her on our visits and the long wade out on the tidal
flat to water you could swim in. At least twice we spent nights with her,
and I remember once a reunion there with Emily Wallace, whom I had
met at the English Institute and whom Holly and I had tried to persuade
to join us a number of times. On one memorable occasion (was it when
the Institute returned to Harvard from NYU?) we persuaded Emily’s
husband, Greg Harvey, to come as well.
While we knew her, Holly moved into a much closer relationship with
both her father and her son. I walked with her one night in Cambridge,
and we lingered by the house her father had lived in as a student. Her
visits to the English Institute were largely determined by the sessions that
dealt with her father’s work. This meant that for the years I was secretary
and trustee her visits were almost annual. She stayed all but one year at
the Commander (I think the year she missed was when they were renovating it). My impression was that she had her own special room in the
hotel.
We called Holly several months before her death to tell her about the
date of the upcoming Wallace Stevens award night and to let her know
that we would be off on a trip at the time. She asked us to plan a visit, but
there was no hint of the word that we got on our return. I am writing this
in Freedom. There is a void, her void, that memories such as these can
only partially fill.
Charles A. Owen, Jr.
Freedom, N. H.
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Shirts Without Pockets
By accident or good luck, some of us got to know Holly Stevens over
the years. And, with the various scholars she befriended, Holly always
showed affection in a certain way that became a signature with her: she
made it clear that, in general, she preferred the company of our spouses
and lovers over that of ourselves.
In recent years she would say, “Where’s Henry!” always a bit disgusted
with me whenever I showed up without him. She would greet me at the
door of her house on Trolley Road and always look past me until she was
sure that I really had been so thoughtless as to come by myself.
So I took Henry with me a year ago August, 1991, to celebrate my
birthday (and Holly’s). We had a custom of meeting in between our
respective days. I was born August 2, 1946. On the very same day in l955,
Wallace Stevens died. Once or twice in the almost twenty years I knew
Holly I tried to tell her that, in having a ninth birthday on that very day,
I was assured of remembering exactly where I’d been when my favorite
poet passed away and what I’d done right down to precise minutes approaching evening. She never asked for any of the particulars, not one! My
anecdotes were tedious for her. I believe I was too story-telling as a friend.
In the 70s and 80s she liked to take me to piano bars in the Guilford area
to shut me up. She often knew the pianist and she was always hoping I’d
take advantage of a room with a few single men here and there. I may
have finally married a pianist (one I’d found on my own) so that she would
think more highly of me. I remember Henry playing for her that first time
they met in her living room. Holly pulled up a dining chair in order to be
a few feet away from talented hands. In her next life, she will play jazz.
August ’91 we arrived at her house with a present, although Holly and
I were not in the habit of exchanging gifts. Her biggest show of affection
for me on that last day I was to see her was to ask me why in the world I
had gone and bought a present. She preserved her rituals; didn’t want me
introducing new ones at the last minute.
“Open it,” I said. “You’re going to thank me on your Christmas cruise.”
When she took care to do the wrapping paper and pull back the tissue,
she stared a long time before lifting up a brightly flowered overblouse. I’d
thought it was as nifty as any of the brightly flowered overblouses I’d seen
her wear. How could I go wrong?
“I don’t like it!” she said. She held it between two fingers while she lit
a cigarette and studied the thing some more. “It doesn’t have pockets and
I hate shirts without pockets.”
“Then I’ll take it for myself,” I said, having learned a few moves from
her over the years.
Henry said he couldn’t imagine having shirts without pockets and that
made Holly triumphant. “See? He knows what I’m talking about!”
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She let almost an hour go by before the punch line. We were having
drinks, waiting for the tide to go out, waiting for the right time for dinner
in town. Suddenly she was out of her chair, going off to some other part
of the house. She was gone a long time and when she came back into the
room she gave me something quite astonishing. It was a poem she’d
written as a young woman, and, even before I’d read the whole thing, I
was touched by her roundabout way of revealing something intimate
about herself. She was so direct in some ways and so circumspect in others.
This was always why one felt one couldn’t go wrong with her, but was
always doing it anyway.
It turned out that shirts themselves could get into deep trouble with
Holly Stevens if they weren’t exactly what she liked; because, by golly, I
was being shown a quite wonderful student poem she had written while
at Vassar in which there was a neatly turned line about hating all shirts
without pockets.
Later I thought back on the act of showing me that poem. I suspect she
liked my blouse quite well and was willing to sacrifice the pleasure of
having it in order to bring off a good moment—that poem, her little gift
to me. In some ways the woman was shy and this was only more evidence.
Or else not shy at all. She was waiting for the right occasion in which some
one of us Stevens friends might play straight man. If I hadn’t set her up
properly, I’d have never seen the poem. She was like that. Oddly patient.
We met in 1973 when I traveled from Lincoln, Nebraska on a departmental travel grant called the Maud Hammond Fling. Holly was to be my
fling, and I was very excited to show up at noon on the dot at the Yale
Review office in New Haven. I was after a peek at the unpublished aphorisms. Mel Lyon had encouraged me to write to her. She had sent me back
an “OK” by postcard.
In final correspondence about the proposed meeting, she promised to
let me take her to lunch, but when I walked into her office on the appointed
day she told me she had only a half hour to spend with me. She was on
her way to a funeral.
I tried not to look disappointed to have come 1500 miles for this. We
gathered her coat and headed out the building. I believe we sat for a time
on a hard bench, I being told that soon she would deliver herself of her
father’s notebooks and other papers, and that only then would I be able
to study the unpublished aphorisms. At some yet undetermined library.
This was news she might have mentioned in the correspondence.
I could be cool. Again I hid my disappointment, and, in some way yet
unclear to me, she decided it was now time for me to take her to lunch.
What about the funeral? I didn’t bring it up. Soon I found myself in her
Toyota being driven out of town at a clip. There was a seafood restaurant
she liked on the Connecticut Sound.
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That afternoon we flung a sum of money away on fat fresh oysters and
lobster tail. My wildly nervous request for Bombay chutney was hooted
down. “She’s got the quote wrong,” Holly told the waiter. “She’s a PhD,
too. Born in Florida.”
That afternoon she told me she was looking for a house to buy out on
the Sound, and at some point I think I toasted to her success.
And what a snug home she made for herself on Trolley Road; and what,
finally, a wonderful welcomer she later proved to be. She found a bit of
scenery which did all the work of entertaining guests. One could read a
book and take a walk and fall asleep in the middle of a movie on TV. By
l977 I’d landed in the Northeast myself and would get in my car for those
August birthdays and go cool off in the waters right off her backyard. One
summer she sent me back to Poughkeepsie with a good window air
conditioner she didn’t plan ever to use. For years (and years) before I finally
could rest easy at my college with tenure—the same college her father had
loved and from which she herself had fled—I kept cool with that air
conditioner. I dubbed it The Wallace Stevens Memorial Air Conditioner.
The thing conked out the year I was finally promoted. That was summer
1985.
To celebrate tenure I went to The City for a real fling.
And in 1955 I was there, too, age nine. My family had taken me to
Manhattan for our vacation, which happened to span the week of August
2, the day Wallace Stevens died. All that day I was fêted, and toward
evening I was taken into Saks Fifth Avenue, where I was presented with
a new crinoline as a little present from my aunt Emily Jones Miller.
Beverly Coyle
Vassar College
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Poems
Islamorada
The day is not aware of motives, or
of grapes as green as the sea off Islamorada,
or of the miniature roundness of the grapes,
or the erotic roundness of the waves on the sand:
a still life in the eye of skin transparent
as glass in a bowl opaque as henna earth.
The picnickers are looking at the painter.
The women, unclothed, recline at ease; the men,
bearded, clothed, have other things to do.
The day has no intention. It floats away
as the bent earth turns. In languishing light the grapes
become an enigmatic beryl. The bearded
men depart. The painter stays to limn
the nymphs turning phosphorescent in the sea.
Warren Carrier
Galveston, Texas

Recurrence in Paradise
Summer coming from the sun and all
The winter does and those denied,
The summer comes, and winter does,
And I, like leaves turned in the night,
Wind-stripped, go skittering across
The pond and ice, turn like the leaves
The wind has stripped, the leaves I’m like
A sign, and I’m, in my decline,
Afraid, when summer ends, the figures
On the lawn have left, the leaves go,
Skittering across the pond of death.
Robert Noreault
Massena, N. Y.
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Reviews
Early Stevens: The Nietzschean Intertext.
By B. J. Leggett. Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1992.
In Early Stevens: The Nietzschean Intertext, B. J. Leggett examines two important, if problematic, issues in his pursuit of a Nietzschean Stevens. First, he accounts
for the various ways in which Nietzsche has been recently reintroduced into the
interpretation of Stevens’ poems and second, he works out the advantages and
disadvantages of presenting specific Nietzschean texts as “intertexts” in the reading
of certain early and middle poems. In the early chapters, Leggett makes a series
of critical appraisals of the recent writings of critics who have tried to apply
Nietzschean ideas, attitudes, and assumptions to the interpretation of Stevens’
poems. Here, Leggett evaluates the Nietzschean (or Neo-Nietzschean—and
Nietzsche would have loved this term) applications of J. Hillis Miller, Joseph Riddel,
Harold Bloom, and Frank Doggett. After clarifying the limits of each of these
approaches, he turns to four recent books by Rajeev Patke, Milton J. Bates, J. S.
Leonard and C. E. Wharton, and Robert Rehder to explain the degree to which
each attributes Nietzschean qualities to Stevens’ poetry. Leggett takes issue with
each of the critics he discusses and shows that the place of Nietzsche in the works
of Stevens has yet to be examined in a thoroughgoing intertextual manner.
While it might appear, after the first chapter, that Leggett has made room for
his approach (since none of the works he has cited has demonstrated a Nietzschean
Stevens), he must still establish a usable sense of the function of an “intertext”
before he can get to the tasks of interpretation. As he writes, “Intertextuality
remains a fashionable critical term and its vogue has no doubt contributed to its
present widespread use to characterize methods of reading that have little in
common.” With references to the theories and practices of Roland Barthes, Michael
Riffeterre, Julia Kristeva, Jonathan Culler, and Harold Bloom, Leggett takes some
care to separate their various theories of intertextuality and then to distinguish
intertextuality from studies of source and influence as these have been used traditionally to examine the effects of the writings of one author on another. For Leggett,
the goal of intertextual reading will be to open new interpretations of the Stevens
poems. Although he does not discuss intertextuality as a two-way street, he makes
it clear from the titles of his first two chapters that intertextuality may also make
possible new readings of the Nietzsche texts. Having, that is, deferred questions
of source and influence, readers might be prepared to look both ways. While
Leggett does not dwell on the double-edged sword of his approach, he nonetheless
arrives at a Stevensian Nietzsche here and there in his readings.
For Leggett, the apparent procedure of intertextuality will be to move from a
Stevens poem (or text) to Nietzsche’s texts and then back to Stevens. The selection
of Stevens’ texts is not mysterious for readers of Stevens since Leggett chooses to
read major early poems. The process for selecting the Nietzsche intertexts is less
clear.
Leggett chooses a form of intertextual reading that is at neither extreme in
theory (that is, as he states, between the intertextuality of Culler and that of
Bloom). He demonstrates in subsequent chapters a variety of ways in which
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the presence of an intertext affects interpretation, not so much to prove Stevens
a Nietzschean but to bring up questions that undermine traditional readings
of poems. He writes carefully and manifests a refreshing candor concerning
his own sense of how a text can hold two opposing interpretations at the same
time. He even, on occasion, shows that unusual (“uncanny”?) ability to argue
against himself (thereby arguing against and thus for Nietzsche). He maintains
an impressive equilibrium while facing one and then another of those vers
mises en abyme to which J. Hillis Miller points.
When Stevens wrote of Nietzsche in a letter to Henry Church that he “felt the
vast difference between reading the thing in English with its total lack of voice and
reading it in German with all the sharp edges and intensity of speech that one feels
in reading Nietzsche” (L 461-62), he shows that he is aware of two rather different
Nietzsches: the one available to him in the Levy edition and the other one who,
auf Deutsch, escapes translation. Like Stevens, we are aware that we would prefer
to read Nietzsche in his own German. Also, like Stevens, we often find that we
must read the great German stylist in translation. Leggett chooses to use the Levy
edition of Nietzsche because he believes he ought to limit himself to the translation
Stevens was most likely to have read. Yet, if the point of intertextuality is the
comparison of texts (not the discovery of sources or influences), then we should
make every effort to get the texts right on both sides of the comparison. If this is
the case, then it would have been useful to bring more recent and more accurate
translations to bear on Stevens’ text. I suspect that Leggett’s decision about
Nietzsche translations is a reflection of his own theory of intertextuality. For, to
defer decisions on sources and influences is not to deny these issues. Hence, for
him to preserve the possibility of such traditional concerns necessitates a compromise in the selection of translations.
I am aware that reviewers often bring up issues that would seem to demand
another book, not the one under review. Certainly the issue of translations should
not turn readers of Stevens’ poems away from this book. Leggett carefully explains
how the endeavor of reading literary texts still has a useful place among the
distractions of various poststructural methodologies. His attention to Stevens’
writings and to those who have written on Stevens is scrupulous and exemplary.
His study re-opens the reading of an impressive number of Stevens’ poems. As he
points out toward the end of his book, he has not closed out the field, either for
discovering Nietzschean intertexts or for applying the comparisons he has worked
out to other poems. It will occur to most readers that Leggett has already suggested
Nietzschean “texts” for rereading major later poems such as “Esthétique du Mal,”
“Credences of Summer,” “Auroras of Autumn,” and “The Rock.” Watching Leggett
demonstrate the usefulness of his approach, one cannot help but think of the
extensions of such a practice. These are signs of a fruitful book.
Thomas J. Hines
Kent State University
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Part of the Climate: American Cubist Poetry.
By Jacqueline Vaught Brogan. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991.
Pablo Picasso once took the seat and handlebars of an old bicycle and arranged
them in such a way that they resembled the head and horns of a bull. It was a
brilliant stroke, at once simple and profound. By rearranging these commonplace
items, he provided a new perspective on the parts; he also conveyed the spirit of
Spain, his native land. Though Bull’s Head (1943) is not a cubist work, it illustrates
the novel technique employed by Jacqueline Vaught Brogan in her book Part of the
Climate: American Cubist Poetry. In this work, which defines the impact of cubist
aesthetics on modernist American poetry, Brogan mixes two distinct modes—the
scholarly essay and the anthology—to fashion a new whole. Like Picasso, she not
only helps us to see the part cubism played in contributing to the modernist
aesthetic, but she also alters our understanding of the whole climate out of which
modernism emerged: her thesis, that all the major modern American poets share
this cubist background, fundamentally challenges the notion of a Pound/Williams
tradition from which Stevens is excluded.
In charting the rise and decline of the cubist aesthetic in the first half of this
century (roughly between the two world wars), Brogan alternates critical discussion of the various movements and a hefty selection of the poetry from the small
magazines publishing such work. Her own historical and theoretical commentary
on the role of various literary magazines is periodically interrupted by asterisks
alerting the reader to jump ahead and read a section from the anthology of that
particular journal before continuing. This is a deft move, for it disrupts traditional
continuity, mixes genres, conveys simultaneity, and offers multiple perspectives.
In other words, it expresses the very cubist aesthetic under examination.
Though critics agree that the visual arts had a seminal influence on the modernist movement in poetry, most cite the famous Armory Show of 1913 as the
starting point. Brogan finds seeds of the shift towards a new poetics two years
earlier in 1911 in Camera Work, which published, in one issue, cubist works by
Picasso and then in a succeeding issue Gertrude Stein. Noting that Stein does in
words what Picasso does in painting, Brogan dubs her the “founding Mother of
cubist poetry.” Though the initial reaction was not particularly warm, the cubist
movement in American poetry was launched. Using Brogan’s umbrella definition
of the cubist aesthetic, it is not difficult to see how all the major modern American
poets shared, at least in part, some of its tenets:
cubist poetry is likely to be marked by concern with visual form (which
itself may range from cube-like stanzas to a radical arrangement of the
printed page that far exceeds the experimentation of free verse); by a
distortion of normal stanza, line, and word boundaries; by a thematic
concern with its own modernism and an intense preoccupation with
perception; by narrative and temporal disjunctions that, in a collagelike fashion, employ multiple voices, sections, and textual fragments;
and finally by a heightened sense of textuality itself, which questions
the very nature of representation in a way that anticipates post-structuralist criticism.
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Brogan then proceeds to provide a brief history of the contributions towards
the cubist aesthetic that little reviews, such as Rogue, 291, Others, The Little Review,
The Dial, The Measure, Broom, transition, Blues, and Pagany, made. Though we
may no longer recall such experimentalist poets’ names as Katharine N. Rhoades,
Else von Freytag-Loringhoven, Sidney Hunt, or Charles Henri Ford, we are struck
by the names of those poets published alongside of them: William Carlos Williams,
Wallace Stevens, Ezra Pound, e. e. cummings, Louis Zukofsky. In fact, one of the
ironies to emerge from this study is the reappraisal of the role Poetry played in the
modernist movement. Often credited with the revolution in modernism, it pales
in comparison to these other journals as being quite conservative and traditional.
Brogan wryly notes that the epigraph to Others—“The old expressions are always
with us but there are always others”—seems a direct jibe at Poetry. When one looks
at the poems published in these little magazines, it is not hard to see how they had
a formative impact on modernism: the poems are characterized by creative typography, fragmentation, collage, disruptive wording, and a lack of sentimentality.
The importance of this book for Stevens specialists is that Brogan demonstrates
that Stevens, although he was later to reject cubism, emerged out of the same
climate that produced Pound and Williams. In the process she shows us how to
reread Stevens: “Six Significant Landscapes” and “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a
Blackbird” are no longer merely Imagist exercises; they become cubist expressions
of multiple perspective and fragmentation. “Metaphors of a Magnifico” shares in
Stein’s attempt in “Aux Galeries Lafayette” to manipulate the possibility of perspective through verbal repetition, while “Nuances of a Theme by Williams”
becomes an example of the cubist technique of collage. Noting the use of fragmentation, collage, and multiple perspective in “The Man with the Blue Guitar,” Brogan
calls this poem Stevens’ supreme cubist expression. Though she does not mention
it, I would offer “The Hermitage at the Center,” with its parallel strain of meaning,
as a poem sharing the cubist aesthetic of multiple perspectives.
Though cubism dies in visual arts around 1925, Brogan demonstrates its continuing influence on poetry, not only on Pound and Williams into the 1950s, but
also on contemporary poets as well: Louis Zukofsky, Kenneth Rexroth, Charles
Duncan, George Oppen, Ron Silliman. Following perhaps James Laughlin’s lead,
she identifies a sociopolitical implication as well. In his early edition of New
Directions in Prose and Poetry (1936), Laughlin articulated an important connection
between revolutionary language and social reform: “‘I believe then, that experimental writing has a real social value, apart from any other. . . . For however my
contributors may see themselves I see them as agents of social reform as well as
artists. Their propaganda is implicit in their style and in probably every case
(originally, at least) unconscious.’” And to this Brogan adds an ethical dimension,
for she sees in cubism, in its implicit validation of multiplicity, the “questioning of
any dogmatic or totalitarian perspective.” Thus this book has much to recommend
it, from a much-needed anthology of little reviews to a discussion, sometimes at a
highly sophisticated level, of the sociopolitical impact of literary theory.
John N. Serio
Clarkson University
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News and Comments
✳✳✳
Holly Stevens’ accomplishments in the service of literature were numerous, but
one of them stood out from all others: it would be hard, perhaps impossible, to find
a descendant, first-generation at that, who did more than she to strengthen and
broaden a major writer’s reputation. Her successes as pioneer editor, commentator,
biographer, and critic are apparent today to everyone interested in W. S. Less obvious to the ordinary reader are the help and friendship she generously supplied to
numerous scholars and critics who also furthered the career of W. S. I can testify to
her foresight in organizing and preserving her father’s collection of his own works,
his private library, his papers and memorabilia. It was she who decided that they
should go to the Huntington Library, where in less than two decades the W. S. archive has supported a number of major editions and influential appraisals of the
greatest modern American poet by such scholars as Milton Bates, Peter Brazeau,
Alan Filreis, George Lensing, James Longenbach, and Joan Richardson, among others. The scholarly pursuit of W. S. at the Huntington was inaugurated by a conference on him in April 1975 at which Holly, J. M. Edelstein, A. Walton Litz, Wilson E.
Taylor (W. S.’s insurance company colleague), and I read papers.
In 1974 Holly was a friend of Jim and Diantha Thorpe, the proprietors of the Shoe
String Press in Hamden, Connecticut, where she lived. The younger Thorpes—together with another friend, Professor Litz—passed on news about her W. S. collection to James Thorpe, the Director of the Huntington and a longtime admirer of W.
S.’s verse. He asked me, as Librarian, to negotiate a sale of the collection to the Huntington. With the Director’s unwavering support, the Library staff accomplished this
in perhaps a half-dozen transactions extending over many years (and by means of
an embarrassing number of installment payments, for the Huntington has never
been a cash-rich institution). It is possible that a determined Holly and a differing
Librarian yelled at each other on occasion—I could neither confirm nor deny this.
What is certain is that we were friends with a common cause when we last talked by
telephone not long before her death. She did what she could to make the world
aware of W. S. the poet, and that was a great deal. Then she placed the W. S. archive
in an independent research library where it would be available, and pleasantly so,
for the kind of serious, continuing investigation that his by no means easy work will
always require. One cannot stop missing the Holly who was so much her father’s
worthy daughter.

✳✳✳
Two sculptures inspired by W. S.’s poems have become part of the cultural landscape of Southern California. A sculpture entitled “The Planet on the Table,” the
centerpiece of a five-unit arrangement by Jacqueline Dreager, was dedicated formally on October 7, 1992, in the Wardlow Station of the Metro Blue Line, on which
commuter trains run between Long Beach and the center of Los Angeles. A “poetry
garden” derived from “Anecdote of the Jar” and created by Siah Armajani is a permanent installation at the Lannan Foundation headquarters, located at 5401
McConnell Avenue between the Los Angeles International Airport and Marina del
Rey (open M-F 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.).
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✳✳✳
The Wallace Stevens Society Program at MLA will be on the topic “Notes toward
a Supreme Fiction at Fifty.” Chaired by Milton Bates (Marquette University), it will
feature the following papers: “Notes: Why All the Dramatis Personae?,” by Helen
Vendler (Harvard University); and “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction: Time and
Space,” by A. Walton Litz (Princeton University). Lea Baechler (Columbia University) and David M. Hertz (Indiana University) will serve as respondents. The seminar is scheduled for Monday, 28 December 1992, from 7:15-8:30 p.m., in Gramercy
Suite A, New York Hilton.

✳✳✳
A session will also be devoted to W. S. at the forthcoming NEMLA conference at
Bryn Mawr College on March 27-29, 1993. The seminar will be chaired by Laury
Magnus (U.S. Merchant Marine Academy) and contain the following presentations:
“A Notable Writer and the Sound of Words,” by James Leonard and Christine E.
Wharton (The Citadel); “Stevens’ Letters to His Wife,” by Don Blount (University of
South Carolina); “Wallace Stevens’ Comedian and the Double Crossing of the
American Poet,” by James C. Ransom (Haverford College); and “Reading ‘The
Snow Man’: Stevens’ Structures of Undecidability,” by Ross Leckie (University of
Toronto).

✳✳✳
Amiri Baraka will be the W. S. poet in the Thirtieth Annual Wallace Stevens Program at the University of Connecticut, Storrs, on April 8, 1993. He will read from his
own poetry and present awards to the student winners of the annual poetry competition.

✳✳✳
Scholars using the W. S. archive at the Huntington during the past year include
Michael P. Adams (Albright College), book on the influence of Renaissance poets,
especially Spenser, on W. S.; Joseph D. Blount (University of South Carolina), journal article on W. S.; John L. Clendenning (California State University, Northridge),
journal article on W. S.; Eleanor Cook (Victoria College, Toronto), book on W. S.’s
use of Biblical allusions; John C. Madruga (University of Southern California), dissertation on W. S.’s poetry and the thought of John Dewey; Robin G. Schulze (University of Kansas), book on W. S. and Marianne Moore; Thomas Trzyna (Seattle
Pacific University), journal article on W. S., modern poetry, and the history of ethics;
Samuel J. Umland (University of Nebraska, Kearney), journal article on W. S. and
Arthurian literature.

✳✳✳
A howler in this column (Autumn 1990) concerning books from W. S.’s library
acquired by the Huntington has been pointed out alertly by Professor J. H. Willis, Jr., of the College of William and Mary. A gremlin inserted Leonard Woolf’s
imaginary Stones of East Richmond (1921), instead of his Stories of the East
(Richmond, 1921), actually printed by Leonard and Virginia Woolf on a hand
press cluttering their dining room table. Willis says of the nonexistent book:
“What a find that would be! I can imagine Leonard as antiquarian archaelogist
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[sic] poking among the ruins of Richmond.” Perhaps a partnership is in order:
when Willis becomes tired of digging for bibliographical errors, I can spell him.

✳✳✳
A copy of a W. S. item not possessed by the poet or Holly Stevens was recently
added to the W. S. archive at the Huntington: the keepsake of the Junior Dinner on
May 1, 1900, “Harvard Class of ’01. Poem by William Bond Wheelwright. Ode by
Wallace Stevens,” twelve pages stapled in wrappers (Edelstein B2, noting this as the
only publication of W. S.’s poem). It is W. S.’s second appearance in any book and
appears to be rare. At the same time the Huntington acquired nos. 1-10 of vol. 69 of
The Harvard Advocate (1900). Stevens was on the editorial board during this period
and contributed prose or poetry to eight of the issues.

✳✳✳
If W. S. first editions in fine conditions are becoming scarce, antiquarian catalogues appearing over the past year indicate that there is still something for nearly
every taste. For the modest collector, second editions of Harmonium (1931), containing fourteen new poems and dropping three that were in the first edition (1923),
were available for $75 and $100 from J. Howard Woolmer (Catalogue 87, item 270)
and George MacManus (Catalogue 332, item 725), respectively. For the affluent, better copies of the same edition could be had at $395 and $375 from Sun Moon Bear
Rare Books of Geyserville, Calif. (Catalogue 3, item 639) and Waiting for Godot
(Catalogue 26, item 893), respectively. Uncorrected galley proofs, “string tied into
printed wrappers,” of the first edition of Letters of Wallace Stevens (1966) were offered for $400 by William Reece (Catalogue 113, item 1014), with this observation:
“It is very unlikely that more than a small handful of sets of this extremely bulky
proof were prepared.” Let us hope so. A “very fine” copy, including the original
wrapper and prospectus, of one of W. S.’s most attractive books, the Cummington
Press edition of Notes toward a Supreme Fiction (1942), was offered by Pharos for
$3500 (Catalogue 2, item 302). Complicating values for the collector with a short
memory is the movement of items from bookseller to bookseller. For example, a letter from Jean Dubuffet to W. S. dated 27 November 1948 and accompanying ephemera were offered first by Waiting for Godot (Catalogue 26, item 902) for $575, then
eight months later by Anacapa Books (Catalogue 84, item 184) for $1,100. One suspects that W. S. never responded to this promotional pitch for an exhibition of several French artists (except to file it away), and that the material was disposed of
when Elsie Stevens sold some of W. S.’s art books after his death.
Daniel Woodward
Huntington Library
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